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Abstract 
Inflammasomes are cytosolic multiprotein signaling complexes that are activated 

upon pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs)-mediated recognition of pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and damage-associated molecular patterns 

(DAMPs). Their assembly activates downstream inflammatory caspases that induce 

cytokine release and pyroptotic cell death through the cleavage of the pore-forming 

effector Gasdermin D. The so-called non-canonical inflammasome activates human 

caspase-4/-5 or mouse caspase-11 and serves as a cytosolic detection mechanism 

for lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the major component of Gram-negative bacteria cell 

wall. In mouse macrophages activation of caspase-11 in response to cytosolic LPS 

and intracellular Gram-negative bacteria requires the expression of the interferon 

(IFN)-inducible GTPases Guanylate-Binding Proteins (GBPs). During my PhD, I 

investigated the role of IFNs and GBPs in activating the human non-canonical 

inflammasome. I showed that human GBP1 is a bona-fide PRR for cytosolic LPS, 

that binds LPS on the membrane of Gram-negative bacteria and drives the 

recruitment of additional hGBPs, which form a signaling hub that mediates the 

recruitment and activation of human caspase-4. In addition, I reported that IFNg 

protects human epithelial cells against Burkholderia-induced multi-nucleated giant 

cell (MNGC) formation, specifically through the action hGBP1. Mechanistically, 

GBP1 acts by inducing caspase-4-dependent cell death through pyroptosis, allowing 

the infected cells to be quickly eliminated before bacterial spread and MNGCs 

formation. Eventually, I aimed to define which individual murine Gbps were 

necessary for LPS-induced non-canonical inflammasome activation in mouse 

macrophages. Murine Gbps are distributed in two clusters on chromosomes 3 and 5. 

I found that among the Gbps encoded by chromosome 3, mGbp2 and mGbp3 are 

key activators of the caspase-11 inflammasome. Moreover, I showed that Gbps on 

chromosome 5 controls LPS-driven caspase-11 activation in a priming-dependent 

manner: their participation is only detectable under IFNg priming conditions. Overall, 

these findings provide new insights into the noncanonical inflammasome activation 

pathway and potentially open new perspectives for therapeutic approaches against 

sepsis and melioidosis. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Resumé 
Les inflammasomes sont des complexes de signalisation multiprotéiques 

cytosoliques qui sont activés lors de la reconnaissance, par des récepteurs de 

reconnaissance de motifs (PRR), de motifs moléculaires associés à des agents 

pathogènes (PAMP) et de motifs moléculaires associés à des dommages (DAMP). 

Leur assemblage active les caspases inflammatoires en aval qui induisent la 

libération de cytokines et la mort cellulaire pyroptotique par le clivage de l'effecteur 

de formation de pores Gasdermin D. L'inflammasome dit non canonique active la 

caspase-4/-5 humaine ou la caspase-11 de la souris et sert de mécanisme de 

détection cytosolique du lipopolysaccharide (LPS), le principal composant de la paroi 

cellulaire des bactéries Gram-négatives. Dans les macrophages de souris, 

l'activation de la caspase-11 en réponse au LPS cytosolique et aux bactéries Gram-

négatives intracellulaires nécessite l'expression des GTPases Guanylate-Binding 

Proteins (GBP) inductibles par l'interféron (IFN). Au cours de mon doctorat, j'ai 

étudié le rôle des IFN et des GBP dans l'activation de l'inflammasome non 

canonique humain. J'ai montré que la GBP1 humaine est un véritable PRR pour les 

LPS cytosoliques, qui se lie aux LPS sur la membrane des bactéries Gram-

négatives et entraîne le recrutement d'autres hGBP, qui forment un nœud de 

signalisation médiant le recrutement et l'activation de la caspase-4 humaine. De 

plus, j'ai rapporté que IFNg protège les cellules épithéliales humaines contre la 

formation de cellules géantes multi-nucléées (MNGC) induite par Burkholderia, 

spécifiquement par l'action de hGBP1. Mécaniquement, GBP1 agit en induisant une 

mort cellulaire dépendante de la caspase-4 par pyroptose, permettant aux cellules 

infectées d'être rapidement éliminées avant la propagation bactérienne et la 

formation de MNGC. Finalement, j'ai cherché à définir quels Gbps murins individuels 

étaient nécessaires pour l'activation de l'inflammasome non canonique induite par le 

LPS dans les macrophages de souris. Les Gbps murins sont répartis en deux 

groupes sur les chromosomes 3 et 5. J'ai découvert que parmi les Gbps codés par le 

chromosome 3, mGbp2 et mGbp3 sont des activateurs clés de l'inflammasome 

caspase-11. De plus, j'ai montré que les Gbps du chromosome 5 contrôlent 

l'activation de la caspase-11 par le LPS d'une manière dépendante de l'amorçage : 

leur participation n'est détectable que dans des conditions d'amorçage IFNg. Dans 



l'ensemble, ces résultats fournissent de nouvelles informations sur la voie 

d'activation non canonique de l'inflammasome et ouvrent potentiellement de 

nouvelles perspectives pour les approches thérapeutiques contre la septicémie et la 

mélioïdose. 
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1. Introduction 
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1.1 Immune system 
 
1.1.1 Innate immune system 
All living organisms are constantly threatened by invading pathogens and therefore 

have evolved strategies to discriminate between self and non-self. The immune 

system enables organisms to fight infections by triggering the immune response. In 

vertebrates, the immune system comprises two branches: the innate and adaptive 

immune systems. The innate immune system is the first line of host defense, 

detecting the presence of infection within hours of encountering an antigen. 

However, it lacks the potential to generate long-lasting immunological memory1,2. 

The innate immune system includes chemical and physical barriers, such as saliva, 

skin, stomach acids, and urine flow, as well as humoral innate immune components, 

which include soluble proteins that are constitutively found in biological fluids (e.g., 

complement proteins, defensin, etc.)3. Lastly, the innate immune response relies on 

germline-encoded membrane-bound or cytosolic receptors, namely pattern-

recognition receptors (PRRs)4. There are four major families of PRRs: Toll-like 

receptors (TLRs), NOD-like receptors (NLRs), retinoic acid-inducible gene 1 (RIG-1)-

like receptors (RLRs), and the C-type lectin receptors (CLRs)5. PRRs recognize 

microbial products, known collectively as pathogen-associated molecular patterns 

(PAMPs), like lipopolysaccharide (LPS). As PAMPs are produced exclusively by 

microbes, their recognition by the innate immune system allows a distinction 

between self and non-self antigens. In addition, PAMPs are ideal targets for host 

innate immune recognition because, being essential for microbial survival, they do 

not mutate and are conserved among microorganisms of a given class, allowing the 

limited number of germline-encoded PRRs to detect the presence of a wide variety 

of pathogens5,6. PRRs also detect host-derived danger signals (DAMPs), which are 

endogenous molecules released from damaged or dying cells, and perturbations of 

cytoplasmic homeostasis7,8. PRRs are expressed by epithelial cells and specialized 

innate immune cells, which include monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, natural 

killer cells, neutrophils, and other granulocytes. These cells originate from bone 

marrow hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), which undergo several stages of 

differentiation to mature into innate immune cells, blood cells, and lymphocytes9. 

Innate immune cells perform several functions that help fight invading pathogens and 

initiate the adaptive immune response. Downstream activities of PRR signaling 
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include the production of cytokines, e.g., interferons (IFNs) (that will be the focus of 

this thesis), interleukin-1b (IL-1b), and tumor necrosis factors (TNFs), which activate 

antimicrobial and proinflammatory activities and the maturation of adaptive immune 

cells9. 

 

1.1.2 Adaptive immune system 
Although the innate immune system can differentiate the self from the non-self, its 

response is considered non-specific, since PRRs are limited to conserved patterns of 

foreign antigens5,6. Unlike the innate immune system, adaptive immunity is 

considered specific because relies on B- and T-cell antigen-specific receptors (BCRs 

and TCRs). These receptors are generated by somatic rearrangement of antigen-

receptors genes via a mechanism known as rearrangement1. This mechanism 

ensures the formation of a huge repertoire of antigen-specific receptors, each with 

specificity for different antigens. Antigen recognition is followed by clonal expansion 

of receptors with relative specificity. Notably, in contrast to innate immune 

mechanisms, specific clone expansion and differentiation into effector cells require 4-

7 days1. B and T lymphocytes differentially contribute to the adaptive immune 

response. T cells originate from bone marrow HSCs but migrate to the thymus to 

complete their differentiation, while B cells complete their differentiation in the bone 

marrow9. The differentiation process within the thymus gives rise to different 

subpopulations of T cells, discriminated on the basis of surface molecules, which 

migrate to secondary lymphoid organs (e.g., lymph nodes, spleen, etc.) where they 

can be activated by foreign antigens. TCRs cannot recognize PAMPs or DAMPs 

directly, but they recognize antigen peptides loaded on the major histocompatibility 

complex (MHCI or MHCII) of antigen-presenting cells (mainly dendritic cells)10. 

Following antigen recognition, subpopulations of T cells undergo clonal expansion 

and exert effector functions: cytotoxic T cells (CD8+) kill infected cells by inducing 

their apoptosis; T-helper cells (CD4+) produce cytokines (e.g., IFNg, IL-4, IL-17, etc.) 

that regulate the antimicrobial activity of innate immune cells and B cells11,12. A 

subset of CD4+ T cells, known as regulatory T cells (Treg), limits and suppresses the 

immune response13. After infection resolution, most CD8+ T lymphocytes die, but 

some are retained as memory cells that can rapidly differentiate into effector cells 

when they encounter the same antigen11. B cells are responsible for the humoral 
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adaptive immune response. Unlike TCRs, BCRs can recognize antigens in their 

native form without the need for antigen-presenting cells. When activated by the 

antigens, they proliferate and differentiate into antibodies-secreting plasma cells and 

memory B cells14. Secreted antibodies bind antigens exposed on the microbial 

surface by signaling them for killing through complement activation, opsonization, 

and elimination by immune cells15. Plasma cells are considered short-lived cells 

because they die after performing their effector functions. Memory B cells, on the 

other hand, are long-lived cells that persist after antigen elimination and can rapidly 

produce antibodies after re-exposure to the same antigen14. In summary, the 

synergy between innate and adaptive immune responses is essential to fight 

invading pathogens. Specifically, the rapid innate immune response is necessary to 

prevent the uncontrolled growth of pathogens within the host, but it lacks the ability 

to lead to a long-lasting memory of specific pathogens, a hallmark of adaptive 

immunity. 
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1.2. Interferons 
 
1.2.1 The discovery of Interferons 

The discovery of IFNs dates back to 1957 when Alick Isaac and Jean Lindenmann 

were studying viral homotypic and heterotypic interference, the phenomenon 

whereby a virus inhibits the replication of a second virus antigenically related or 

unrelated to the first. They incubated chick chorioallantoic membranes (highly 

vascularized extraembryonic membranes) with heat-inactivated influenza virus, a 

procedure that retains the virus’s ability to be internalized while losing its replication 

activity.  Such membranes infected a second time with live influenza virus showed 

low virus yields. A series of studies identified that de novo production of a soluble 

host-derived antiviral factor modulates interference with the infectious influenza 

virus16–18. This soluble product was called “interferon”16–18. Thenceforth, many 

studies have been conducted to elucidate the pathways that regulate IFN production 

and IFN-induced signaling cascades, leading to insights into its role in the innate 

immune defense in response to both viruses and bacteria pathogens. Several IFN 

types have been characterized based on the cell type where their antiviral activity 

was exhibited and their stability at different pH, grouped into three distinct IFN 

families: Type I; Type II, and Type III IFN.  

1.2.1.1 Type I interferons. The type I IFNs family is a multi-gene cytokine family that 

encodes for IFNa, IFNb, and several poorly described single gene products19,20. Of 

IFNa, first described as produced in leukocytes, there are 13 subtypes in humans 

(14 in mice), whereas there is a single IFNb, first identified in fibroblasts21. Type I IFN 

production is stimulated by the activation of PRRs, in particular by cell-surface and 

intracellular receptors that respond to foreign nucleic acids and other PAMPs22. 

dsRNA in the endosomal lumen is recognized by the TLR323. Following dsRNA 

recognition, TLR3 is phosphorylated and dimerized, triggering the activation of the 

TLR adaptor protein 1 (TRIF)24. There are two main pathways downstream of TRIF 

activation that led to the production of type I IFNs. On one hand, the TNF receptor-

associated factor 3 (TRAF3) and the TANK binding kinase (TBK1) trigger the 

phosphorylation of the IFN regulating factors 3 and 7 (IRF3; IRF7) – albeit other IRFs 

can induce IFNa/b production (e.g., IRF1, -5, and -8) – transcription factors that 

prompt the cells to produce type I IFN once in the nucleus25–27. On the other hand, 
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TRIF-induced TRAF6 activation leads to the translocation of the transcription factors 

nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB), Jun, and activating transcription factor 2 (ATF2) from the 

cytosol to the nucleus where they promote type I IFNs transcription28. Nucleic acids 

such as single-stranded RNA (ssRNA), through the TLR7 and TLR8, and 

oligodeoxyribonucleotides, through the TLR9, are also potent activators of type I 

IFNs production. However, TLR7, -8, and -9 preferentially signal through the myeloid 

differentiation primary response protein 88 (MyD88) and TRAF6 axis, rather than 

TRIF29. Recently, it has been discovered that in plasmacytoid dendritic cells TLR7, -8 

and -9 signaling requires the endolysosomal transporter SLC15A4, which, in module 

with TLR adaptor interacting with SLC15A4 on the lysosome (TASL), triggers type I 

IFN production in an IRF5-dependent manner. Therefore, like IRF3 adaptor proteins 

(e.g., TRIF), TASL can be considered an adaptor of innate immunity required for 

endolysosomal TLR signaling through IRF530. Furthermore, TRIF-mediated type I 

IFNs production can be induced by the cell surface receptor TLR4 which binds the 

LPS, the major component of the Gram-negative bacteria outer membrane29.  

Whereas cytosolic double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) is detected by two RNA-helicase 

receptors, RIG1, and the melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5)31. 

The mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein MAVS (also known as VISA and IPS1) 

mediates the activation of IRF3 and IRF7 in response to the cytosolic receptors RIG-

1 and MDA-5 stimulation by dsRNA32–34. In addition, type I IFNs transcription can be 

activated by the cytosolic cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) in response to cytosolic 

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) which can occur upon pathogen infection or cellular 

stress. On binding dsDNA, assembly of cGAS results in the activation of its 

enzymatic activity and the subsequent synthesis of 2’3’ cyclic GMP-AMP (cGAMP). 

cGAMP binds to the stimulator of IFN genes (STING) which in turn triggers the 

autophosphorylation of TBK1 resulting in IRF3 and -7 activation35. NF-kB-mediated 

type I IFN production is also stimulated by peptidoglycan in the Gram-negative and 

positive bacteria cell wall, through the cytosolic sensor NOD-containing protein 1 

(NOD1) and NOD236–38. 

1.2.1.2 Type II interferon. The type II IFN family is designated by a single-gene 

product, IFNg, distant from the type I IFNs for its divergent amino-acid sequence and 

its production, which is linked primarily to natural killer cells (NK cells) and activated 

T lymphocytes39. When macrophages and dendritic cells encounter pathogens, they 
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produce and release pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-12 and IL-18, which 

drive NK cells-dependent production of IFNg40,41. As a result of IL-12 binding, the IL-

12 receptor (IL-12R) serves as a docking site for the tyrosine kinase 2 (Tyk2) and the 

Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) leading to phosphorylation and activation of Signal transducer 

and activator of transcription 4 (STAT4), which induces the transcription of IFNg42,43. 

IFNg production can also be enhanced by post-transcriptional regulation, for example 

IL-18 contributes to the stabilization of IFNg mRNA by activating the 

Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway44. 

1.2.1.3 Type III interferons. More recently, the type III IFNs family, consisting of 

IFNl1, IFNl2, IFNl3 (also known as IL-29, IL-28A, and IL-28B respectively), and 

IFNl4, has been described45–48. They share similar antiviral activity to cytokines of 

the type I IFN family, but to a lesser extent because their receptor expression is 

restricted to epithelial cell surfaces49,50. Like the type I IFNs, their expression is 

induced by IRF- and NF-kB-dependent activation51,52, however, IFNl transcription 

appears to depend primarily on a cluster of distal NF-kB sites, and activation of IRFs 

is required for robust induction of IFNl53. In addition, IFNl production can be 

activated via MAVS localized at the peroxisomes in response to RIG1 activation54. 

Interestingly, RIG1-mediated peroxisomal MAVS activation does not result in type I 

IFN production55. 

 

1.2.2 Interferon signaling pathways 

All the IFNa subtypes and IFNb signals through IFNa receptor (IFNAR), a cell 

surface receptor composed of two transmembrane subunits, IFNAR1 and IFNAR256, 

associated with cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, Janus kinase 1 (JAK1) and tyrosine 

kinase 2 (TYK2)57,58. Following IFNAR binding, the tyrosine kinases are activated 

and can phosphorylate the transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT1) and 

STAT2 molecules, which dimerize, translocate to the nucleus, and bind IRF9 to form 

the IFN-stimulated gene (ISG) factor 3 (ISGF3) complex59,60. The complex binds to 

its cognate DNA sequences, the IFN-stimulated response elements (ISREs), 

triggering the transcription of several IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs), many of which 

encode proteins involved in restraining viral infection61,62. Along with the STAT1-

STAT2 signaling, IFNa/b can signal through other STATs, such as STAT1 

homodimers, STAT3, STAT4, and STAT5, stimulating the transcription of a wide 
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range ISGs that orchestrate the activation of pathogen restriction mechanisms63 

(Fig.1.1 a).  

IFNg, on the other hand, interacts with the transmembrane receptors IFNg receptor 1 

(IFNGR1) and IFNGR264,65. Following cognate receptor binding, IFNg triggers a 

downstream signaling pathway through JAK kinases and STAT. Specifically, ligand 

binding induces JAK2 autophosphorylation that, in turn, enables JAK1 

transphosphorylation by JAK266–68. Once activated, JAK1 phosphorylates the two 

STAT1 docking sites on the IFNGR1 receptor, allowing STAT1 homodimer 

dissociation from the receptor and its translocation into the nucleus69, where it binds 

IFNg activation sites (GAS) DNA sequences thereby triggering the transcription of 

ISGs involved in the host defense against intracellular pathogens70 (Fig.1.1 c).  

Type III IFNs signal through a heterodimeric receptor that consists of the IFNl 

receptor 1 (IFNLR1, also known as IL-28R1) chain and IL-10 receptor 2 (IL-10R2) 

chain71,72. Despite using a different receptor, both IFNl and IFNa/b trigger activation 

of the ISGF3 complex and transcription of ISRE-related ISGs73. However, in contrast 

to IFNAR receptors that are more ubiquitously expressed, IFNLR1 expression 

appears to be limited mainly to lung and intestinal epithelial cells, where its tropism 

has been better characterized74–76 (Fig.1.1 b).   
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Figure 1.1 Interferon signaling pathways. a) After type I IFN binding to its cognate receptor 

(IFNAR), the tyrosine kinases JAK1 and TYK2 phosphorylate STAT1 and STAT2. The STAT1-STAT2 

dimer together with IRF9 forms the ISGF3 complex, which translocates to the nucleus and triggers 

transcription of ISGs by binding the ISRE promoter. b) The ISGF3 complex is also formed when IFNl 

binding to IFNLR1/IL-10R2 receptor triggering transcription of several ISGs. c) IFNg binding to the 

IFNGR1/2 receptor drives STAT1 phosphorylation by JAK1. The STAT1 homodimer translocates into 

the nucleus where it triggers transcription of GAS elements. GAS-related ISGs can also be 

transcribed in response to IFNa/b and IFNl when they signal through STAT1 homodimers. STAT1 

can also form heterodimers with STAT3, 4, and 5. 

 
1.2.3 Interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) 
ISGs are a group of more than 300 genes that encode proteins, which mediate the 

biological effect of IFN production in response to several pathogens, such as viruses, 

bacteria, and parasites.  

1.2.3.1 Role of ISGs in the antiviral response. Many of the ISGs have been first 

characterized for their antiviral activity77,78. Some of the best-known ISGs are 2′-5′-

oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS), IFN-inducible double-stranded RNA-dependent 

protein kinase (PKR), IFN-induced transmembrane proteins (IFITMs), myxovirus 
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resistance 1 (Mx1), the tripartite motif-containing (TRIM), and apolipoprotein B 

mRNA-editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide 3 (APOBEC3) family of molecules.  

It has been shown that OAS acts against a wide range of RNA viruses79 by detecting 

foreign RNA and synthetizing 2′-5′-oligoadenylates, an intracellular second 

messenger that activates RNaseL, which unspecifically cleaves both host and viral 

RNA80,81.  The mechanism of action of RNaseL not only hinders the replication of 

several RNA viruses, but it can lead to the apoptosis of the infected cell, implying an 

important antitumor action along with the antiviral action82–84. Furthermore, it can 

generate a positive feedback loop in the production of type I IFN by activating 

cytosolic receptors, such as RIG1 and MDA585.  

Among the ISGs that sense dsRNA, PKR plays an important role in antiviral defense. 

PKR is a serine/threonine kinase that triggers a global inhibition of the host protein 

synthesis blocking further viral replication86,87. Importantly, many viruses have 

developed strategies to impair PKR activation, such as producing molecules that 

sequester dsRNA molecules, depraving PKR of its activator88. 

Other ISGs have primarily inhibit virus entry, such as the IFITMs proteins, were 

identified in a genome-wide screening as encoding a host factor that inhibits 

influenza A virus89,90. They are enriched in late endosomes and lysosomes, 

consistent with primarily inhibiting viruses that use those compartments for optimal 

entry. However, the IFTIMs mechanism of action is still poorly characterized89. 

Likewise, IFN-induce Mx proteins inhibit virus replication acting in the early post-

entry stage of viral infection91. Mx proteins are large guanosine triphosphatases 

(GTPases) that oligomerize in ring-like structures on the viral nucleocapsid, thereby 

inhibiting viral replication, and possibly directing them for degradation91,92.  

TRIMs proteins also block viral replication in the early stage of the virus life cycle. 

They belong to a large family of proteins that exhibit a wide range of antiviral 

activities93. For example, TRIM5a is an E3 ubiquitin ligase originally identified as an 

inhibitor of HIV-1 infection94. TRIM5a binds to the viral capsid accelerating uncoating 

and it also impairs retrovirus replication before reverse transcription by a mechanism 

that needs to be further investigated95. However, it appears that it may also exert its 

function in a proteasome-independent manner96,97.  

APOBEC3 belongs to the APOBECs proteins, a family of cytidine deaminase that 

edits cytosine to uracil. Its antiviral activity has been better examined in response to 

HIV infection98: during reverse transcription, the change operated by APOBEC3 
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results in a guanosine-to-adenine mutation that often encodes for a stop codon99. 

Therefore, APOBEC3 reduces viral replication. 

1.2.3.2 Effects of ISGs on innate and adaptive immunity. A second layer of 

defense operated by ISGs is the augmentation of the innate and adaptive immune 

response. Indeed, pathogen presence is sensed by tissue-associated and circulating 

dendritic cells which present pathogen-derived peptides in association with MHC 

class II molecules to CD4+ T cells100. MHC class II molecule expression is 

upregulated in response to IFNg, whereas type I IFNs fail to do so101. However, both 

type I and type II IFNs can enhance the expression of MHC class I molecule 

expressed on the infected cells in association with pathogen-derived peptide 

fragments, thereby inducing virus clearance by CD8+ T102.  

In addition, IFNs are essential to promote leukocyte recruitment to the infection site. 

Specifically, certain ISGs can act as chemokines, such as C-X-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 9(CXCL9), CXCL10, and CXCL11, and vascular adhesion molecules, such 

as the intracellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1), which promote the accumulation of 

leukocytes in the site of the infection103.  

ISGs can promote additional effects on the immune system. For example, ISGs can 

modulate NK cells’ response by inducing expression and activation of cytosolic 

effectors104, and B cells’ antibody responses, including class switching105,106.  
1.2.3.3 Role of ISGs in the antibacterial response. ISGs also exert their 

antimicrobial activity in response to bacterial infection. The cell-autonomous defense 

against bacteria can be achieved through different IFN-dependent mechanisms, 

which include the production of oxidative and nitrosative species, restriction of 

cations availability in the phagosomal lumen and in the cytosol cations, and they 

promote phagosome-lysosome fusion107. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are highly toxic molecules that target i) bacterial 

DNA, damaged by guanine base oxidation, ii) lipids, damaged via peroxidation, and 

iii) enzymes within their heme groups and iron-sulfur clusters108. ROS include O2– 

derivates, such as the hydroxyl radical (OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). 

Whereas RNS include nitric oxide (NO) derivates, such as dinitrogen oxides (N2O3 

and N2O4), peroxynitrite (ONOO−), and nitrosothiol adducts (RSNO)109. In mammals, 

ROS and RNS production is controlled by three classes of IFN-inducible 

oxidoreductases: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidases 
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(NOXs), which catalyze O2– production, dual oxidases (DUOXs), which produce 

H2O2, and nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) which synthesize NO and include the 

inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) isoform, which produces a large amount of NO 

during bacterial infection108. NOXs enzymes are mainly expressed in phagocytic 

cells and are responsible for the respiratory burst in neutrophils, macrophages, 

monocytes, and eosinophils. Mutation in the NOX2 gene gives rise to the chronic 

granulomatous syndrome, which makes individuals suffer from recurrent bacterial 

infections from Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), Serratia marcescens (S. 

marcescens), Burkholderia cepacia (B. cepacia), non-typhoidal Salmonella spp., and 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis), highlighting the NOX family’s 

importance in host defense110,111. It has been shown that NOXs and DUOXs provide 

oxidative defense against Listeria and Salmonella spp. also in non-phagocytic cells, 

such as epithelial cells in the airways, oral tract, and gastrointestinal tract112–114. 

Moreover, NOS2 expressed in response to both type I and type II IFNs in immune 

and non-immune cells, mediates the NO-dependent killing of M. tuberculosis, which 

is resistant to ROS killing115. Listeria monocytogenes (L. monocytogenes) is also 

sensitive to the NO-mediate killing but only when trapped in phagosomes116.  

Intracellular bacteria use host cations, mainly Mn2+, Fe2+, and Zn2+, to sustain their 

growth. IFN-inducible mechanisms have evolved to reduce the phagosomal and 

cytosolic availability of those elements117. For example, IFNg upregulates the 

expression of natural resistance-associated macrophage protein 1 (NRAMP1; 

encoded by Slc11a1), a proton-dependent Mn2+ and Fe2+ efflux pump which restricts 

intraphagosomal cations sequestration and competes with bacterial ion transporters 

for these metals118. Indeed, in IFNg-stimulated macrophages M. tuberculosis and S. 

Typhimurium strains that lack NRAMP1 homologs show a growth defect119,120.   

The attenuated S. Typhimurium growth in macrophages is also dependent on the 

IFNg-inducible expression of ferroportin 1, a Fe2+ exporter, on the cell surface and 

concomitant downregulation of transferrin receptors, which mediate Fe2+ uptake117. 

Furthermore, IFN stimulation drives the expression and the relocation of Cu+ pumps 

on the phagosome, where Cu+ is then used to produce ROS121.  

An anti-bacterial effector function of IFNs is represented by the control of lysosomal 

trafficking. In lysosomes, the low pH and the presence of enzymes (e.g., proteases, 

lipases) favor the clearance of bacteria in their vacuolar compartment122,123.  In order 
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to avoid the fusion of the pathogen-containing vacuoles (PCVs) with the lysosomes, 

bacteria attempt to escape into the host cell cytosol for optimal replication. However, 

the presence of innate immune receptors makes the cytoplasm a challenging 

environment to sustain bacterial growth, and indeed only few bacteria can 

successfully replicate within the host cell cytosol. Amongst these that are L. 

monocytogenes, Francisella novicida (F. novicida), Shigella flexneri (S. flexneri), 

Burkholderia spp., and Rickettsia spp124–126.  PCVs also represent compartments 

where bacteria can establish their intracellular niche. PCV replication is facilitated by 

expression of bacterial virulence factors and secretory machineries, such as type 3 

and type 4 secretion systems (T3SSs and T4SSs), that subvert the host cell 

signaling and prevent lysosome fusion127. Nonetheless, host cells rely on IFN-

inducible genes to counteract intracellular bacteria. Among the most potent inducers 

of antimicrobial effector factors against intracellular bacteria are the 47kDa immunity-

related GTPases (IRGs), which are induced by type II IFN and, to a lesser extent, by 

type -I and -III IFNs128–130, and are expressed in most vertebrate species. Mice 

encode for 23 IRGs, subdivided according to the G1 motif sequence in the GTP-

binding domain into those comprising the so-called “canonical sequence”, glycine-

lysine-serine (GKS) IRGs (e.g., Irga, Irgb), and those with the “non-canonical 

sequence” glycine-methionine-serine (GMS) IRGs (e.g., Irgm1, Irgm2, Irgm3)131. 

Humans have retained only one form of the GMS class, IRGM, which is constitutively 

expressed128,132,133. GKS IRGs orchestrate pathogen delivery to lysosomes in 

conjunction with other receptors that detect both ubiquitinated structures on the 

bacterial surface, such as sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1)134, NDP52135, and 

optineurin136, and glycans (e.g., galectins) exposed during the bacterial escape from 

the vacuole137. Following activation, these receptors trigger the xenophagy pathway: 

intracellular bacteria are engulfed into autophagosomes and ultimately degraded into 

(auto)lysosomes138. GKS IRGs were first identified to target M. tuberculosis for 

lysosomal degradation in IFNg-primed macrophages139, but they can promote cell-

autonomous immunity against a wide variety of intracellular bacteria, such as M. 

bovis132, S. Typhimurium140, Legionella pneumophila (L. pneumophila)141, Chlamydia 

trachomatis (C. trachomatis)142, Chlamydia psittaci (C. psittaci)143, and Crohn's 

disease-associated adherent invasive Escherichia coli (E. coli)144.  
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The GMS IRGs subclass functions mainly as regulators of other IRGs and effectors. 

For example, Irgm1 targets phosphoinositide lipids on the nascent phagosome of M. 

tuberculosis139,145, S. Typhimurium140, and L. monocytogenes145, where they  

regulate the recruitment of proteins required for membrane fusion events during 

vesicles trafficking, such as the soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment 

protein receptor proteins (SNARE proteins), which traffic phagosomes towards 

lysosomes146. Furthermore, Irgm3 in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) keeps GKS 

IRGs, such as Irga6 and Irgb10, in an inactive state. Once released, Irga6 and 

Irgb10 target Chlamydia-containing vacuoles, resulting in the engulfment of the 

pathogen into autophagosomes147,148. GMS IRGs were also proposed to directly 

drive autophagy. For instance, human IRGM directly controls the autophagy 

machinery by promoting phosphorylation and assembly of the autophagy regulators 

Unc-51 Like Autophagy Activating Kinase 1 (ULK1) and Beclin 1149. In addition, 

IRGM promotes the interaction between Autophagy Related 16 Like 1 (ATG16L1), a 

distinct autophagy regulator, with the PRR NOD2149. 

1.2.3.4 Role of ISGs against parasites.  Similar to bacterial infections, the host 

defense against protozoan parasites relies on gases, restriction of nutrients, and 

vacuolar targeting107. The NO-mediate killing of Leishmania major (L. major) 

amastigotes, the causative agent of leishmaniosis, and Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi) 

trypomastigotes, responsible for Chagas disease, were first characterized in IFNg-

primed macrophages. Indeed, Nos2–/– mice show high susceptibly to both those 

pathogens150,151. Along with Leishmania and T. cruzi, NO also has a parasiticidal 

activity also against the apicomplexan parasite Toxoplasma gondii (T. gondii), the 

causative agent of toxoplasmosis. Thus, NO seems to be essential in response to 

type I T. gondii strains, which have evolved strategies to evade the targeting of 

IRGs152, while acting as a second layer of defense against type II T. gondii strains, 

which are successfully restricted by IFN-inducible GTPases153,154. The mechanism 

by which NO mediates the parasites’ killing remains poorly understood, most likely 

by inhibiting the functions of some of the parasite’s enzymes108.  
Nutrient acquisition is restricted by the expression of the IFN-inducible NRAMP1 and 

indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenases (IDOs), which limit ion and amino acid availability, 

respectively. Leishmania spp. and T. gondii intracellular replication are affected by 

the expression of IDO1 and -2 in several immune and non-immune cells since they 
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degrade L-tryptophan, essential for parasite growth118,155. In addition, derivates of the 

L-tryptophan degradation are toxic for T. cruzi156. 

IFNs-inducible GTPases play an important role in restricting parasite infections. The 

role of IRGs has been extensively studied in the context of Toxoplasma infection, 

where GKS IRGs, especially Irga6, Irgb6, Irgb10, and Irgd, confer resistance to type 

II T. gondii by targeting its parasitophorous vacuole 157,158. Conversely, GSK IRGs 

fail to restrict type I parasites since they produce effectors that prevent targeting 152. 

It appears that IRGs are recruited sequentially on the parasite vacuole: Irgb6 and 

Irgb10 are recruited first, followed by Irga6 and Irgd157,158. The recruitment 

culminates in the rupture of the parasite-containing vacuoles and the release of the 

parasite in the cytosol of the host cell. It is unclear the mechanism by which the 

cytosolic parasite gets killed, however, it has been observed that the cells undergo 

necroptosis, which could eventually lead to the death of the parasite as well159. 

 

Guanylate-binding proteins (GBPs) are another class of IFN-inducible GTPases with 

a prominent role in cell-autonomous immunity, particularly in inflammasome 

activation (see below). Their role in the restriction of viruses, intracellular bacteria, 

and parasites will be extensively described in the following paragraphs. 
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1.3 Inflammasomes 
 
1.3.1 Pyroptosis and inflammasome: the discovery 
In 1986 Arthur M. Friedlander first reported a rapid form of cell death along with the 

release of intracellular contents in primary mouse macrophages treated with anthrax 

lethal toxin (LT)160. In 1992, Zychlinsky et al. described that murine macrophages 

undergo peculiar cell death after infection with S. flexneri161. A similar kind of cell 

death was observed in macrophages infected with S. Typhimurium, which exhibited 

chromatin condensation and aggregation, membrane blebbing, and cytoplasmatic 

vacuolization, commonly considered as hallmarks of apoptotic death162,163. Hence, 

this Salmonella-induced cell death, as well as that observed following Shigella 

infection, was initially mistaken as a specialized form of bacterial-induced apoptosis. 

However, evidence rapidly emerged differentiating this form of death from apoptosis. 

Thereafter, IL-1β converting enzyme (ICE) was described as an inflammatory 

caspase capable of processing IL-1b precursor into mature IL-1b, known as 

caspase-1164,165. Remarkably, Shigella- and Salmonella-induced cell death was 

associated with a massive release of mature IL-1b, correlating this cell death with the 

nonapoptotic enzyme caspase-1 for the first time and underscoring the presence of a 

bacterial-induced inflammatory response166–169. Moreover, unlike caspase-1, 

proapoptotic caspase-3 is dispensable for Salmonella-induced death170,171. 

Morphologically, a sudden and rapid loss of membrane integrity characterizes 

bacterial-induced cytotoxicity, whereas following apoptotic stimuli cell integrity is lost 

in the late phases171. In addition, Salmonella-infected macrophages release lactate 

dehydrogenase (LDH), blocked by glycine treatment, which is indicative of bacterial-

induced membrane leakage170. In 2001, Brad T. Cookson and Molly A. Brennan 

coined the term pyroptosis from the Greek roots “pyro” (fire or fever), and “ptosis” 

(falling), to describe this pro-inflammatory and caspase-1-dependent programmed 

cell death172. However, very little was known about the mechanism that triggers 

caspase-1 activation until 2002, when a groundbreaking study published by Martinon 

and coworkers identified a cytoplasmic multiprotein complex, termed the 

inflammasome, as responsible for caspase-1 activation173. They reported that 

essential components of the inflammasome complex are the NOD-like receptor 

family pyrin domain containing 1 (NLRP1, also known as NALP1), apoptosis-

associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC), and caspase-1. Self-
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assembly of NLRP1 triggers the recruitment and activation of caspase-1 and, 

consequently, the maturation of pro-IL-1b into its biologically active form. For this 

activation pathway, ASC has been described as essential for proinflammatory 

caspase maturation173. NLRP1 was identified as a novel member of the nucleotide-

binding site (NBS) family, which also include the apoptotic protease activating factor 

1 (Apaf1) and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NODs) proteins. Like the 

other NBS proteins, it comprises a leucine-rich repeat (LRRs) domain next to the 

NBS (also known as NACHT) motif, but, unlike the aforementioned proteins, the N-

terminus contains a CARD-like pyrin domain (PYD) instead of the CARD domain, 

that is present at the C-terminus174–176.It has been hypothesized that the LRR 

domain may recognize endogenous PAMPs and/or "alarm signals"173, analogous to 

those found in TLRs177. ASC consists of a PYD domain and a CARD domain, 

suggesting it can work as an adaptor protein between PYD- and CARD-containing 

proteins173,178. Indeed, follow-up studies showed that ASC functions as a caspase-1 

activating adaptor through CARD-CARD domain interactions179,180. Rapidly, the 

bipartite adaptor protein ASC was involved in the assembly of the inflammasome 

with other PYD-containing proteins, such as the pyrin domain-containing protein 3 

(NLRP3)181. Interestingly, patients with Muckle-Wells syndrome, characterized by 

intermittent fever due to high production of proinflammatory cytokines, carry a 

mutation in the NACHT domain of NLRP3182,183. This suggested that NLRP family 

proteins may be involved in IL-1b production and that mutations in this gene could 

dysregulate proinflammatory caspases causing the fever episodes. It soon also 

became clear that a second proinflammatory cytokine, IL-18, relies on caspase-1 

activation for its conversion to the mature form184. For a long time, pyroptosis was 

considered to be a cell death driven exclusively by caspase-1, but this paradigm was 

changed when it was demonstrated that a noncanonical inflammasome reliant on 

mouse caspase-11 (known as caspase-4 in humans) is required in response to LPS-

induced lethality and is essential for regulating macrophage lethality during S. 

Typhimurium infection185,186. 

 

1.3.2 The canonical inflammasomes 
Canonical pyroptotic death is mediated by inflammasome assembly, which triggers 

caspase-1-dependent Gasdermin D (GSDMD) cleavage and IL-1b and IL-18 
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release. Canonical inflammasome assembly is mediated by pyrin, members of NLRs 

(e.g., NLRP3, NLRC4, NLRP1 etc.), and pyrin and HIN domain-containing proteins 

(PYHIN) (e.g., AIM2). But less well-characterized pathways have also been reported 

to activate caspase-1, such as NLRP6, NLRP7, NLRP12, RIG-I (also known as 

DDX58), and IFNg-inducible protein 16 (IFI16)187–190. 

1.3.2.1 NLRP1 inflammasome. As mentioned above, NLRP1 was the first protein 

identified to assemble an inflammasome complex173. Humans carry a unique NLRP1 

protein, which comprises a PYD, a NOD, LRRs, a function-to-find domain (FIIND), 

and a carboxy-terminal CARD. In contrast, mice encode multiple paralogs, like 

Nlrp1a, Nlrp1b, and Nlrp1c, which share a common domain architecture although 

they lack the PYD portion191 (Fig.1.2). Two of the five alleles of mouse Nlrp1b have 

been associated with susceptibility to lethal toxin of Bacillus anthracis (B. anthracis). 

Anthrax toxin is composed of three subunits: the metalloproteinase lethal toxin (LT), 

the adenylate cyclase edema toxin (ET), and the protective agent (PA). As their 

name suggests, the edema toxin is associated with the edema observed in patients 

with cutaneous anthrax infection, whereas the LT causes death in systemic anthrax 

infection192. Upon infection, the edema toxin forms a membrane channel that 

effectively translocates ET and LT into the cytosol of the host cell, where it causes 

rapid necrosis, probably related to the pathology of systemic infection. However, one 

study revealed that inbred strains of mice show different sensitivity to the lethal 

anthrax toxin. This difference was mapped to a highly polymorphic gene at the Ltsx1 

locus on chromosome 11, Nlrp1b. Furthermore, caspase-1 was found to be activated 

in LT-sensitive but not in resistant strains of mice, suggesting that Nlrp1 may directly 

or indirectly mediate caspase-1 activity. Subsequently, it was found that Nlrp1b is 

activated by LT-mediated cleavage of the N-terminus, resulting in inflammasome 

assembly, IL-1b release, and macrophage pyroptosis193. Interestingly, anthrax toxin 

cleaves Nlrp1b in both toxin-sensitive and toxin-resistant macrophages, implying that 

additional events are required to fully activate the inflammasome194,195. The 

requirement for Nlrp1b N-terminus cleavage was thought to maintain the receptor in 

a state of autoinhibition; this inhibition is overridden by proteolytic cleavage196. 

However, this model contrasts with the finding that the autoinhibition state was 

maintained in Nlrp1b mutants in which the N-terminus was replaced with GFP, 
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highlighting that the N-terminus is dispensable to maintain NLRP1 in its inactive 

state197.  

Follow-up studies have proposed a “functional degradation” model, according to 

which the FIIND domain undergoes self-proteolysis generating two non-covalently 

peptides, ZU5 and UPA. The former is associated with the N-terminal portion of 

Nlrp1, and the latter with the C-terminal CARD domain (Fig.1.2 (1)). This self-

processing is functionally important for triggering caspase-1 activation; in fact, LT-

mediated N-terminal proteolysis triggers its ubiquitination and proteasomal 

degradation, releasing the UPA-CARD fragment and enabling caspase-1 recruitment 

and activation via CARD-CARD interaction198 (Fig.1.2 (2)-(5)). Similarly, the Shigella 

secreted effector IpaH7.8, an E3 ubiquitin ligase, directly ubiquitinates the Nlrp1b N-

terminal domain allowing its degradation and inflammasome activation199 (Fig.1.2. 

(6)). The NLRP1 inflammasome also confers resistance against T. gondii and L. 

monocytogenes, probably by detecting a cellular perturbation, such as ATP 

depletion200–203. Surprisingly, no Nlrp1b processing is detectable in response to T. 

gondii, raising the hypothesis of an activation mechanism other than the "functional 

degradation" model201.  

NLRP1 can also be activated by non-pathogenic triggers, such as Val-boroPro 

(VbP), a small molecules inhibitor of proteases like dipeptidyl peptidases (Dpp7, -8, -

9 etc.). VbP-treated murine macrophages undergo Nlrp1- and caspase-1-dependent 

cell death, just as genetic depletion of Dpp8/9 leads to Nlrp1-dependent 

pyroptosis204. Structural analysis revealed that in resting cells the C-terminus of 

Nlrp1 containing CARD is sequestered into a ternary complex comprising full-length 

Nlrp1 and Dpp8/9. VbP weakens the Nlrp1-Dpp8/9 interaction by accelerating Nlrp1 

N-terminus degradation and inflammasome assembly205,206 (Fig.1.2 (7)). Likewise, 

picornavirus proteases have been identified as activators of Nlrp1 by inducing its N-

terminal degradation207,208. Intriguingly, mouse and human NLRP1 are highly 

divergent. Mouse and human NLRP1 differ in their domain architecture: only human 

NLRP1 harbor an N-terminal PYD domain to interact with ASC. Interestingly, in 

humans but not in mice has been described another FIIND-containing protein 

CARD8 which activates the inflammasome. Human NLRP1 gets activated by 

enteroviral 3C proteases, which cleaves the N-term portion of NLRP1 promoting the 

C-terminal assembly into inflammasome complex, and by viral dsRNA209. 
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A recent study showed that the Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KHSV) 

tegument protein ORF54 activates NLRP1 in a "functional degradation"-independent 

manner. A biochemical approach demonstrated that, along with the ternary complex, 

the N-terminal and C-terminal of NLRP1 can form a complex stabilized by a linker 

region between the N-terminal domain and the UPA portion of the C-terminal domain 

in which DPP8/9 is dispensable. The authors therefore hypothesized that in these 

complexes ORF54 competes with C-terminus to bind the linker region, thus liberating 

the UPA-CARD for inflammasome assembly210. 

 
Figure 1.2 NLRP1 inflammasome. Nlrp1 self-processing within the FIIND domain generates two 

non-covalently associated fragments (1). LT-mediated N-terminal cleavage (2-3), or Shigella IpaH7.8-

mediated ubiquitination (6), results in proteasomal degradation of the N-terminal fragment and release 
of the C-terminal portion (4). The Nlrp1 C-terminal fragment assembles the inflammasome by 

recruiting caspase-1 (5). Proteasome-dependent degradation of Nlrp1 N-terminal fragment can be 

achieved by using VbP, which weakens Dpp8/9-Nlrp1 interaction accelerating N-terminal degradation 

(4). 

 

1.3.2.2 NLRP3 inflammasome. The inflammasome has been recognized as crucial 

for host defense against pathogens and its dysfunction is linked to the development 

of cancer, autoimmune diseases, and metabolic and neurodegenerative disorders. It 

is therefore not surprising that its expression is tightly regulated211,212. Indeed, 

NLRP3, as well as other inflammasome receptors, requires a two-step activation 
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process.  The first step, so-called “priming” or “signal 1”, represents an essential 

event to trigger the upregulation of the mRNA and protein of inflammasome 

components, such as NLRP3, proinflammatory cytokines, and caspase-1, as well as 

factors that control post-translational modification (e.g., ubiquitination, 

phosphorylation, sumoylation) which license receptor functions. The priming is 

induced by extracellular inflammatory stimuli which comprise PAMPs or DAMPs, that 

engage TLRs, or inflammatory cytokines, such as the TNF and IL-1b, which trigger 

NF-kB gene transcription213–215 (Fig.1.3).  

The second step, or “signal 2”, directly promotes NLRP3 activation and assembly. 

NLRP3 is a tripartite protein with an amino-terminal pyrin-domain, a central NACHT 

domain, which has ATPase activity important for NLRP3 self-assembly, and a 

carboxy-terminal LRR domain thought to drive autoinhibition by folding back onto the 

NACHT domain. In response to certain stimuli, NLRP3 oligomerizes through 

homotypic interaction within the NACHT domains, an event that triggers the 

recruitment of the adaptor protein ASC through the PYD domain and the nucleation 

of ASC filaments, which converge into a macromolecule known as the ASC 

speck216,217. In turn, the ASC speck engages caspase-1 through CARD-CARD 

interaction, enabling self-proteolysis and proximity-induced caspase-1 activation. 

Indeed, caspase-1 is composed of a CARD domain, a large central catalytic domain 

(p20), and a small catalytic subunit at the C-terminus (p10). Cluster formation on 

ASC leads to self-cleavage of the region between the p20 and p10 segments, which 

is the proteolytically active domain218 (Fig.1.3).  

NLRP3-mediated caspase-1 activation has been associated with a wide variety of 

stimuli, like crystals, pore-forming toxins, nigericin, extracellular ATP, and infection 

by several pathogens. Although researchers have focused on finding a common 

cellular event triggered by all activators, multiple activation mechanisms have been 

proposed These include ion fluxes, lysosomal disruption, mitochondrial dysfunction, 

and trans-Golgi disassembly219. Notably, Munoz-Parillo et al. proposed a unified 

model whereby all NLRP3 agonists induced cell membrane permeabilization to 

potassium ions (K+). Specifically, a decreased concentration of intracellular K+ was 

sufficient to trigger NLRP3-dependent caspase-1 activation. Yet, it remains to be 

determined whether NLRP3 is able to sense potassium levels directly or whether an 

additional event correlates its activation with intracellular potassium concentration220. 
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Furthermore, several reports have identified NIMA-related kinase 7 (NEK7), a serine-

threonine kinase originally linked to mitotic spindle formation and centrosome 

separation, as a component of the NLRP3 inflammasome. Mechanistically, NEK7 

acts downstream of K+ efflux and binds NLRP3 through its catalytic domain, although 

its catalytic activity is not required for activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome. NEK7 

binding is essential for the optimal formation of the inflammasome complex; in fact, 

depletion of NEK7 in mouse macrophages abrogates caspase-1 activation and IL-1b 

release downstream of potassium efflux221–223 (Fig.1.3). Recently, a new report 

proposed that NLRP11 is also a component of the NLRP3 inflammasome. 

Specifically, it binds NLRP3 and ASC allowing receptor oligomerization and ASC 

filaments polymerization. Human macrophages deficient for NLRP11 showed 

defective NLRP3-dependent caspase-1 activation and proinflammatory cytokines 

release. Interestingly, NLRP11 is also necessary for the inflammasome-driven 

response by cryopyrin-associated periodic syndromes (CAPS)-related NLRP3 

mutants224. 

Gain-of-function mutations of NLRP3 are associated with the dominantly inherited 

autoinflammatory disease known as CAPS. CAPS encompasses diseases with 

different severity levels, such as the familial cold autoinflammatory syndrome, the 

Muckle–Wells syndrome, and the neonatal-onset multisystem inflammatory 

disorder182,183,225.  
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Figure 1.3 NLRP3 inflammasome. “Signal 1” triggers NF-kB-dependent transcription of several 

inflammasome-related genes (e.g., pro-caspase-1, pro-IL-1b, Nlrp3 etc.). Potassium efflux is 

associated with a variety of NLRP3 stimuli and triggers inflammasome assembly. NLRP3 triggers 

caspase-1 recruitment and auto-processing via ASC. NEK7 interacts with the LRR domain of NLRP3 

and it is required for complex formation. Caspase-1 processes pro-IL1b and pro-IL18 to their mature 

forms and cleaves GSDMD, whose N-terminal assembles pores in the membrane. GSDMD pores 

allow the release of IL-1b and IL-18 from the cell. 

 

1.3.2.3 NLRC4 inflammasome. NLRC4 was originally identified for its structural 

homology with the apoptotic protein Apaf-1, hence it was also initially called Ipaf. But 

the presence of an amino-terminal CARD domain, a central nucleotide-binding 

domain, and a carboxy-terminal LRR domain, together with its ability to activate 

proinflammatory caspase-1 through CARD-CARD domain interaction, soon re-

classified it as an inflammasome receptor226.  

NLRC4 activation was related to pathogen detection, as murine macrophages 

lacking NLRC4 failed to activate caspase-1 in response to S. Typhimurium 

infection227. Follow-up studies demonstrated that the Salmonella-derived agonist 

responsible for NLRC4 inflammasome activation is bacterial flagellin present in the 

host cell cytosol228,229. Later it was shown that NLRC4 also responds to rod and 

needle subunits of bacterial T3SSs, a secretion system used by bacteria to deliver 

virulence factors into the cytosol of the host cell230.  
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Surprisingly, NLRC4 does not directly detect bacterial-derived products but exploits 

NLR family apoptosis inhibitory proteins (NAIPs) as upstream receptors 231,232. While 

mice have several NAIPs that serve as bona fide receptors for flagellin (NAIP5, 

NAIP6), rod proteins (NAIP2), and needle proteins (NAIP1), humans have only one 

NAIP that senses needle proteins. Thus, human NLRC4 does not respond to either 

bacterial flagellin or T3SS rod proteins (Fig.1.4)231,232. Notably, purified primary 

human macrophages from healthy donors express a full-length NAIP isoform no 

longer expressed in monocytic tumor cells, rendering them sensitive to bacterial 

flagellin233.  

Unlike other inflammasomes, an early study showed that NLRC4 can function 

independently of ASC234. The Cryo-EM structure of NLRC4 assembly further 

confirmed that NLRC4-CARD and ASC-CARD form filaments with an identical 

assembly pattern, thus validating that NLRC4 can directly recruit caspase-1 via 

homotypic CARD domain interaction or indirectly via ASC235–237.  

Because the NLRC4 inflammasome triggers a strong proinflammatory response 

against pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria, its expression is tightly regulated by 

transcriptional and post-translational modifications to prevent unregulated activation. 

Specifically, it is upregulated by TNF and genotoxic stress-mediated p53 activation, 

although the basal level of NLRC4 expression is sufficient to trigger inflammasome 

activation238,239. In addition, phosphorylation has been reported to be important for 

NLRC4 activation; in particular, protein kinase C delta (PKCδ) and leucine-rich 

repeat-containing kinase-2 (LRRK2) have been reported to be involved in NLRC4 

inflammasome phosphorylation and its subsequent activation240,241. However, the 

involvement of PKCδ remains controversial, as other studies have found that it is not 

required for IL-1b release during Shigella and Salmonella infection242. Interestingly, 

b-arrestin, a key regulator of the G-protein-coupled receptor signaling pathway, 

interacts with NLRC4 and promotes its self-oligomerization. The relevance of b-

arrestin in inflammasome assembly and activation was confirmed by an in vivo 

infection model; in fact, not only did b-arrestin deficiency rescue the weight loss 

observed in wild-type mice infected with Salmonella in the log phase but also less IL-

1b was detected 243.  
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Figure 1.4 NLRC4 inflammasome. NAIP proteins directly recognize the needle and rod subunits of 

T3SS and flagellin. Ligand binding results in NAIP activation, allowing NLRC4 activation. NLRC4 

drives caspase-1 recruitment and activation in an ASC-dependent manner, triggering GSDMD pore 

formation and IL-1b/18 maturation. 

 

1.3.2.4 AIM2 inflammasome. The discovery that viral, bacterial, and host 

cytoplasmic DNA activates caspase-1 in an ASC-dependent but NLRP3-independent 

manner led to the hypothesis of the existence of a cytosolic DNA sensor244. 

Subsequently, this cytosolic receptor was identified to be Absent in melanoma 2 

(AIM2)245–247. Unlike the NLR inflammasome, it features a bipartite domain structure 

with an N-terminal PYD and a C-terminal HIN domain248 (Fig.1.5). Early studies 

demonstrated that upon dsDNA engagement, the AIM2 PYD domain is responsible 

for the recruitment of the adaptor protein ASC and the subsequent inflammasome 

assembly245,246 (Fig.1.5). Mechanistically, it has been proposed that in the absence 

of double stranded (ds)DNA, the interaction between the PYD domain and the HIN 

domain maintains AIM2 in a state of autoinhibition. This autoinhibition is released by 

the binding of dsDNA to the HIN domain through electrostatic interactions249,250 (Fig. 

1.5). However, Morrone et al. found that the PYD domain of AIM2 does not have an 

inhibitory function and that the absence of AIM2 inflammasome activation under 

uninfected conditions is due to its low basal expression level. Instead, its assembly 

depends on an increase in concentration detected following proinflammatory stimuli 

and dsDNA size251.  
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The generation of Aim2-deficient mice immediately highlighted its role in host 

defense mechanisms against viruses such as cytomegalovirus and vaccinia virus252 

(Fig.1.5). Later studies extended its importance to innate immune defense against 

intracellular bacteria, mainly F. novicida or L. monocytogenes. Cytosolic Francisella 

is targeted by murine Gbp2 and Gbp5. However, mGbp2 and mGbp5 

overexpression was not sufficient to trigger cell death, indicating that bacteria-related 

Aim2 inflammasome activation requires additional activation steps that trigger lysis of 

the intracellular pathogen253. Indeed, the bacteriolytic activity was attributed to 

Irgm10, which targets the bacteria in a GBP-dependent manner254–258 (Fig.1.5). 

Overactivation of the AIM2 inflammasome has been associated with several 

diseases (e.g., psoriasis, systemic lupus erythematosus, etc.), while its 

downregulation is associated with prostate and colorectal cancer259–262. However, it 

is unknown if its role in tumor progression is related to dsDNA sensing.  

 

 
Figure 1.5 AIM2 inflammasome. AIM2 senses bacterial and viral cytosolic dsDNA. It recruits 

caspase-1 through ASC. Irgb10 is recruited on bacteria in a Gbp-dependent manner. Its 

membranolytic activity is required to liberate bacterial DNA in the host cell cytosol for Aim2 sensing. 

Caspase-1 proximity-induced autoproteolytic activation within the complex leads to IL-1b/18 

processing and GSDMD cleavage.  

 

1.3.2.5 Pyrin inflammasome. Pyrin is encoded by the MEFV gene and features a 

PYD domain, a zinc-finger domain named B-boxes, and a coiled-coiled domain. 

Human pyrin has an additional carboxy-terminal domain, named B30.2 domain, 

which mutations have been associated with familial Mediterranean fever (FMF), an 
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autoinflammatory disease263,264. Unlike the other previously mentioned 

inflammasome activation mechanisms, the pyrin inflammasome senses RhoA 

GTPase-mediated modification and inactivation by various RhoA-inactivating toxins, 

such as TcdB of Clostridium difficile, VopS of Vibrio parahaemolyticus, and IbpA of 

Histophilus somni265. However, it was unclear how pyrin recognizes RhoA GTPase 

inactivation. It was shown that pyrin co-localizes with polymerizing actin and it was 

hypothesized that it may sense a disturbance in the actin cytoskeleton dynamics266. 

Moreover, mice homozygous for a hypomorphic allele of Wdr1 (Wdr1rd/rd), a protein 

required for actin filaments disassembly, exhibit autoinflammatory disease and 

thrombocytopenia. Inflammation in these mice is indeed associated with pyrin 

inflammasome activation267. Follow-up studies have elucidated the mechanism by 

which the pyrin inflammasome senses RhoA inhibition. Pyrin is phosphorylated on 

two serine sites (S208, S242) by RhoA effector kinases, protein kinase N1 and N2 

(PKN1/2), which belong to the protein kinase C (PKC) superfamily268,269. At steady 

state, phosphorylation keeps pyrin inactive by promoting its binding to the chaperone 

protein 14-3-3268. Bacterial toxin-mediated RhoA inhibition leads to pyrin 

dephosphorylation and subsequent release of 14-3-3 that enables assembly and 

activation of pyrin inflammasome268,269. Yet, pyrin dephosphorylation is not sufficient 

to trigger ASC speck formation and subsequent caspase-1 activation270. Low 

concentrations of steroid hormone catabolites, specifically etiocholanolone and 

pregnanolone, are also required for pyrin-dependent ASC oligomerization following 

pyrin de-phosphorylation. While high concentrations of etiocholanolone and 

pregnanolone rapidly trigger pyrin inflammasome activation and ASC-dependent 

caspase-1 activation in the absence of RhoA inhibition271. Interestingly, pyrin 

activation in response to high concentrations of steroid catabolites is human-specific, 

as it depends on the B30.2 domain that is absent in mice271. 

 

1.3.2.6 Other inflammasomes. Another inflammasome is IFI16 and its murine 

orthologue IFI204, which have been implicated in STING-dependent production of 

type I IFN along with the cytosolic DNA sensor cGAS in HSV1 and Francisella 

infection, respectively272,273. IFI16-mediated caspase-1 inflammasome activation was 

also detected upon KSHV and HIV infection, suggesting a potential role as a 

cytosolic nucleic acid sensor 274–276.  
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NLRP6 has also been investigated as forming another potential inflammasome. First, 

its deficiency in mouse colonic epithelial cells is associated with decreased IL-18 and 

altered fecal microbiota. In addition, Nlrp6–/– mice develop spontaneous intestinal 

hyperplasia and are more susceptible to chemical-induced colitis277. The ligands that 

trigger NLRP6-dependent IL-18 production have been investigated in several 

microbiota-derived metabolites278. However, the exact mechanism by which 

proinflammatory cytokines are produced has not yet been defined. NLRP6 activation 

has been also observed in response to lipoteichoic acid (LTA), a component of the 

Gram-positive bacterial cell wall, or to L. monocytogenes infection. Interestingly, it 

has been proposed that NLRP6 activation by these stimuli triggers caspase-11 

processing which, in turn, promotes caspase-1 activation279. Another report also 

suggests that NLRP6 detects RNA in the cytosol by forming signaling hubs via liquid-

liquid phase separation280. Several reports indicate that NLRP6 dampens NF-kB 

activity281,282. For instance, NLRP6-deficient mice are also highly resistant to 

infection with intracellular and extracellular bacteria (e.g., L. monocytogenes, S. 

Typhimurium, E.coli), leading to the hypothesis that, contrary to other 

inflammasomes, NLRP6 downregulates TLR-mediated NF-kB and MAPK 

signaling282.  

NLRP10 has also been associated with inflammatory-inhibitory functions. In 

particular, earlier studies suggest it blocks ASC-mediated NF-kB activation and 

caspase-1-dependent IL-1b maturation283,284. In contrast, a recent study from 

Próchnicki and coworkers reveals that NLRP10 surveils mitochondria integrity. 

Indeed, it senses mitochondrial damage leading to ASC speck formation and 

caspase-1 recruitment. Remarkably, NLRP10-mediated inflammasome activation is 

independent of mitochondrial DNA cytosolic leakage285. 

NLRP9b is expressed in intestinal epithelial cells and has been identified as a 

cytosolic inflammasome sensor for Rotavirus. Zhu S. et al. found that NLRP9b forms 

inflammasome complexes through ASC and caspase-1 by detecting short double-

stranded RNA sequences via the RNA helicase DHX9286. 

 

1.3.3 Non-canonical inflammasome. 
Rather than activating caspase-1, the non-canonical pathway activates human 

caspase-4/-5 or mouse caspase-11 and serves as a cytosolic detection mechanism 
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for LPS, the major component of Gram-negative bacteria cell wall, in the host cell 

cytosol185,186,287,288. The discovery of the non-canonical pathway dates back to 2011, 

when Kayagaki et al. showed that caspase-1-deficient mice used at the time also 

lacked a functional allele of caspase-11, and that in response to certain 

inflammasome activators caspase-11 but not caspase-1 mediates pyroptosis whitout 

requiring additional inflammasome components such as NLRP3 or the adaptor 

protein ASC185. Notably, IL-1b release under those conditions was dependent on 

both caspase-11 and caspase-1, NLRP3, and ASC, suggesting downstream 

secondary activation of NLRP3, termed noncanonical NLRP3 inflammasome 

activation289–293.  

Surprisingly, caspase-11 was designated as the effector of LPS-induced lethal septic 

shock, which was originally thought to be driven exclusively by TLR4185,287,288. 

Indeed, induction of caspase-11 by poly(I:C) treatment renders Tlr4–/– mice 

susceptible to LPS-induce lethality, meaning that caspase-11 directly drives LPS-

induced endotoxemia whereas TLR4 only primes this response 287,288. This finding 

revealed that host cells have evolved two different mechanisms to sense 

extracellular and intracellular LPS. Besides LPS, oxidized 1-palmitoyl-2-

arachidonoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine (oxPAPC), a DAMP released from 

dying cells, has been identified as an endogenous caspase-11 ligand in mouse 

dendritic cells. Interestingly, oxPAPC-induced caspase-11 activation elicits the 

release of IL-1b but not cell pyroptosis294. In contrast to this work, Chu et al., 

demonstrated that oxPAPC acts as an inhibitor of the non-canonical inflammasome 

by competing with caspase-11 and -4 for LPS binding. Moreover, in vivo, it 

antagonizes sepsis in a septic shock mouse model, profiling oxPAPC as an anti-

inflammatory regulator295.  

Recently, tyrosine kinase 2 (TYK2), a cytokine receptor-associated kinase, was 

delineated as an upstream regulator of caspase-11, probably by amplifying the 

activation of caspase-11 transcriptional regulator STAT1296. The IFN-inducible 

protein Irgm2 and Gate16 have also been shown to dampen non-canonical 

inflammasome activation in response to LPS transfection and Gram-negative 

bacteria infection297–299. Surprisingly, Irgm2-deficient mouse macrophages displayed 

aberrant activation of caspase-11 when exposed to extracellular LPS, Gram-

negative bacteria, or bacterial outer membrane vesicles (OMVs)299.   
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Although caspase-5 and caspase-11 share structural similarities, caspase-4 is 

considered the human functional homolog of caspase-11. For instance, Casson et al. 

found that in primary human macrophages caspase-4 mediates pyroptosis and IL-1b 

secretion upon diverse Gram-negative bacteria infection. In contrast, caspase-5 

appears to have no detectable role in mediating such cell death300. However, it has 

been reported that caspase-11 as well as caspase-4 and -5, can directly bind the 

lipid A moiety of the LPS through their N-terminal CARD domain. Since CARD-

containing receptors are dispensable for LPS-induced cytotoxicity, those caspases 

have been considered direct sensors of cytosolic LPS301. How LPS activates the 

noncanonical inflammasome, however, has been extensively studied, and several 

studies have reported that rather than direct recognition of LPS through caspases, 

ISGs are critical for initiating the pathway186,302. The role of IFN-stimulated genes, 

mainly GBPs, in triggering inflammasome-mediated cell death will be better 

described in the following paragraphs. 

 

1.3.4 The pyroptotic executor GasderminD (GSDMD).   
In humans, the GSDM superfamily is composed of GSDMA, GSDMB, GSDMC, 

GSDMD, GSDME (also called DFNA5), and DFNB59 (Gsdma1-3, Gsdmc1-4, 

Gsdmd, Dfna5, and Dfnb59 in mice). The first member of the family to be identified 

was GSDMA, which is expressed uniquely in the gastrointestinal tract and skin of 

mice303. By sequence homology, several other GSDMs have been identified and 

gain-of-function mutations in these proteins were linked to different diseases, such 

as the alopecia-like skin mutation in mice and the autosomal dominant non-

syndromic hearing loss in humans303,304. However, their biological functions were 

unknown, although early studies characterized their possible role in cytotoxicity. 

Indeed, cells transfected with the carboxy-terminal domain of GSDME showed an 

apoptotic phenotype, whereas transfection into Saccharomyces cerevisiae caused 

growth arrest305,306.  

Pyroptosis was later defined as GSDM-mediated cell death. GSDMD was founded to 

be a direct substrate of noncanonical caspases, which, in contrast to caspase-1, 

process GSDMD independently of NLRP3 and ASC289,307,308. Interestingly, caspase-

1 efficiently processes the proinflammatory cytokines IL-1b and IL-18 along with 

GSDMD, whereas caspase-11 processing is limited to GSDM exclusively309. 
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Structurally, with the exception of DFNB59, which has a smaller C-terminal domain, 

all GSDMs exhibit a two-domain structure connected by a flexible region. Caspases 

cleave GSDMD in the linker region generating an N-terminal fragment (GSDMD-NT) 

with intrinsic pore-forming properties, and a C-terminal fragment (GSDMD-CT) that 

acts as a repressor289,307,308. Indeed, overexpression of GSDMD-NT causes 

pyroptosis, whereas GSDMD-CT overexpression blocks cell death307. Hence, the 

cytosolic sensors (e.g., NLRP3, NLRP1, NLRC4, AIM2 etc.) after PAMPs or DAMPs 

recognition recruit directly or indirectly pro-caspase-1, which, once activated, 

process GSDMD, IL-1b, and IL-18. Unlike the canonical inflammasome, LPS-

mediated caspase-11 (or caspase-4) oligomerization allows direct cleavage of 

GSDMD but not cytokine maturation. GSDMD-NT pore-driven plasma membrane 

permeabilization triggers pyroptosis, cell lysis and proinflammatory cytokine release. 

Interestingly, upon activation of the noncanonical inflammasome, GSDM pores allow 

potassium efflux, which, as a result, activates the NLRP3 inflammasome and, 

consequently, the maturation of IL-1b and IL-18.  

Although GSDMs display sequence similarities, the caspase-1 cleavage site of 

GSDMD (FLTD in humans and LLSD in mice) is not detected in other GSDMs, but 

some of them bear an apoptotic-caspase cleavage site. For example, GSDME can 

be cleaved by caspase-3 in its linker region310. Cleavage and activation of GSDME 

by caspase-3 directly triggers pyroptosis or secondary necrosis after the initiation of 

apoptosis310,311. On the other hand, caspase-3 negatively regulates GSDMD by 

cleaving within the amino-terminal domain310,312,313, in contrast to pharmacological or 

pathogen-induced inhibition of NF-kB (i.e. TAK1) which results in a caspase-8-

mediated GSDMD pore formation312,314,315.  

Besides caspases, GSDMD can be cleaved by elastase, a neutrophil-specific 

protease, in a motif upstream of the caspase cleavage site that still results in a 

functional N-terminal pore-forming fragment316,317. Notably, in Gsdmd-deficient mice, 

delayed neutrophil death is associated with enhanced host response against E. 

coli317. In contrast, other reports linked GSDMD pores to the formation of neutrophil 

extracellular traps (NETs), a neutrophil-specific cell death that releases chromatin in 

the extracellular space316,318. Hence, GSDMD can be considered pleiotropic, since it 

has been described to exert both anti- and pro-inflammatory effects.  
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Cleavage of GSDMD favors interaction of the N-terminal fragment with membrane 

lipids, where it forms ring-like structures (pores)319–322. In vitro binding assays 

demonstrated that GSDMD-NT binds to phosphatidylinositol and phosphatidylserine 

phosphates, found exclusively in the inner leaflet of the cell membrane, and to 

cardiolipin in the inner and outer leaflets of bacterial membranes and in mitochondria 

inner membrane319,320. Similarly, the N-terminal domain of murine GSDME, GSDMA, 

and GSDM3A show lipid binding affinity311,319. Remarkably, the full-length GSDMB 

exhibited lipid-binding properties comparable to those of GSDMB-NT alone, 

suggesting that GSDMB-CT does not exert an inhibitory function323. Furthermore, 

high-resolution atomic force microscopy showed that GSDMD-NT inserts into a 

variety of lipid compositions where it assembles pores regardless of whether it has 

been cleaved by caspase-1, -4 or -5. Interestingly, a limiting factor in its ability to 

insert and form pores was identified to be the presence of cholesterol324. Apart from 

phospholipids, sphingomyelin strongly promotes the association of GSDMD-NT with 

lipid membranes; indeed, its exclusion from liposomes dampens pore formation321. 

Pore structure and composition have been extensively studied using murine 

GSDMA3 as a model. At a steady state, the interaction of the N-terminal domain with 

the C-terminal domain maintains GSDMD3A in an autoinhibited state319. A cryo-EM 

structure of GSDM pores shows that caspase-mediated disruption of autoinhibition 

causes drastic conformational changes in the two domains. These changes generate 

interfaces that guide the insertion of a GSDM-NT in the membrane. Their 

oligomerization results in a large pore with a 27-fold symmetry with an inner diameter 

of around 180 Å, an outer diameter of around 280 Å, and a height of around 70 Å325. 

As expected, electrostatic pore surface analysis of GSDM3A revealed that the 

transmembrane portion of the pores facing the lipid membrane is highly hydrophobic, 

while the inner leaflet contains hydrophilic residues with positive and negative 

charges325. At last, GSDM pores cause pyroptotic cell death.  

Pyroptotic cells are characterized by membrane blebbing and subsequent 

ballooning, eventually leading to loss of membrane integrity. Plasma membrane 

rupture (PMR) has to date been defined as a passive osmotic lysis event326. 

Recently, a landmark study by Kayagaki et al. showed that the cell-surface protein 

ninjurin 1 (NINJ1) is essential in inducing PMR in response to pyroptotic, apoptotic, 

and necroptotic stimuli. Indeed, Ninj1–/– macrophages exhibit defective release of 

intracellular proteins (e.g., LDH, HMGB1, etc.) but not impaired IL-1b release, which 
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is mediated by GSDMD pores. Despite undergoing cell death – as measured by loss 

of ATP, mitochondrial membrane potential, and motility – cells lacking NINJ1 

continue ballooning as bubbles never disintegrate. Therefore, this report separates 

PMR and GSDMD-mediated cytokine release as two genetically separate events. 

The signaling cascade that triggers NINJ1 activation and its exactly mechanism 

remained to be determined327. Overall, pyroptosis is considered an inflammatory cell 

death since the release of cytokines and intracellular molecules that acts as alarmins 

and “find me” signals can activate the immune response172.  

1.3.4.1 Sub-lytic cell death. Several studies have reported a GSDMD-dependent 

release of inflammatory cytokine that occurs independently of cell lysis, defined as a 

sub-lytic cell death294,328–330. Notably, the positive charges of IL-1b precursors are 

exposed upon proteolytic cleavage by caspases, which favor mature IL-1b release 

via GSDMD pores by electrostatic filtering331.  

Aside from IL-1b and IL-18, lysis-independent functions of GSDM pores are thought 

to mediate several cytosolic proteins release, such as galectins and small 

GTPases332. Moreover, GSDMD pores have an impact on ion flux293. For instance, 

they trigger activation of the noncanonical NLRP3 inflammasome in response to 

bacterial LPS causing potassium efflux. Similarly, activation of the AIM2 

inflammasome in response to L. pneumophila causes potassium efflux, which 

triggers the NLRP3 inflammasome and restrains cGAS-dependent IFN-β response 

by disrupting ionic homeostasis333,334.  

Remarkably, GSDM pores formation can be reversible. Indeed, GSDMD-mediated 

calcium efflux serves as a signal to initiate membrane repair through the recruitment 

of the endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT) machinery335. 
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1.4. Guanylate-binding proteins 
 
1.4.1 Interferon-inducible GTPases. 
Cells represent a nutrient source for many pathogens. Therefore, all eukaryotic cells, 

from protozoan to metazoan, have developed mechanisms to fight off intracellular 

pathogens. The capacity of a single host cell to control and possibly eliminate threats 

is termed cell-autonomous immunity, encompassing the detection of pathogens and 

the execution of effector pathways to counteract infection. Pro-inflammatory 

cytokines spatially and temporally regulate such effector pathways by controlling the 

expression of host defense proteins. The three types of IFNs have a central role in 

orchestrating cell-autonomous immunity by promoting the expression of ISRE- and 

GAS-related IFN-stimulated genes61,62,70. Amongst the ISGs, four families of 

GTPases are prominently induced in IFNs-primed cells: the Myxovirus resistance 

proteins (Mx), IRGs, GBPs, and the very large IFN-inducible GTPases (VLIGs). All 

the IFN-inducible GTPase families share similarities with dynamin proteins: large 

GTPases with µM affinity for guanine nucleotides, and a high basal rate of GTP 

hydrolysis. GTP hydrolysis triggers self-assembly into large homotypic complexes336–

339. In all the GTPases, the guanine nucleotide binding site comprises of five motifs 

termed G1-G5, which mediate guanine nucleotide recognition, binding, and 

exchange340. The active or inactive conformation of GTPases is determined by the 

GTP- or GDP-bound form respectively. The transition between these forms can be 

mediated by additional proteins: the guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors 

(GDIs), which keep the GTPase in their inactive form by preventing GDP 

dissociation, the guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), that accelerate GTP 

binding, and the GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), which accelerate its 

hydrolysis341. Among the GTPases, GBPs are quite unique, since they require 

neither GDIs nor GEFs. While the role of the IFN-inducible GTPases Mx, IRGs, and 

GBPs in host-defense mechanisms has been extensively studied91,128–130, functional 

studies on VLIGs have not been reported, even though they are strongly expressed 

in mice and zebrafish upon IFNs stimulation342,343, suggesting that they might serve a 

function in the host defense. In humans, a single homolog of VLIGs proteins has 

been identified on chromosome 11343.   
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1.4.1.1 Biochemical and structural analysis of GBPs.  GBPs are dynamin-like 

GTPase that are composed of an N-terminal globular large GTPase domain (LG) 

and an a-helical domain that consist of a middle domain (MD) and a C-terminal 

GTPase effector domain (GED) (Fig.1.6 a). At a steady state, the C-terminal GED 

domain folds over the MD and LG domains (Fig.1.6 b (1)) 344. GTP binding to 

monomeric GBPs is mediated by the G-motifs (Fig.1.6 b (1)). In the nucleotide-

binding pocket, the G1 motif (also known as P-loop) binds the GTPase cofactor Mg2+ 

and wraps around the phosphate groups of the GTP, while the G2 and the G3 motifs 

coordinate the Mg2+ and bind the phosphate groups of the nucleotide345–347. Two 

unique and highly flexible regions differentiate the GBPs from other GTPases: the 

phosphate cap, which contains the G2 motif, and the guanine cap, which shapes a 

hydrophobic pocket for the guanine base. Both contribute to the stabilization of the 

ribose moiety of the GTP345. Upon nucleotide binding, the guanine cap promotes 

GBPs dimerization via LG-LG interaction (Fig.1.6 b (2)). The conformational changes 

following nucleotide hydrolysis, also disrupt a network of salt bridges between the a-

helix in the LG domain and aspartate residues in the GED domain, promoting the 

GED unfolding within the dimers (Fig.1.6 b (3))348–350. Furthermore, relocation of 

residues in the P-loop and the phosphate cap in the dimers accelerates GBPs 

hydrolytic activity (Fig.1.6 b (4-6))345–347.  

Unlike the other IFN-inducible GTPases, GBPs can also exert GDPase activity. 

Indeed, they bind in equimolar affinity GTP and GDP to produce GMP. This unusual 

nucleotide binding can be traced to the presence of a non-canonical TLRD- or 

TVRD-G4 motif instead of the typical N(T/Q)KXD sequence351. Moreover, contrary to 

other GTPase, GBPs have an internal GAP region that obviates the need for 

external GAPs and is responsible for a high two-step reaction rate of GTPase and 

GDPase activity346,352–354. It has been shown that GMP production is favored by 

dimeric GBPs in their open conformation, in fact, mutants of GBPs lacking the GED 

domain produce more GMP than wild-type GBPs (Fig.1.6 b (5-6)). This led to the 

hypothesis that interaction between the GED domain and the LG domain inhibits the 

GMP production348,350.   
As dynamin-like GTPases, the GBP-mediated hydrolysis of GTP to GDP drives their 

self-assembly in large complexes which target pathogen-associate membranes and 

bacterial surfaces350,355,356. Both N- and C-terminal domains contribute to the GBP 
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self-assembly, and it was shown that truncated forms of GBPs that lack the GED or 

the LG domain fail to polymerize350,355. However, the engagement of GBPs on PCVs 

or on bacterial cell walls relies on post-translational modifications at the C-terminus. 

For instance, membrane binding of mouse and human GBP1, -2 and -5 is facilitated 

by a CaaX box at the C-terminus that can be farnesylated or geranylgeranylated, via 

the addition of 15-Carbon farnesyl or 20-carbon geranylgeranyl hydrophobic groups 

on the cysteine residue in this CaaX motif. Besides the membrane targeting, 

farnesylation of human GBP1 could also serve as a signal to deposit additional 

GBP1 on membranes357, similar to what has been hypothesized for mouse Gbp1 

geranylgeranylation358. GBP membrane-bound complexes constitute sensory 

platforms that alert and activate host antimicrobial defense; modifications of the 

Caax motif, including truncation of the C-terminus, disrupt their ability to associate 

into complexes359–361 and, in turn, the cell-autonomous immune response362–365. 

 
Figure 1.6 Biochemical and structural analysis of GBPs. a) LG: globular N-terminal domain with 

GTPase activity; MD: helical middle domain; GED: helical C-terminal effector domain. b) At steady 

state the GED domain folds back to the LG domain. GTP binding to monomeric GBP (1) promotes 

GBP dimerization via LG-LG interaction (2). GTP hydrolysis promotes GED unfolding within the 
dimers (3). GDP can dissociate (4) or be hydrolyzed to GMP (5). GBPs return to their close 

conformation once GMP dissociates from the LG domain (6). Figure adapted from Kutsch, M., & 

Coers, J. (2021)366. 
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1.4.2 GBP evolution and expression profile.  
Phylogenetic analysis has shown that GBP-like genes are expressed in most 

vertebrates and bona fide orthologous have been found in protists, amoebae, and 

plants, suggesting a primordial defense activity that has been remodeled in jawed 

vertebrates to respond to IFNs367. Common to most species, these GBP-like genes 

have expanded into euchromatic clusters 342,367. For example, humans have seven 

GBPs and one pseudogene residing in a unique cluster on chromosome 1q22.2368. 

Exceptions are some rodents (e.g., Mus musculus and Rattus norvegicus), which 

carry two GBPs clusters on two different chromosomes369, and zebrafish and frogs, 

where GBP-genes are grouped on three small genomic islands342. The evolution of 

GBPs has been explained by the birth-and-death process, according to which 

multigene families are generated by gene duplication events. Duplicated genes can 

be either deleted or kept in the genome. In the latter case they can acquire new 

functions (neofunctionalization), split functions (subfunctionalization), or lose their 

functions (pseudogenization)370. For instance, the GBP3 gene appears to have 

emerged in Simiiformes, a taxonomic infraorder within Primates, through duplication 

of GBP1 and has gained a new role in the inflammasome-mediated response361.  

Duplication events of the GBP4 gene have most likely generated GBP7, which is 

present in primates only 371 potentially indicating that maintenance of GBP7 was 

positively selected for host-pathogen interactions372,373. Moreover, Old-World 

monkeys lack GBP4 and -5, and they are more susceptible to HIV-2 infections 

compared to great apes where GBP5 is expressed374,375. Evolutionary studies in 

rodents have revealed that Gbp2, -5, and -6 are orthologs of their primate 

counterparts369. The presence of Gbp2 and Gbp5 in rodents genomes further 

highlights their importance in host defense253,367.  

Genetic deletions and genomic examination of the Gbp locus in mice and zebrafish, 

respectively, have been powerful tools to uncover the link between GBPs and innate 

immune mechanisms, mainly inflammasome regulation. Mice have 11 Gbps in two 

clusters distributed on Chromosome 3 and 5. Engineered mice lacking the 

chromosome 3 cluster, which harbors  Gbp1, Gbp2, Gbp3, Gbp5, and Gbp7, and 

single knock-out mice for these Gbps have helped investigate the role of these 

proteins in host immune defense and inflammasome activation364,376,377. Mice lacking 

the entire cluster of Gbps on chromosome 5, which includes Gbp6, Gbp8, Gbp9, 

Gbp10, and Gbp11, have not been reported yet, although small interfering RNA 
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(siRNA) experiments have revealed a possible role of Gbp6 and -10 in restricting L. 

monocytogenes and M. bovis364. Recently, knock-out mice for both the Gbp clusters 

(GbpChr3/Chr5–/–) have been described to be more susceptible to Yersinia pestis378. 

Interestingly, genomic analysis has shown that zebrafish GBP3 and GBP4 also have 

CARD domains, similar to inflammasome-related proteins like ASC, NLRP1, and 

caspase-4, highlighting a link between inflammasomes and GBPs367,379,380. Genomic 

examination of the GBPs in protochordate, Branchiostomata floridae, predicted the 

involvement of its GBPs in inflammasome-independent death pathways, since they 

are fused with death effector domains related to human caspase-8 and Fas-

associated protein with death domain (FADD), intermediaries in apoptotic 

signaling367,381.  

Unless induced, human GBPs are expressed at a low or tonic level in immune cells 

as well as in the lung, liver, kidney, digestive tract, brain, and skin stroma. In 

contrast, GBP6 is constitutively expressed only in the oropharyngeal tract, and GBP7 

expression is detectable only in the liver382. Notably, all GBPs are constitutively 

expressed at low levels in preimplantation embryos, with spikes of GBP1 expression 

in epiblasts, GBP2 in oocysts, and GBP5 in morula383. Constitutive expression of 

GBP4 is present in pluripotent embryonic stem cells but is depleted by 

differentiation384. These constitutive expression patterns may imply a cell-, stage-, 

tissue-specific epigenetic control. Outside of these contexts, human GBPs 

expression requires robust immune-receptor signaling. Similarly, murine Gbps are 

expressed in parenchymal and stromal cells as well as in immune lineages382,385. In 

endothelial cells (ECs), GBP1, -2, and -3 expression can be induced by several pro-

inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1b and TNF-a. In this context, it was suggested 

that GBP1 contributes to the inhibition of EC proliferation by vascular endothelial 

growth factor and basic fibroblast growth factor. Likewise, IL-1b and TNF-a induce 

human GBPs in colonic epithelial cells, where they may mediate antitumorigenic 

effects, and mouse GBPs in fibroblasts386,387. Beyond that, in humans and mice, the 

IFNs remain the most potent immune signals for GBPs induction. Following IFNg 

stimulation, GBPs transcription is stimulated by the binding of STAT1 homodimers to 

the GAS elements388, however in mouse embryonic fibroblast and macrophage cell 

line (ANA-1), promoter sequences of mGbp1 and -2 show inactive STAT1-binding 

site but ISRE motifs that might act as IRF1-binding sites.  It is therefore likely that 
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these are secondary response genes since their induction relies on de novo 

synthesis of IRF1 by IFNg389,390.  GBP levels are also upregulated as a result of 

ISGF3 binding on ISRE sequences in response to both type II and III IFNs, albeit 

IFNl stimulation seems to be confined to keratinocytes and hepatocytes391–393. 

Mouse and human GBP responsiveness is further regulated by long intergenic non-

coding RNAs and microRNA respectively, which suppress expression of multiple 

members of the murine GBP protein family and human GBP2394,395. Overall, GBPs 

are heavily upregulated by viruses, bacteria, and parasite infection, and their 

expression profile is markedly altered in cancer and auto-inflammatory diseases382. 

 

1.4.3 When GBPs meet intracellular pathogens. 
Accumulating pieces of evidence have shown that GBPs take part in the host 

immune defense against intracellular pathogens, including viruses, bacteria, and 

protozoan parasites365.  

1.4.3.1 Antiviral GBPs. More than two decades ago, Anderson et al. conducted 

pioneering studies showing that in HeLa cells stimulated with either IFNg or IFNa, 

overexpression of GBP1 was able to restrict the RNA viruses vesicular stomatitis 

(VSV) and encephalomyocarditis (EMCV) viruses396. The role of GBPs in mediating 

the host antiviral defense has since been expanded to additional hosts, including 

mice, and different viruses. GBP1 may also exert antiviral activity by mediating actin-

cytoskeleton remodeling. Indeed, it was suggested that its oligomerization and 

GTPase activity is required for disrupting the actin filaments used by Karposi’s 

sarcoma–associated herpesvirus (KSHV) to translocate into the nucleus. In support 

of this model, it has also been shown that the knockdown of GBP1 promotes KSHV 

replication. Interestingly, the virus-encoded replication and transcription activator 

(RTA), an E3 ligase, targets GBP1 for proteasomal degradation397. Further studies 

have shown that the GTPase activity of GBP1 is needed to restrict hepatitis C virus 

(HCV), as mutations in the GTP-catalyzing domain abolish its antiviral activity398,399. 

Additionally, immunoprecipitation and mammalian two-hybrid assays have revealed 

that the GBP1 large domain is bound by the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

NS5B of HCV, which hinders its GTPase activity. The suppressive effect of NS5B on 

GBP1 activity could contribute to the persistence of HCV infection and replication399. 

GBP1, GBP3, and GBP3DC, a GBP3 splicing variant with a modified C-terminus 
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domain, display anti-influenza A viral activity mainly in lung epithelial cells. Here, the 

GTP binding but not its hydrolysis triggers the antiviral effector activity of the globular 

domain. Furthermore, GBPD3 represses the synthesis of viral RNA and proteins by 

inhibiting the influenza virus polymerase complex400. More recent work has extended 

the GBPs antiviral activity to HIV1 infection. HIV1 proteins require post-

transcriptional modification and proteolytic processes prior to incorporation into viral 

particles. Often proteolytic cleavage of viral precursor proteins is performed by host 

proteases, such as furin, which cleaves the N-glycosylated envelope glycoprotein 

gp160 into gp120 and gp41, promoting viral particle production401. GBP2 and -5 

block viral particle maturation by inhibiting N-glycosylation and furin protease activity. 

Most likely this process takes place in the Golgi, as GBP mutants defective for 

isoprenylation, which is required for anchoring to the Golgi, fail to antagonize HIV1 

assembly375,402. Moreover, GBP2 and -5 have been described to impair the 

maturation of several viruses that use furin for optimal glycoprotein maturation, such 

as measles virus and Zika402. So far, murine Gbp2 has been shown to inhibit the 

replication of VSV and EMCV403. More recent studies have outlined a role for murine 

Gbps in response to norovirus infections. In fact, membranous replication complexes 

of norovirus are disrupted upon Gbp2 targeting, along with other Gbps. Studies of 

noroviral pathogenesis in vivo have confirmed that Ifnar1–/–/GbpChr3–/– mice have 

lower survival404.   

On the other hand, some GBPs have been described to have pro-viral activity. For 

example, murine Gbp4 negatively regulates virus-induced type I IFNs by targeting 

IRF7 and impairing its interaction with TRAF6405. Similarly, human GBP7 impedes 

NF-kB translocation to the nucleus and attenuates phosphorylation of STAT1 and 2, 

favoring influenza A replication406. Whereas hGBP5 was found to be significantly 

upregulated in patients and cell lines infected with influenza A virus, where it inhibits 

virus replication by enhancing IRF3- and NF-kB-dependent gene expression407.  

1.4.3.2 GBPs and parasite infections. Several IFN-inducible effectors have been 

implicated in the host defense against protozoan parasite infection, such as the 

expression of the IFN-inducible NOS and autophagy-related pathways107. The GBPs 

represent an additional distinct mechanism. For instance, murine Gbps belonging to 

both the chromosome 3 and 5 clusters have been found to target T. gondii 

parasitophorous vacuoles in embryonic fibroblast and macrophages356,408–410. 

Further studies have demonstrated that GTP-binding and hydrolysis, as well as 
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membrane anchoring, allow pre-assembly of multiple GBPs in vesicle-like structures 

(VLSs). Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) combined with Multiparameter 

fluorescence image spectroscopy (MFIS) showed intramolecular interaction of 

mGbp2 with itself, mGbp1, and to a lesser extent with mGbp3. These dimers are 

then recruited onto the PVs where they form huge multimeric complexes and lead 

the PVs to rupture, resulting in exposure of the underlying parasite to the host 

cytosol356,410. Eventually, mGbp2 multimeric complexes directly target the T. gondii 

plasma membrane, thus mGbps might be involved in toxoplasma targeting and 

elimination, for example by activating the autophagy machinery and/or the 

inflammasome356. Whether such mechanisms depend on GBPs enzymatic activity 

has yet to be determined. Although other Gbps are found in the VLSs and later on 

the PVs, such as Gbp5 and Gbp6, FRET analysis and co-immune precipitation 

experiments have not revealed an interaction with Gbp2356. Mouse Gbp1 and -2 

have been depicted as key players in the cell-autonomous immune response against 

Toxoplasma411,412. However, reconstitution of Gbp2 in mouse GbpChr3–/– embryonic 

fibroblast is not enough to control parasite’s replication, and Gbp1 expression only 

partially restores the wild-type phenotype409. This argues in favor of a cooperative 

model, in which several mGbps act in concert to exploit their antiparasitic activity.  In 

addition, Gbps successfully target PVs of avirulent strains of Toxoplasma, while 

virulent strains efficiently counteract their targeting by secreting rhoptry (ROPs) and 

dense granule antigen 15 (GRA15) kinases which promote Gbps lysosomal 

degradation410,413. Other parasite effectors (e.g., TgIST) interfere with STAT1 

activation thereby impacting GBPs expression414,415.  Recent work has revealed a 

pivotal role of murine Gbp7 in restricting Toxoplasma infection in vivo and in vitro. In 

fact, in response to T. gondii infection Gbp7–/– mice showed high susceptibility and 

mortality just as Gbp7-deficient cells failed to restrict parasite’s replication. 

Interestingly, Gbp7 was localized in the PVs lumen, hinting at the possibility of a 

direct antiparasitic function416. Despite the fact that human GBPs exhibit anti-

toxoplasma activity, their function seems to be narrowed to specific cell types. In 

primary IFN-activated mesenchymal stem cells and transformed lung epithelia, 

hGBP1 limits the growth of T. gondii, although in the latter case GBP1 does not 

translocate onto PVs 417,418. In striking contrast, in a myeloid leukemia cell line, T. 

gondii growth is restricted in a GBP-independent manner, even though the GBPs 

clearly target PVs419. Furthermore, whereas in IFNg-stimulated human macrophages, 
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GBP1 limits T. gondii replication by inducing apoptotic death of infected cells420, in 

human foreskin fibroblasts, the IFNg-induced mechanism promotes resistance to T. 

gondii infection by inducing GBP-independent cell death and early parasite 

egress421.  

In contrast, the role of GBPs in response to other parasites remains largely 

uncharacterized. However, in an experimental model of Plasmodium berghei-

induced murine cerebral malaria, a different set of mGbps is upregulated in the liver 

and brain of infected animals422,423. In humans, a genetic study uncovered a single 

nucleotide polymorphism on the GBP7 promoter that correlates with elevated 

parasitemia, anemia, and hyperpyrexia in Cameroonian populations424. Upregulation 

of murine Gbp1 and Gbp5 mRNA has also been observed in skin, inguinal lymph 

nodes, spleen, and liver after infection with the kinetoplastid parasite Leishmania 

major425. Moreover, human and mouse GBPs have been implicated in the cell-

autonomous immune response against Leishmania donovani. In nonphagocytic 

cells, GBP-mediated killing of L. donovani occurs by facilitating parasite delivery to 

autolysosomal compartments. Surprisingly, GBPs have not been detected to target 

the Leishmania-containing vacuole426. Furthermore, in human and murine 

macrophages infected with L. donovani, GBP1 modulates the induction of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and chemokines and regulates MAP kinase activity427. On 

the contrary, GBPs fail to restrict the growth of the other kinetoplastid parasite T. 

cruzi410. 

1.4.3.3 GBPs and antibacterial defense. A loss-of-function screen conducted by 

Kim et al. on the entire 11-member of the Gbp family in mouse macrophages 

revealed for the first time that these GTPases are involved in IFN-mediated killing of 

intracellular bacteria. Specifically, Gbp knock-down by small interfering RNA (siRNA) 

duplexes showed that Gbp1, Gbp6, Gbp7 and Gbp10 are critical for the control of L. 

monocytogenes and M. bovis. In addition, increased replication of L. monocytogenes 

and M. bovis in Gbp1–/– mice clearly implicated GBPs as a class of host defense 

proteins operating in vivo and in vitro364. Several antimicrobial mechanisms were 

proposed to explain how Gbps to reduce the intracellular replication niche of 

bacteria, e.g., in IFNg-stimulated mononuclear phagocytes, such as GBP7 recruiting 

the components of the phagocytic oxidase complex (NADPH oxidase), gp91phox 

and p22phox to the phagosomes of L. monocytogenes and M. bovis, thus promoting 
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oxidative activity364. Besides oxidant defense, GBP proteins are involved in 

autolysosomal killing of bacteria; in fact, Gbp7 interacts with the cysteine protease 

Atg4 on M. bovis vacuoles where it potentially fosters autolysosome closure364. In 

addition, recruitment of the autophagic-related proteins SQSTM1 and galectin-3 

elicits murine Gbp1 and 2 association with vacuoles harboring Listeria, Legionella, 

and Yersinia pseudotubercolosis428,429.  

GBP-related mechanisms also take part in protecting non-immune cells. For 

instance, the C-terminal RRR motif of GBP1 catalyzes hierarchical recruitment of 

GBP2, -3, and -4 on cytosolic Shigella flexneri where they inhibit Shigella actin-

based motility and, consequently, its cell-to-cell spread. But Shigella escapes 

restriction with the bacterial E3 ubiquitin ligase, IpaH9.8, which targets GBPs for 

proteasomal degradation430,431.  A similar mechanism could be applied by C. 

trachomatis, which evades GBP targeting in IFNg-activated human epithelial cells 

while being effectively detected by several murine Gbps432. Furthermore, in mouse 

macrophages, GBPs hinder the intracellular motility of B. thailandensis and, thus, its 

spread to neighboring cells and cell-cell fusion events433. Further studies have 

underlined the pivotal role of GBPs in activating inflammasome components in 

response to several other intracellular bacteria, such as S. Typhimurium and F. 

novicida362,434. The crosstalk between GBPs and inflammasome will be examined in 

the next chapter.  
 
1.4.4 Guanylate-binding proteins and inflammasome. 
IFNs are powerful signals for guiding host defense mechanisms by transcriptionally 

regulating many effector genes. As mentioned above, IRGs activate different 

mechanisms of host resistance against a variety of intracellular vacuolar bacteria107, 

just as GBPs have been described to mediate cell-autonomous immunity to Listeria  

or Mycobacterium infection364. The inflammasome assembly tailors the innate 

immune host response upon pathogen infection or cellular stress. This machinery’s 

core proteins are cytosolic sensors that, directly or indirectly through ASC, recruit 

caspase-1 via CARD-CARD homotypic domain interaction435. In silico genomic 

screening spanning 91 taxa identified 574 GBP-like proteins with shared homology in 

the GTPase domain. This set was further restricted by Hidden Markov modeling, 

which showed that some GBPs in lower organisms (e.g., zebrafish) harbor a CARD 
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domain that resembles that of ASC and NLRP1 367. This evidence, beyond their 

reported role as antibacterial effectors, immediately suggested a possible function for 

GBPs in the cell death signaling cascades.  

1.4.4.1 GBPs and canonical inflammasome. Initially, research focused mainly on 

the contribution of GBPs to canonical inflammasome activation. In macrophages 

stimulated with IFNg and given LPS/ATP to trigger the NLRP3 inflammasome, a 

small interfering RNA (siRNA) against human GBP5 or its murine counterpart elicits 

a reduction in IL-1b release to the same extent as silencing ASC or chemical 

inhibition of caspase-1. Interestingly, GBP5-dependent NLRP3 inflammasome 

activation is displayed in response to diverse priming conditions, such as LPS, 

muramyl dipeptide (MDP), isoglutamate diaminopimelic acid (iE-DAP), and S. 

Typhimurium, but not in response to the NLRP3 crystalline activator alum. Therefore, 

GBP5 exerts an activator function with only soluble or bacterial priming agents. 

Importantly, activation of AIM2 and NLRC4 inflammasomes was not affected by 

GBP5 deficiency367. Furthermore, the self-assembly of GBP5 into tetramers and their 

interaction with the PYD of NLRP3 favors the formation of the inflammasome 

complex367. Although GBP5 has been linked to NLRP3 activation, GBP deficiency 

failed to affect NLRP3 assembly in response to several sterile NLRP3 activating 

agents (e.g., monosodium urate, saponin, etc.), probably owing to different signaling 

modes258,436–438. Indeed, activation of NLRP3 by sterile agents requires selective 

scavenger receptor-mediated endocytosis, resulting in lysosomal swelling and 

damage439,440. Therefore, GBP5 could aid the assembly of NLRP3 in the cytosol but 

could be dispensable in different subcellular compartments.  

The impact of GBP5 in inflammasome assembly has also been examined in vivo. 

The defective NLRP3 activation in GBP5 deficient cells upon soluble priming agents 

but not in response to crystalline stimuli was recapitulated in vivo. Indeed, Gbp5–/– 

mice exhibit defects in muramyl dipeptide–induced peritonitis but not alum-induced 

peritonitis and a significant reduction of neutrophil recruitment367. After LPS 

challenge, Gbp5–/– animals show a reduction in pyrogenic cytokine production, which 

coincide with a loss of active caspase-1 in macrophages367. Moreover, they show 

enhanced susceptibility to Listeria and Francisella infection258,367,437.  

The implication of GBP5 in NLRP3 inflammasome activation has raised the 

hypothesis that other GBPs may also be involved in this pathway. Indeed, knockout 
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of Gbp2 in mouse macrophages infected with numerous vacuolar Gram-negative 

bacteria results in reduced LDH and IL-1b release436.  

GBPs have also been identified as important cofactors for Aim2-dependent immunity 

to F. novicida. Francisella infection is detected by the cytosolic DNA sensor cGAS 

and its adaptor STING, activating type I IFN-dependent IRF1, which, in turn, 

promotes the expression of GBPs437. Among the Gbps, Gbp2 and Gbp5 play 

prominent roles in vitro and in the mouse model of tularemia; in fact, they lead to the 

intracellular killing of Francisella resulting in the release of bacterial DNA for the 

sensing by AIM2258. Mechanistically, GBP-decorated cytosolic Francisella are 

targeted by Irgb10, which directly promotes bacteriolysis and DNA release256. 

Recently, the role of Gbps in Aim2 inflammasome activation has been extended to 

two other members of the GBP cluster on chromosome 3, Gbp1 and Gbp3. Indeed, 

macrophages from Gbp1- and Gbp3-deficient mice infected with F. novicida showed 

a reduced ability to induce cleavage of caspase-1 and GSDMD, as well as the 

formation of ASC puncta, hallmarks of pyroptotic cell death. In vitro experiments 

show that an N-terminal region of Gbp1 and Gbp3 is required for pathogen 

membrane disruption leading to DNA release, thus attributing direct antimicrobial 

activity to these proteins. However, it cannot be ruled out that the defective 

inflammasome activation observed in Gbp1–/– and Gbp3–/– macrophages may be due 

to reduced recruitment of IRGB10441. Remarkably, in human macrophages the 

recruitment of GBP3 to Francisella is detectable only in a mutant harboring penta-

acylated LPS instead of the tetra-acylated LPS commonly found in these bacteria, 

suggesting that there might be an intrinsic difference between human and mouse 

GBPs442. In addition, Gbps promote caspase-11-dependent and caspase-1-

dependent inflammasome activation in Chlamydia-infected macrophages443. 

1.4.4.2 GBPs and non-canonical inflammasome. Transfection of purified LPS or 

its lipid A moiety into the host cell cytosol triggers non-canonical inflammasome 

activation bypassing TLR4 signaling287,288,301. This model was proposed based on in 

vitro reconstitution experiments where it was observed that the lipid A portion of LPS 

can bind caspase-11 and caspase-4 through their CARD 301. However, TLR4- and 

TRIF-dependent IFN production is required for caspase-11 expression and activation 

by intact Gram-negative bacteria, and only partially to trigger caspase-11 

expression186. In addition, LPS is highly hydrophobic and normally found within the 
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bacterial outer membrane. Thus, the hypothesis that IFN-inducible factors are 

required to initiate or sustain the non-canonical inflammasome has become 

prominent. Indeed, several studies have shown that GBPs are essential for the 

recognition of Gram-negative bacteria by cytosolic immune sensors436,443,444. First, 

they were thought to be needed to induce lysis of the PCV, allowing the release of 

the bacteria into the cytosol and activation of LPS-dependent activation of 

caspases436. However, pyroptosis was also found to be impaired in GBP-deficient 

macrophages stimulated with IFNg after transfection with LPS derived from E. coli, S. 

Typhimurium, and L. pneumophila, suggesting that GBPs may act downstream of 

phagosome disruption444. A central role of GBPs in response to OMVs produced by 

Gram-negative bacteria, which are internalized by macrophages and serve as 

components for LPS delivery, has also been described. Mechanistically, in vivo and 

in vitro, isoprenylated GBPs associate with OMVs or cytosolic LPS, indicating that 

their recruitment is mediated by LPS itself445. Remarkably, most studies have linked 

the murine Gbp cluster on chromosome 3 to non-canonical inflammasome 

activation436,444. In a recent pre-print, genome editing with CRISPR-Cas9 and 

homologous recombination made it possible to generate mice lacking individual 

members of the chromosome 3 cluster (Gbp1, Gbp2, Gbp3, Gbp5, and Gbp7), and 

mice deficient for Gbp6 and Gbp10 on chromosome 5, as they have been implicated 

in antibacterial defense364,377. Analysis of LPS-primed macrophages transfected with 

LPS showed that ablation of mGbp2 and mGbp3, but not the other Gbps, results in a 

defective release of IL-1b and pyroptosis, as well as defective processing of GsdmD. 

This study yielded a model whereby mGbp2 recruits caspase-11 for LPS recognition, 

while mGbp3 transports GsdmD-NT after its proteolytic cleavage by caspase-11377.  

Human caspase-4 seems to function partially differently from murine caspase-11. 

First, in mouse macrophages, Francisella is exclusively sensed by the AIM2 

inflammasome despite the requirement for Gbps256,258,437. Indeed, Francisella has an 

under-acylated lipid A that cannot be recognized by caspase-11 but is effectively 

detected by human caspase-4 through a contribution of GBP2, underscoring an 

intrinsic difference between caspase-11 and its human ortholog, caspase-4446. 

Importantly, Francisella-induced AIM2 inflammasome and E. coli-induced non-

canonical inflammasome in mice relies on IRGs that are lacking in humans, 

suggesting that Gbp-mediated inflammasome activation may be regulated differently 
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in humans and mice128,132,133. Indeed, Gbp-dependent Irgb10 recruitment is thought 

to liberate LPS in the cytosol of the host cell for caspase-11 sensing 256. However, 

caspase-11 can also be recruited to the bacterial surface (Fig.1.7)447. Recently, two 

major studies have made important contributions to the understanding of the 

crosstalk between GBPs and human noncanonical inflammasome assembly. They 

reported that GBP stimulation is critical for Salmonella- and Shigella- or cytosolic 

LPS-mediated activation of caspase-4 in human epithelial cells and 

macrophages360,361. Consistent with a previous report that identified GBP1 as crucial 

for caspase-4 recruitment on Salmonella, it was found that quickly after bacteria 

escape from their vacuole into the host cell cytosol, GBP1 targets the surface of 

cytosol-invading bacteria and drives the hierarchical recruitment of GBP2-4, 

converting Gram-negative bacterial surfaces into signaling platforms capable of 

activating activation (Fig.1.7)360,361. Using IFNg-stimulated HeLa cells overexpressing 

GBP1-4, both groups observed that GBPs directly decorate cytosolic bacteria rather 

than PCVs, as previously suggested360,361,436. Both studies propose a model in which 

GBPs play distinct roles: GBP1 and 4 are considered essential for the recruitment of 

caspase-4, while GBP3 is necessary its activation360,361. However, the models differ 

slightly, as Wandel et al. suggested that GBP2 is also pivotal for caspase-4 

recruitment361. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) revealed that GBP1 can directly 

bind LPS with kinetics that fit a two-state reaction model, thus initial binding is 

followed by conformational changes. Interestingly, Salmonella mutants lacking the 

O-antigen or the outer core, the outermost parts of the LPS, still recruit GBP1 and 

caspase-4, suggesting that lipid A and the inner core are sufficient to trigger 

pyroptosis360. Thus, the research focuses on understanding the nature of the link that 

governs the GBP1-LPS interaction. Evidence suggests that GBP1-LPS interaction 

involves electrostatic forces; in this respect, neutralization of negative charge or de-

phosphorylation of lipid A strongly reduces LPS-mediated cell death. Finally, 

mutation of the triple lysine patch in the globular domain of GBP1 leads to 

significantly reduced targeting of cytosolic Salmonella, suggesting that these positive 

residues are necessary for binding360. Therefore, GBP1 can be considered a pattern 

recognition receptor that binds LPS and initiates a signaling hub on the bacterial 

surface to trigger caspase-4-mediated inflammasome activation and, thus, disrupt 

Salmonella and Shigella’s intracellular niche. Likewise, GBP1 acts by inducing 
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caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis in human epithelial cells infected with B. 

thailandensis, limiting the formation of multinucleated giant cells resulting from its 

spread into neighboring cells448. However, it remains to be determined how the GBP 

coat causes caspase-4 activation, given that lipid A is an integral component of the 

bacterial outer membrane and is not readily accessible. Consistent with a previous 

study reporting a direct contribution of LPS to caspase-4 engagement, IFNg-primed 

cells infected with S. flexneri and expressing a caspase-4 mutant that lacks the 

ability to bind LPS, do not undergo pyroptosis361. This leads to the hypothesis that 

GBPs support this interaction by disrupting the integrity of the bacterial 

membrane301. Indeed, in vitro binding assays have demonstrated that GBP1 can act 

as a surfactant, disrupting the O-antigen barrier and making the lipid A portion more 

accessible for caspase recognition. Furthermore, incubation of Shigella with purified 

human GBP1 renders these bacteria more susceptible to polymyxin B, an 

antimicrobial peptide that binds lipid A phosphate groups with high affinity449. 

Conversely, in a cell culture system, GBP1 recruitment on the bacterial surface does 

not trigger direct bacteriolysis360,448. Hence, further investigations are needed to 

understand the exact mechanism by which GBPs mediate non-canonical 

inflammasome activation. 
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Figure 1.7 GBPs and non-canonical inflammasome. The human non-canonical inflammasome is 

activated by the recognition of LPS by GBP1, which drives the hierarchical recruitment of GBP2-4 on 

Gram-negative bacteria. GBP1-4 forms a signaling hub on the bacterial surface that enables the 

recruitment and activation of caspase-4. The murine non-canonical inflammasome is activated in 

response to cytosolic LPS, which is released into the cytosol by Gbp-dependent Irgb10 recruitment 

onto bacteria. Caspase-11 is also recruited on the bacterial surface. Both caspase-4 and -11 drive the 

cleavage of GSDMD, but only caspase-4 can process IL-18. 
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2. Aim of the thesis 
The aim of my PhD thesis was to investigate the role of human and mouse GBPs in 

controlling non-canonical inflammasome activation in response to intracellular Gram-

negative bacteria and cytosolic LPS. In the first part, I investigated the role of human 

IFN-inducible Guanylate-Binding Proteins (GBPs) in activating the caspase-4 non-

canonical inflammasome in response to S. Typhimurium and B. thailandensis in 

human epithelial cells and macrophages. In addition, I sought to define which 

individual murine Gbps on chromosome 3 and chromosome 5 were necessary for 

LPS-induced non-canonical inflammasome activation. 
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3. Results 
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3.1 Research Project I: Human GBP1 binds LPS to initiate assembly of a 
caspase-4 activating platform on cytosolic bacteria 
José Carlos Santos1*, Dave Boucher1*, Larisa Kapinos Schneider2, Benjamin Demarco1, Marisa 
Dilucca1, Kateryna Shkarina1, Rosalie Heilig1, Kaiwen W. Chen1, Roderick Y. H. Lim2 & Petr Broz1† 
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MST experiments., B.D., K.W.C., and M.D. performed experiments, K.S. and R.H. 
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Specific contribution: 
Generation of HeLa cell lines deficient for GBP1, GBP2, GBP3, GBP4, GSDMD, and 

CASP4 via CRISPR-Cas9 technology. 

 

Generation of knock-out single clones by serial dilution. 

 

Single clone screening by performing the T7 endonuclease I assay, verified by 

sequencing of the PCR fragments, and confirmed by western blotting. 
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Summary of the results 
The bacterial endotoxin, LPS, is the most potent mediator of septic shock, a severe 

systemic response to Gram-negative bacteria infection often associated with a high 

mortality rate. LPS is sensed by TLR4 in the extracellular milieu or within 

endosomes, where it induces cytokine and IFN production via the MyD88 and TRIF 

signaling pathways450. Upon entry of bacteria into the host cell cytosol, their LPS is 

detected by the non-canonical inflammasome pathway, e.g., human caspase-4 and 

caspase-5 or mouse caspase-11287,288,451. These caspases were thought to be the 

cytosolic receptors that directly bind LPS released from Gram-negative bacteria, 

such as S. Typhimurium and S. flexneri as they escape into the cytosol of host cells. 

Indeed, in vitro experiments have demonstrated that recombinant caspase-4 and 

caspase-11 can be activated by the direct binding of the lipid A moiety of LPS to their 

CARD domain451. Once activated, human caspase-4 (and murine caspase-11) 

proteolytically cleaves the pore-forming protein GSDMD leading to the pyroptosis of 

infected cells452,453.  

However, the highly hydrophobic nature of lipid A and its localization within the 

bacterial outer membrane made the presence of additional factors that might initiate 

or sustain non-canonical inflammasome activation conceivable. Furthermore, non-

canonical inflammasome activation in mouse macrophages transfected with LPS or 

infected with Gram-negative bacteria requires IFN-inducible genes, Gbps and 

IRGs256,436,445,454. Besides targeting cytosolic bacteria, the engagement of Gbps and 

Irgb10 on Gram-negative bacteria correlates with bacterial lysis and caspase-11 

activation, yielding a model in which Gbp-decorated bacteria are further targeted by 

Irgb10, which exerts membranolytic activity that releases LPS for detection caspase-

11256. GBPs are also required for LPS-induced caspase-4 activation, although the 

IRG family is lacking in humans133,455. Therefore, it was unclear how hGBPs can 

promote LPS release and caspase-4 activation. 

Our group and a related work published by Wandel et al. found that human GBP1 is 

a bona fide cytosolic pattern recognition receptor for LPS, that binds LPS on the 

membranes of Gram-negative bacteria, giving rise to a signaling hub that mediates 

the recruitment and activation of human caspase-4 on the surface of cytosolic 

bacteria360,456. Specifically, we found that in IFNg-stimulated HeLa cells S. 

Typhimurium growth was restricted, and the cytosolic bacteria were targeted by 
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caspase-4 and that caspase-4 recruitment required GBP1. Overexpression of tagged 

GBPs showed that cytosolic Salmonella are targeted by GBP1-4: recruitment of 

GBP2, -3, and -4 on bacteria is reliant on GBP1, the first GBP that coats Salmonella. 

Mechanistically, GBP1 and GBP4 are required for caspase-4 recruitment, whereas 

GBP3 is crucial for its activation.  

Also, using a biochemical approach we found that monomeric GBP1 associates in 

large oligomer complexes when incubated with LPS, hinting that LPS is the putative 

ligand of GBP1. We also proved that the association of GBP1 with LPS occurs via an 

electrostatic interaction between a positively charged lysine patch in the GTPase 

domain of GBP1 and the negative charged LPS. Indeed, mutations of lysine residues 

abrogates GBP1-LPS association and impede GBP1 recruitment on Salmonella. In 

order to identify the portion of LPS recognized by GBP1, we employed mutant 

strains of Salmonella lacking the O-antigen and/or outer core; surprisingly, these 

bacteria were still decorated by GBP1, suggesting that lipid A might be the essential 

mediator of this interaction. How GBP1 gains access to lipid A and how this GBP-

rich signaling platform enables the interaction of CASP4 with lipid A, otherwise 

hidden in the bacterial membrane, needs further investigation.  In summary, with our 

study, we provide evidence to designate GBP1 as a novel innate immune receptor; 

moreover, we have identified its ligand and the characteristics of their interaction. 
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ARTICLE

Human GBP1 binds LPS to initiate assembly of a
caspase-4 activating platform on cytosolic bacteria
José Carlos Santos1,3, Dave Boucher 1,3, Larisa Kapinos Schneider2, Benjamin Demarco 1, Marisa Dilucca1,
Kateryna Shkarina 1, Rosalie Heilig1, Kaiwen W. Chen 1, Roderick Y. H. Lim 2 & Petr Broz 1✉

The human non-canonical inflammasome controls caspase-4 activation and gasdermin-D-

dependent pyroptosis in response to cytosolic bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Since LPS

binds and oligomerizes caspase-4, the pathway is thought to proceed without dedicated LPS

sensors or an activation platform. Here we report that interferon-induced guanylate-binding

proteins (GBPs) are required for non-canonical inflammasome activation by cytosolic Sal-

monella or upon cytosolic delivery of LPS. GBP1 associates with the surface of cytosolic

Salmonella seconds after bacterial escape from their vacuole, initiating the recruitment of

GBP2-4 to assemble a GBP coat. The GBP coat then promotes the recruitment of caspase-4

to the bacterial surface and caspase activation, in absence of bacteriolysis. Mechanistically,

GBP1 binds LPS with high affinity through electrostatic interactions. Our findings indicate that

in human epithelial cells GBP1 acts as a cytosolic LPS sensor and assembles a platform for

caspase-4 recruitment and activation at LPS-containing membranes as the first step of non-

canonical inflammasome signaling.
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Detection of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is central to host
defense against Gram-negative bacterial infections and to
the pathogenesis of sepsis. Extracellular LPS is sensed by

Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), which induces the production of
cytokines via the MyD88 and TRIF signaling pathways1. Cyto-
solic LPS, on the other hand, is detected by the so-called non-
canonical inflammasome, which controls the activation of cas-
pase-4/−5 in humans and caspase-11 in mice2–6. These caspases
cleave the pore-forming cell death effector gasdermin D
(GSDMD) to induce pyroptosis and cytokine release. While the
activation of other caspases requires their recruitment to multi-
protein platforms formed by dedicated sensor and adaptor pro-
teins (e.g., DISC, apoptosome and canonical inflammasome), no
comparable platform has yet been reported for caspase-4/−5 or
−11. Instead, their activation appears to involve a new mode of
pattern recognition in which caspase-4/−11 act both as sensor
and executor without the need for additional adaptor proteins or
co-factors5. This model was proposed based on the observation
that caspases-4/−11 binds the highly hydrophobic lipid A moiety
of LPS through their CARD (caspase recruitment domain),
resulting in their oligomerization and activation5. However, since
LPS is hydrophobic and normally present within bacterial
membranes, it is conceivable that cytosolic LPS sensing could
require accessory factors in analogy to LPS-binding protein (LBP)
or cluster of differentiation 14 (CD14) that are required for
TLR4 signaling. LBP binds to LPS-containing outer membrane of
bacteria and promotes the transfer of LPS onto CD14, which then
delivers LPS to the MD-2/TLR4 complex7,8.

Caspase-11 activation in mouse macrophages transfected with
LPS or infected with Gram-negative bacteria requires the
expression of interferon (IFN)-inducible GTPases, which include
the GBPs (guanylate-binding proteins) or IRGs (immunity-rela-
ted GTPases)9–12. These GTPases are highly upregulated after
type-I or type-II IFN priming, and essential for cell-autonomous
immunity against a variety of viruses, bacteria and parasites13. In
macrophages, several GBPs as well as Irgb10 were found to target
intracellular Gram-negative bacteria, such as Salmonella enterica
serovar Typhimurium (referred to as Salmonella), Francisella
novicida and Escherichia coli. Since this recruitment correlated
with bacterial lysis and the activation of caspase-11, it gave rise to
a model in which GBPs recruit Irgb10 towards bacterial mem-
branes, thereby unleashing an Irgb10-dependent membranolytic
activity that kills the pathogen and concomitantly liberates LPS
for the activation of non-canonical inflammasome11. However,
since humans lack the IRG family (except for a truncated IRGM
copy and IRGC), and GBPs are nevertheless required for LPS-
induced caspase-4 activation, the current model needs to be
confirmed in human cells14,15.

Here we report that IFNγ priming and the induction of GBPs
are necessary for caspase-4 activation in human epithelial cells
and monocytes/macrophages during infection with the Gram-
negative bacterium Salmonella or after cytosolic LPS delivery by
transfection or electroporation. We show that human GBP1
targets cytosolic Salmonella seconds after the bacteria escape from
the vacuole and enter into the cytosol, and that GBP1 initiates the
hierarchical recruitment of GBP2-4 and the assembly of a GBP
coat on cytosolic bacteria. This GBP coat does not induce bac-
teriolysis, but instead initiates the recruitment and activation of
caspase-4 to the surface of cytosolic bacteria. Human GBPs play
distinct functional roles in this process: GBP1 together with GBP4
recruit caspase-4, whereas GBP3 is mainly required for caspase-4
activation. Investigating the mechanism by which GBP1 recog-
nizes cytosol-exposed bacteria, we demonstrate that LPS associ-
ates with GBP1 in pyroptotic cells and that recombinant GBP1
binds LPS with high affinity. Monomeric GBP1 associates with
LPS micelles to form a high-molecular weight complex upon

incubation with LPS, and this association occurs via electrostatic
interactions involving negative charges on LPS. Consistently,
mutagenesis of GBP1 shows that positively charged residues are
necessary for LPS binding and recruitment to bacteria. In con-
clusion, we show that GBP1 acts as a bona-fide cytosolic LPS
sensor that detects and targets the LPS-containing membranes of
Gram-negative bacteria, where it assembles a platform that pro-
motes caspase-4 recruitment and activation.

Results
Salmonella-induced caspase-4 activation requires IFNγ prim-
ing. To study the human non-canonical inflammasome and its
modulation by priming, we infected naive or IFNγ-primed HeLa
cells, which lack canonical inflammasome pathways, with the
facultative intracellular bacterium Salmonella. Since HeLa cells
express TLR4 but not MD-2 and are thus not responsive to
extracellular bacterial LPS16, we primed the cells with IFNγ, a
cytokine that also plays a critical role in intestinal immunity
against Salmonella17. Salmonella replicated rapidly in naive HeLa
but was strongly restricted in IFNγ-primed cells (Fig. 1a), despite
similar levels of bacterial invasion (Supplementary Fig. 1a).
Strikingly, IFNγ-primed HeLa cells underwent lytic cell death
with typical features of pyroptosis, such as plasma membrane
swelling and ballooning, and nuclear condensation (Fig. 1b,
Supplementary Fig. 1b–e and Supplementary Movies 1, 2), and
released mature IL-18 (Supplementary Fig. 1f). Since in epithelial
cells a subset of Salmonella escape from the Salmonella-con-
taining vacuole (SCV) into the cytosol within the first hour after
entry18,19, we hypothesized that Salmonella could activate the
non-canonical inflammasome as previously observed in mouse
macrophages20. To test this, we infected naive or IFNγ-primed
wild-type, CASP4–/– and GSDMD–/– HeLa (Supplementary
Fig. 1g). Deletion of CASP4 or GSDMD did not alter bacterial
invasion, but abrogated Salmonella-induced IFNγ-dependent cell
death (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1h–k), confirming that
Salmonella infection of HeLa cells activates the non-canonical
inflammasome in an IFNγ-dependent manner. While bacterial
replication was increased, IFNγ priming still partially reduced
intracellular bacterial replication in CASP4–/– and GSDMD–/–

HeLa (Supplementary Fig. 1l), suggesting that cell death was not
the only mechanism by which IFNγ restricts bacterial growth.
This finding was confirmed using Salmonella expressing PuhpT-
GFP, a reporter for cytosolic replication (e.g., GFP under the
control of the hexose phosphate transporter promoter, which
responds to exogenous glucose-6-phosphate21 found exclusively
in the host cytosol) (Supplementary Fig. 1m–o). Furthermore,
using a chloroquine (CHQ)-resistance assay, an antimicrobial
agent that only reaches bactericidal levels when concentrated
within endocytic compartments22,23, we found that IFNγ priming
mainly restricted cytosolic Salmonella (Supplementary Fig. 1p, q)
thus reducing hyper-replication of the cytosolic population of
Salmonella (Supplementary Fig. 1r, s)24,25. Thus, IFNγ controls a
major caspase-4- and GSDMD-dependent mechanism that
restricts cytosolic Salmonella replication by inducing host cell
pyroptosis, and a minor mechanism that acts independently of
cell death.

We next determined whether IFNγ was necessary to promote
access of Salmonella or their LPS to the cytosol by quantifying
bacterial resistance to CHQ at 1.5 h post-infection (p.i.). When
compared with naive cells, IFNγ priming did not induce
Salmonella escape to the host cytosol (Fig. 1d), indicating that
IFNγ controlled the detection of LPS after bacterial entry into the
cytosol. To confirm this, we next transfected cells with ultrapure
E. coli or Salmonella LPS. Similarly to Salmonella infection, LPS
transfection only caused cell death in IFNγ-primed HeLa and was
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completely abrogated by deletion of CASP4 or GSDMD (Fig. 1e
and Supplementary Fig. 2a). IFNγ-priming was also required
for pyroptosis and IL-18 release after LPS transfection (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Fig. 2b–d) and after LPS electroporation
(Fig. 1g and Supplementary Fig. 2e) in a panel of human cell
lines and primary cells, including human small intestinal
epithelial cells (HIEC-6). To further substantiate that caspase-4
activation requires IFNγ, we transfected LPS into naive or IFNγ-
primed cells and pulled down active caspase-4 using a cell-
permeable pan-caspase activity probe, biotin-VAD(Ome)-fmk
(bVAD-fmk)26. Active caspase-4 was only pulled down when
cells where first primed with IFNγ and then transfected with LPS

(Supplementary Fig. 2f). In accordance, LPS transfection only
induced caspase-4 and GSDMD cleavage in IFNγ-primed cells
(Fig. 1h and Supplementary Fig. 2g). Importantly, IFNγ-priming
had no impact on the level of caspase-4 expression, since unlike
murine caspase-11, caspase-4 was not induced by IFNγ (Fig. 1h, i
and Supplementary Fig. 2c, g, h). To assess if IFNγ controlled
caspase-4 activation upstream or downstream of LPS binding, we
prepared lysates from HeLa or HBEC3-KT cells transfected with
biotinylated LPS and pulled down LPS-interacting proteins with
streptavidin-coupled beads. In both cell types caspase-4 could
only be pulled-down with LPS in IFNγ-primed but not in naive
cells (Fig. 1i and Supplementary Fig. 2h). Altogether, these
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Fig. 1 IFNγ priming is required for LPS-induced caspase-4 activation in human epithelial cells. a–c Intracellular bacterial fold-replication (a) and release
of LDH (b, c) in naive or IFNγ-primed wild-type, CASP4–/– or GSDMD–/– HeLa cells, at 1 or 6-h post-infection (p.i.) with Salmonella. Cells in 96-well plates
were infected for 30min, washed and gentamicin was added to kill extracellular bacteria. At the indicated time points supernatant was collected to
determine the release of LDH, and then cells were lysed and the number of viable intracellular bacteria was determined by counting colony forming units
(CFUs). The bacterial fold-replication was calculated relative to 1 h p.i. d Percentage of CHQ-resistant cytosolic Salmonella in naive or IFNγ-primed HeLa at
1.5 h p.i. Cells were infected for 30min as in (a) and then treated with gentamicin ± CHQ for an additional 1 h before cells were lysed and bacteria counted
by CFUs. The percentage of cytosolic bacteria was calculated as the ratio of (CHQ+ gentamicinresistant / gentamicinresistant). e–g Release of LDH from
naive or IFNγ-primed cells, 5 h after transfection with LPS (2.5 µg/50,000 cells) or 3–4 h after electroporation with LPS (300 ng/50,0000 cells).
h Western blot analysis of full length (p43) and cleaved (p32) caspase-4 in the supernatants and cell lysates from naive or IFNγ-primed HaCaT cells, upon
transfection with E. coli LPS LPS (2.5 µg/50,000 cells). i Streptavidin pull-down assay of the binding of biotin-conjugated LPS to endogenous caspase-4
from the lysates of naive or IFNγ-primed HBEC3-KT. Cells in 6-well plates were transfected with LPS-biotin (10 µg) or left untransfected, and biotinylated
substrate was pulled down using equal amounts of streptavidin magnetic beads, which were then eluted in equal volumes of SDS-PAGE reducing sample
buffer. Streptavidin-bound and -unbound fractions were analyzed by immunoblotting for caspase-4. Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from
two to six independent experiments performed in triplicate (a–g) or representative of two (h, i) independent experiments. *** P < 0.001; ns, not significant;
two-tailed t-test.
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findings suggest that in human epithelial cells one or several
IFNγ-induced proteins are required for LPS-induced caspase-4
activation.

GBP1 is required for non-canonical inflammasome activation.
Since caspase-11 activation in mouse macrophages requires IFN-
induced GTPases, we speculated that human GBPs were neces-
sary for LPS-induced caspase-4 activation. In agreement with
previous studies27 , we found that GBPs expression in HeLa cells
was strongly upregulated by IFNγ priming (Supplementary
Fig. 3a). RNA interference-mediated silencing of GBPs expression
revealed a consistent reduction of LDH release in cells lacking
GBP1 both after Salmonella infection as well as LPS transfection
(Supplementary Fig. 3b–g). To confirm the phenotype, we gen-
erated GBP1–/– HeLa cells by CRISPR-Cas9 genome targeting
(Fig. 2a) and found that GBP1-deficiency completely abrogated
LDH release down to the background levels that were observed in
naive cells after Salmonella infection or LPS transfection (Fig. 2b,
c and Supplementary Fig. 3h, i), without altering bacterial entry
(Supplementary Fig. 3j–m). GBP1-deficient cells were also unable
to cleave and activate caspase-4 upon LPS transfection or Sal-
monella infection (Fig. 2d, e, p32 fragment). Furthermore, GBP1
was strongly required for LDH release when LPS was delivered by
electroporation (Fig. 2f). Similarly to the knockout of CASP4 or
GSDMD, GBP1-deficiency or knock-down of individual GBPs in
HeLa only resulted in a partial loss of IFNγ-dependent restriction
of cytosolic Salmonella replication (compare Supplementary

Figs. 1l-s and 3n-p). Finally, GBP1 knock-down in HBEC3-KT
and HaCaT cells also reduced LDH release upon LPS transfection
(Fig. 2g and Supplementary Fig. 3q), demonstrating that GBP1 is
important to regulate LPS-induced cell death in several human
epithelial cell lines.

GBP1 targets intracellular Salmonella to recruit GBP2-4.
Having demonstrated a role for GBPs in caspase-4 activation, we
next expressed fluorescently tagged GBPs individually in naive or
primed cells to determine if they target intracellular Salmonella.
We found that in IFNγ-primed HeLa, GBP1, −2, −3 and −4
coated around 20–30% of intracellular Salmonella at 1 h p.i.,
whereas only very few bacteria were positive for GBP5, −6 or −7
(Fig. 3a, b and Supplementary Fig. 4a). Recruitment of tagged
GBP2, −3 and −4 was strongly dependent on IFNγ priming,
since these GBPs only poorly associated with Salmonella when
expressed in naive cells. By contrast, eGFP-GBP1 associated with
Salmonella even when expressed in naive cells, albeit at lower
levels than in primed cells.

GBPs are known to homo- and hetero-oligomerize, forming a
coat when recruited to intracellular pathogens28 . We hypothe-
sized that GBP1 had the ability to target Salmonella indepen-
dently of other GBPs, whereas GBP2-4 required GBP1 for
recruitment27 . Indeed, recruitment of GBP2, −3 and −4 to
Salmonella was completely abrogated in IFNγ-primed GBP1–/–
HeLa cells (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, GBP1 co-expression in naive
cells was sufficient to induce recruitment of tagged GBP2-4 to
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intracellular Salmonella (Supplementary Fig. 4b, c) to levels
similar to those observed in IFNγ-primed cells (Fig. 3b). GBP1
targeting of intracellular Salmonella was also observed in primary
human small intestinal epithelial cells (Supplementary Fig. 4d).
Finally, time-lapse confocal microscopy of infected cells co-
expressing GBP1 and either GBP2, −3 or −4, revealed that GBP1
and GBP2 were recruited simultaneously to the bacteria
(Supplementary Fig. 4e and Supplementary Movie 3), whereas
GBP3 and GBP4 were only recruited to bacteria minutes after
GBP1 recruitment (Supplementary Fig. 4f, g and Supplementary

Movies 4, 5). These data show that GBP1 is the first to target
intracellular Salmonella and orchestrates the hierarchical recruit-
ment of additional human GBP family members, namely GBP2-4.
To gain further mechanistic insights on how GBP1 accumulates
on intracellular Salmonella we analyzed different GBP1 mutants
(Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 5a, b)29. GTP hydrolysis, a triple-
arginine polybasic motif (584-586) and the C-terminal CaaX box-
dependent farnesylation were all required for proper GBP1
recruitment/accumulation around intracellular Salmonella (Fig. 3e
and Supplementary Fig. 5c). Interestingly, HA-GBP1ΔCaaX was
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still not recruited to Salmonella even when co-expressed with
mCherry-GBP1wt (Fig. 3f), suggesting that GBP1 oligomers
around bacteria are only formed if monomers are farnesylated
and capable of properly inserting into membranes.

GBPs target cytosolic Salmonella seconds after SCV rupture.
Since mouse GBPs were previously associated with vacuolar
rupture10, we next asked if human GBPs associate with the SCV
or cytosolic Salmonella by using galectin-3, a protein that binds to
β-galactosides found on the inner leaflet of vacuolar membranes,
as a marker for ruptured vacuoles30. GBP1-4 were indeed only
found in the vicinity of galectin-3-positive bacteria (Fig. 4a), but
closer analysis revealed that GBPs targeted the cytosol-exposed
part of the bacteria and not the galectin-3-positive ruptured
vacuoles (Fig. 4a, insets). Consistently, GBPs did not co-localize
with LAMP1 (Supplementary Fig. 6a), a known marker of SCV
membranes31. Furthermore, we did not observe a reduction in the
percentage of cytosolic (Fig. 4b) or galectin-3-positive Salmonella
(Supplementary Fig. 6b) in GBP1–/– cells, indicating that human
GBP1-4 did not promote the escape of Salmonella from the SCV
in HeLa cells, but associate with bacteria upon cytosolic entry.
GBP1 also associated with Shigella flexneri after its escape from
the endocytic vacuole but not with cytosolic Listeria mono-
cytogenes (Supplementary Fig. 6c)27,29.

We next used time-lapse confocal microscopy to follow the
kinetics of SCV membrane rupture, GBP recruitment and
pyroptosis. In Salmonella-infected cells, SCV rupture and
galectin-3 recruitment was followed by a rapid and massive
recruitment of GBP1, often occurring less than 30 seconds upon
detectable galectin-3 appearance (Supplementary Fig. 6d and
Supplementary Movie 6). GBP1 recruitment often started at one
region of the bacterium, presumably the part exposed to the
cytosol, then formed a coat around bacteria. GBP1 recruitment to
cytosolic Salmonella was followed by pyroptotic cell death
(Supplementary Fig. 6e and Supplementary Movie 7), and
consistently, the majority of pyroptotic cells featured GBP1-
positive Salmonella (Supplementary Fig. 6f).

In mouse macrophages, GBP targeting of bacteria mediates
recruitment of Irgb10, which correlates with the lysis of targeted
bacteria and caspase-11 activation11. To determine if human
GBPs lysed cytosolic Salmonella in HeLa cells, as a mechanism for
LPS release and caspase-4 activation, we monitored GBP
recruitment in GSDMD–/– cells infected with Salmonella-dsRed.
Live-cell imaging revealed that while the bacteria were rapidly
targeted by GBP1, they continued to divide in the host cell
cytosol, showing no signs of lysis or viability loss (Supplementary
Fig. 7a–d and Supplementary Movies 8–11). Therefore, GBP1
targets the surface of Salmonella within seconds upon rupture of
the SCV membrane and bacterial escape to the host cytosol, and
is followed by rapid induction of caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis
independently of bacteriolysis.

GBPs control caspase-4 recruitment to cytosolic Salmonella.
Since GBP recruitment did not lyse bacteria, we presumed that
GBPs control LPS-dependent caspase-4 activation by another
mechanism. When probing for the intracellular localization of
caspase-4 we found that caspase-4-eGFP was recruited on Sal-
monella, often covering the entire bacterium (Fig. 4c). Caspase-4
recruitment onto Salmonella absolutely required IFNγ priming as
it was not detectable in naive cells (Fig. 4c, d and Supplementary
Fig. 8a) despite high expression levels of the caspase. Time-lapse
confocal microscopy of caspase-4-eGFP-expressing IFNγ-primed
HeLa infected with Salmonella-dsRed showed that caspase-4,
although initially diffused in the cytosol, was recruited to
intracellular Salmonella within minutes, and that caspase-4

recruitment to Salmonella was rapidly followed by pyroptotic
cell death in the majority of cells (Supplementary Fig. 8b, c and
Supplementary Movie 12). Consistently, the few cells that did not
recruit caspase-4 to bacteria did not initiate pyroptosis (Supple-
mentary Fig. 8d and Supplementary Movie 13).

Recruitment of caspase-4 to Salmonella correlated with SCV
lysis because caspase-4-positive bacteria were found in the
vicinity of galectin-3-positive ruptured vacuoles (Fig. 4e and
Supplementary Fig. 8e). Similarly to GBP1-4, caspase-4 did not
co-localize with LAMP1-positive SCVs (Supplementary Fig. 8f),
but targeted the cytosol-exposed part of the bacterium and not
the lysed vacuole (Fig. 4e, arrows and arrowheads, and
Supplementary Fig. 8e, inset images). Super-resolution micro-
scopy further confirmed that caspase-4 accumulated on the
bacterial surface but not on ruptured SCVs (Fig. 4f and
Supplementary Fig. 8g). Finally, time-lapse confocal microscopy
of infected cells showed that caspase-4 was recruited to
Salmonella 5–10 min after the first appearance of a galectin-3
signal (Fig. 4g, h and Supplementary Movie 14), altogether
demonstrating that caspase-4 targets cytosolic Salmonella after
SCV rupture.

Since GBP1 also targeted cytosolic Salmonella and was
required for caspase-4 activation, we hypothesized that GBPs
might either control the recruitment of caspase-4 to cytosolic
bacteria and/or the activation of caspase-4 at the bacterial surface.
Time-lapse microscopy of HeLa cells co-expressing mCherry-
GBP1 and caspase-4-eGFP showed that GBP1 recruitment
preceded caspase-4 recruitment to the same bacterium by several
minutes, and this was followed by pyroptosis (Fig. 4i and
Supplementary Movie 15). This is consistent with the faster
recruitment of GBP1 upon SCV rupture compared with the
slower recruitment of caspase-4 (Supplementary Fig. 6d and
Fig. 4g, h). Remarkably, we also observed a complete reduction in
caspase-4 recruitment to Salmonella in GBP1–/– HeLa (Fig. 4j),
while GBP1 was still recruited to bacteria in CASP4–/– cells
(Supplementary Fig. 9). Together with the observation that GBP1-
deficient cells were not able to activate caspase-4 (Fig. 2), the data
suggest that GBP1, either directly or by controlling GBP2-4
recruitment, initiates the recruitment of caspase-4 to the bacterial
surface.

GBP1/3/4 are sufficient for LPS-induced caspase-4 activation.
We next addressed the individual functions of GBP1-4 in
caspase-4 recruitment and activation. GBP1–/– HeLa neither
recruit GBP2-4 nor caspase-4 to cytosolic bacteria (Figs. 3c and
4j), thus making it impossible to determine whether GBP1 con-
trols caspase recruitment directly or via other GBPs. We therefore
co-expressed caspase-4-eGFP and mCherry-GBP1 in naive or
IFNγ-primed cells, and determined caspase targeting to cytosolic
Salmonella. While GBP1 targeted cytosolic Salmonella regardless
of IFNγ priming, caspase-4 was only recruited to bacteria in
primed cells (Fig. 5a). Thus, other GBPs and/or an unknown
IFNγ-induced factor are necessary for GBP1-dependent caspase-4
recruitment. We thus co-expressed caspase-4 and mCherry-GBP1
with either doxycycline (Dox)-inducible eGFP-tagged GBP2,
GBP3 or GBP4 in naive HeLa cells and visualized
caspase recruitment by confocal microscopy (Supplementary
Fig. 10a and Fig. 5b). GBP1 alone, or GBP1 together with GBP2
did not restore caspase-4 recruitment to cytosolic Salmonella in
naive cells. On the other hand, co-expression of GBP1 with
GBP4 and to a lesser degree with GBP3 was sufficient to
induce recruitment of caspase-4 to cytosolic bacteria (Fig. 5b, c).
The same was observed when using different vectors to co-
express the proteins (Supplementary Fig. 10b), which excluded
vector-biased caspase-4 recruitment and indicated that GBP1
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controls recruitment of caspase-4 mainly via GBP4 and partially
via GBP3.

We next asked if expression of single or multiple GBPs in naive
cells also restores caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis. Individual
expression of GBP1-7 was not sufficient to induce LPS-induced

pyroptosis in naive cells (Supplementary Fig. 10c, d). By contrast,
LPS transfection induced significantly elevated levels of LDH
release in naive cells co-expressing either GBP1/3/4 or GBP1/2/3/
4 (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Fig. 10e, f). Interestingly, co-
expression of only GBP1/3 already restored some LPS
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transfection-induced pyroptosis, whereas co-expression of GBP1/
4 had no effect even though it was sufficient to promote caspase-4
recruitment on Salmonella (Fig. 5b, c and Supplementary
Fig. 10b). Thus, while GBP1 drives caspase-4 recruitment to
cytosolic Salmonella mainly by GBP4, GBP3 is nevertheless
necessary to yield caspase-4 activation (Fig. 5b, d). In conclusion,
these experiments indicate that a complex formed by GBP1, −3
and −4 promotes caspase-4 recruitment and activation following
LPS detection without the requirement for other IFNγ-
induced genes.

GBP1 directly binds LPS. Since GBPs showed a recruitment to
cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria, OMVs or even transfected LPS
(Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 6c and ref. 12), we tested if GBPs can
directly bind LPS. Similarly to caspase-4 (Fig. 1i and Supple-
mentary Fig. 2g), biotin-LPS was able to pull-down eGFP-GBP1
and to a lesser degree eGFP-GBP3, but not tagged GBP2 or GBP4
(Fig. 6a) from HeLa lysates. To assess if this interaction was
direct, we next purified LPS-free recombinant His-GBP1 from
CleanColi® BL21 (DE3) bacteria that produce Lipid IVA (which
does not activate caspase-4/−11) instead of LPS followed by a
lipid removal protocol32 and tested GBP1-LPS binding by surface
plasmon resonance (SPR). SPR showed a direct binding of LPS to
immobilized GBP1 with a KD of ~60 nM, which is comparable to
the published KD of the LPS-caspase-4 and LPS-caspase-11
interaction (Fig. 6b–d). Kinetic analysis also showed that GBP1-
LPS binding best fitted with a two-state-reaction model that
describes a situation where initial binding is followed by a con-
formational change that stabilizes the complex. The com-
plementary experiment with immobilized LPS also yielded similar
a KD (Supplementary Fig. 11a, b), however the response was
relatively weak since only a small amount of LPS absorbed on the
chip surface. Moreover, microscale thermophoresis (MST) of
GBP1 and FITC-LPS confirmed the interaction yielding a com-
parable KD value (Supplementary Fig. 11c).

We next investigated the consequences of the LPS-GBP1
interaction, since LPS was suggested to induce caspase-11/−4
oligomerization5. LPS-free recombinant GBP1 ran as a single
monomeric peak on size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), close
to its predicted size of 68.5 kDa (Fig. 6e, f, Supplementary Fig. 11d
and Table 1), while E. coli and Salmonella Typhimurium LPS
formed micelles eluting at around 1000 kDa (void volume). When
GBP1 was incubated with LPS, the elution profile changed,
resulting in a shift of the majority of GBP1 to higher molecular
weight peaks from the range of 400 kDa to over 1000 kDa (Fig. 6e,
f, Supplementary Fig. 11d and Table 1). The most prominent

peak was found to be at 1000 kDa, indicating that GBP1 bound to
LPS micelles, but smaller complexes were detected as well.
Interestingly, even LPS from Rhodobacter sphaeroides induced a
shift of GBP1 to higher molecular weight peaks (Supplementary
Fig. 11d, e), despite acting as an antagonist of caspase-11 and not
being able to induce oligomerization of the caspase5. Conversely,
incubation of GBP1 with lipoteichoic acid (LTA) or peptidogly-
can (Supplementary Fig. 11f, g) did not result in a similar shift.
LBP and ovalbumin were used as positive and negative LPS-
binding controls, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 12a)33. We
next tested what part of LPS is required for the binding of GBP1
to LPS micelles. LPS from E. coli Ra, Rc, Rd, Re mutant strains,
which lack the O-antigen and outer core, respectively, was still
bound by GBP1 as it resulted in a shift to high-molecular weight
peaks (Supplementary Fig. 12b, c). Consistently, Salmonella
ΔwaaL or ΔwaaG mutants (lacking the O-antigen or outer core,
respectively) still recruited GBP1 and caspase-4 in infected cells
(Supplementary Fig. 12d–f). Since the LPS-GBP1 interaction was
highly sensitive to detergents, the binding to Lipid A could not be
tested since this requires solubilization of Lipid A with Tween-20
or other detergents5. Since GBP1 displays an oligomerization-
dependent activation of GTP hydrolysis34, we finally assessed the
impact of LPS on GBP1 GTPase activity (Fig. 6g). As reported
previously, GBP1 had some intrinsic ability to hydrolyze GTP on
its own, but its GTPase activity was significantly increased when
incubated with LPS, supporting the fact that GBP1 interacts with
LPS, and suggesting that LPS binding might promote an
oligomeric state. In conclusion these findings indicated that
GBP1 was able to bind directly to LPS, and that the LPS Lipid A
and inner core region were sufficient for LPS-GBP1 interaction.

GBP1-LPS interaction involves electrostatic interactions. Each
LPS molecule from E. coli has 6–8 negatively charged groups,
from phosphates and acid groups in the Lipid A and inner core
(Supplementary Fig. 12b)35. Given that human GBP1 lacks the
hydrophobic pockets that comprise the LPS binding sites in CD14
and MD-2, we hypothesized that GBP1 binds to LPS by elec-
trostatic interactions, similarly to LBP36,37 . Consistently, GBP1
binding to LPS micelles was disrupted by incubation with cations
(Ca2+), which neutralize the negative charges on LPS35,38, or by
incubation with polymyxin B, which interacts with the LPS Lipid
A and inner core region through ionic and hydrophobic forces,
resulting in more monomeric GBP1 and reduced levels of GBP1-
LPS association (Fig. 7 a and Supplementary Fig. 13). Further-
more, dephosphorylating LPS with alkaline phosphatase
reduced GBP1-LPS binding and cell death upon LPS transfection

Fig. 4 GBP1 targets cytosolic Salmonella and is required for caspase-4 recruitment to the bacterial surface. a Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNγ-
primed wild-type HeLa co-expressing galectin-3-eGFP (green) and mCherry-GBP1-7 (red) and infected with Salmonella for 1 h. b Percentage of CHQ-
resistant cytosolic Salmonella in naive or IFNγ-primed wild-type or GBP1–/– HeLa at 1.5 h p.i. Cells in triplicate wells were infected for 30min and then
treated with gentamicin ± CHQ for an additional 1 h before lysing the cells and determining CFUs. The percentage of cytosolic bacteria was calculated as
the ratio of (CHQ+ gentamicinresistant/gentamicinresistant). c Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naive or IFNγ-primed HeLa expressing caspase-4-eGFP
(green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed for 1 h. d. Percentage of caspase-4-eGFP positive Salmonella at 1 h p.i., quantified by counting 100–200 bacteria
per coverslip. nd, not detected. e, f Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNγ-primed HeLa co-expressing galectin-3-mOrange (red) and caspase-4-eGFP
(green) and infected with Salmonella for 1 h. g Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNγ-primed HeLa expressing caspase-4-eGFP (green) and
galectin-3-mOrange (red) and infected with Salmonella. h. Mean normalized fluorescence intensities of galectin-3-mOrange and caspase-4-eGFP over time.
Fluorescence intensities were quantified in a region of interest as exemplified in the figure, containing an event of caspase-4 and galectin-3 recruitment to
an individual bacterium. The relative intensity signals were aligned using the time point of onset of galectin-3 recruitment as zero and the mean and SD of
six different events were plotted. i Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNγ-primed HeLa co-expressing caspase-4-eGFP (green) and
mCherry-GBP1 (red) and infected with Salmonella. Images were acquired every 60 s. DIC, differential interference contrast. j Percentage of caspase-4-eGFP
positive Salmonella at 1 h p.i., in IFNγ-primed wild-type and GBP1–/– HeLa. 100–200 bacteria were counted per coverslip. Representative confocal images are
shown and scale bars correspond to 1 µm (f), 5 µm (c, e, g) or 10 µm (a, i). Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from two (b) or three (d, j)
independent experiments performed in triplicate or representative from at least three independent experiments (a, c, e–i). ***P < 0.001; ns, not significant,
two-tailed t-test.
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(Fig. 7a, b and Supplementary Fig. 13), indicating that the
phosphate groups found on Lipid A and inner core sugars of LPS
(Supplementary Fig. 12b) play an essential role in promoting
GBP1-LPS interaction and subsequent activation of the

non-canonical inflammasome pathway. Basic residues in the N-
terminal domain of LBP mediate binding to LPS micelles39. We
thus mutated several positively charged surface patches in GBP1
and tested the impact of the mutations on GBP1-LPS interaction
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Fig. 5 GBP1/4 are sufficient to recruit caspase-4 to Salmonella and together with GBP3 activate the non-canonical inflammasome in naive human
epithelial cells. a Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naive and IFNγ-primed HeLa co-expressing caspase-4-eGFP (green) and mCherry-GBP1 (red) and
infected with Salmonella for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). Representative confocal images are shown and scale bar corresponds to 5 µm.
b Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNγ-primed or naive HeLa cells co-expressing mCherry-GBP1 (red), Dox-inducible eGFP-GBP1, −2, −3 or −4
(green) and caspase-4-V5 (gray), and infected with Salmonella for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). eGFP-GBPs were expressed by inducing cells
with 1 µg/mL Dox for 16 h. Caspase-4-V5 was visualized by immunostaining with an anti-V5 antibody. Representative confocal images are shown and scale
bar corresponds to 10 µm. c Percentage of caspase-4-V5 positive Salmonella at 1 h p.i., quantified out of the mCherry-GBP1-positive bacteria. At least 50
GBP1-positive bacteria were counted per coverslip. d Percentage of cell death in HeLa cells co-expressing constitutive mCherry-GBP1 and Dox-inducible
eGFP or eGFP-GBP1, −2, −3 or −4. FLAG-GBP3 and HA-GBP4 were constitutively expressed together using a bicistronic plasmid. Cells were transfected
with the indicated plasmids for 24 h. eGFP-GBPs were induced for 16 h with 1 µg/mL Dox, whereas eGFP was induced for 3 h. Cells were then transfected
with E. coli-derived LPS (2.5 µg/50,000 cells) for 6 h and cell death values were normalized considering IFNγ-primed HeLa as 100% and naive cells co-
expressing mCherry-GBP1 and eGFP as 0%. Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from two independent experiments performed in duplicate
(c), pooled from three independent experiments performed in triplicate (d) or are representative from two (b) or three (a) independent experiments. **P <
0.01; ***P < 0.001; one-way ANOVA.
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by SEC (Fig. 7c, d). While most mutations resulted in no or
minor effect on the binding of GBP1 to LPS micelles, mutation of
the triple-lysines 61-63 to alanines (A patch) notably reduced the
formation of the higher molecular weight GBP1 peaks (~40%)
and increasing the levels of monomeric GBP1, thus
suggesting that these residues are required for binding (Fig. 7d
and Supplementary Fig. 14a). Furthermore, expression of

GBP1KKK61-63AAA (A patch) resulted in a significant reduction of
targeting to cytosolic Salmonella compared with either GBP1WT

or GBP1KK87-88AA (B patch) (Fig. 7e, f and Supplementary
Fig. 14b). In summary, the results demonstrate that the GBP1-
LPS interaction involves electrostatic forces and that disrupting
the binding by dephosphorylating LPS or mutating GBP1 results
in reduced caspase-4-induced pyroptosis upon LPS transfection
or impaired GBP1 targeting of the bacterial surface.

Discussion
Here we report that GBP1 functions as an LPS sensor that
recognizes Gram-negative bacteria in the cytosol of human epi-
thelial cells, and that GBP1-LPS interaction involves electrostatic
forces (Supplementary Fig. 15). Given that GBP1 is necessary for
LPS-induced caspase-4 activation in various human cell types and
after various LPS delivery methods (electroporation, chemical
transfection, Gram-negative bacteria infection), our data imply
that GBP1 is the very first protein in the non-canonical
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Fig. 6 LPS binds to GBP1 to induce formation of a high-molecular weight protein complex. a Streptavidin pull-down assay for eGFP-GBP1-4 using biotin
or biotin-conjugated LPS. HeLa cells stably expressing Dox-inducible eGFP-GBP1, −2, −3, or −4 were primed with IFNγ and 1 µg/mL Dox was added for 16
h. 1 million cells were lysed and incubated with 2 µg LPS-biotin or biotin, and the biotinylated substrates were pulled down using equal amounts of
streptavidin magnetic beads, which were then eluted in equal volumes of SDS-PAGE reducing sample buffer. Streptavidin-bound and -unbound fractions
were analyzed by western blot using an antibody against GFP. b SPR sensorgram of E. coli LPS (O111:B4) binding to human GBP1 immobilized on a CM5 chip
surface. Sensorgram was obtained by using different LPS concentrations (47, 94, 188, 375, 750, and 1500 nM). Gray lines correspond to SPR data and
orange lines to model fits using a two-state-reaction model. c Saturation curve of the titration of LPS on GBP1 immobilized on a CM5 chip. d Calculated
dissociation constants (KD) for LPS binding to immobilized GBP1 (GBP1im) or GBP1 binding to immobilized E. coli LPS (LPSim). Dissociation constants for
LPS-caspase-4 and LPS-caspase-11 were previously published by Shi et al.5. e, f Size exclusion chromatograms of recombinant, LPS-free His-tagged GBP1
incubated with various LPS derivatives. Following purification, GBP1 (1 µM) was incubated on ice with LPS (2 µM) for 5 h before being subjected to size-
exclusion analysis on a Superdex 200 10/30 GL column. Protein size was estimated using molecular weight standards. Curves were corrected by
subtracting LPS-specific absorbance at 280 nm. Individual fractions were run on a 12% acrylamide gel and immunoblotted against His6 to confirm the
presence of GBP1 in elution peaks (f). g GTPase activity analysis of recombinant GBP1. GBP1 (500 nM) was incubated with GTP (5 µM) with or without
ultrapure LPS (5 µM) for 30min before the reaction was stopped. Luminescence was normalized to a buffer-only control. Graphs show the mean ± SD, and
data are representative from three (a–d, g) or five (e, f) independent experiments performed with at least three independently expressed and purified
batches of recombinant His-GBP1.

Table 1 Observed molecular weights of GBP1 peaks after
incubation with various LPS.

Sample Theoretical size (kDa) Observed size (kDa)

GBP1 67.01 78.7
GBP1+ LPS-E. coli 1028; 401.8; 78.7
GBP1+ LPS-Salmonella 1140.5, 78.7
GBP1+ LPS-R. sph 1318.6; 364
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inflammasome pathway that interacts with LPS. This places GBP1
upstream of caspase-4 in cytosolic LPS sensing, raising the
question if it might act similarly to LBP which acts as a co-factor
for extracellular LPS detection by CD14 and MD-2/TLR4. Indeed,
the finding that GBP1-LPS requires negative charges on LPS

Lipid A and the inner core sugars as well as a positively charged
surface patch in GBP1 is reminiscent of the mode of LPS binding
by LBP, which involves two positively charged patches at the tip
of the LBP N-terminal domain. From a functional point of view
LBP and GBP1 will most likely differ. LBP binds to LPS micelles
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Fig. 7 GBP1 is recruited to the bacterial surface and binds LPS through electrostatic interactions. a Size exclusion chromatograms of recombinant His-
tagged GBP1 incubated with E. coli LPS, or with E. coli LPS pre-treated with CaCl2 (5mM), Polymyxin B (10 µg/mL) or with alkaline phosphatase. Curves were
corrected by subtracting the respective LPS-specific absorbance at 280 nm. Black curves representing control condition were overlayed. b Release of LDH from
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GBP1KK87-88AA and infected with Salmonella-dsRed for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). Representative confocal images are shown and scale bar
corresponds to 5 µm. f Percentage of eGFP-GBP1 positive Salmonella at 1 h p.i., as quantified by counting between 100–200 bacteria per coverslip. Graphs show
the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from three independent experiments performed in duplicate (f), four independent experiments performed in triplicate (b),
or are representative from three (a, d, e) independent experiments. ***P < 0.001; ns, not significant, two-tailed t-test.
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and to CD14 protein, and catalyzes multiple rounds of LPS
transfer to CD14, which will then transfer a single bound LPS
molecule to MD-2/TLR4. GBP1 on the other hand, does not
function alone, but as part of a GBP1-4 complex that assembles
on LPS-containing membranes. It is possible that this complex
recruits caspase-4 and then transfers LPS onto caspase-4 thus
promoting its activation. Alternatively, it is also possible that the
assembly of the GBP complex and insertion of the GBPs into the
bacterial membranes via lipid anchors results in a partial weak-
ening of membrane integrity, thus allowing caspase-4 to bind the
Lipid A moiety of LPS. Additional studies aimed at determining
the structure and composition of the GBP complex will be
necessary to understand how it promotes caspase-4 recruitment
and activation.

While it is not yet clear if the GBP1-LPS interaction also
requires structural determinants in LPS, the ability of GBP1 to
recognize negatively charged pathogen-derived molecules might
extend its function beyond the recognition of Gram-negative
bacteria. Indeed, GBP1 is known to be recruited to both the
surface of cytosolic parasites, such as T. gondii, as well as to the
membrane of the T. gondii parasitophorous vacuole, and to
assemble a GBP coat in a similar manner25,28. Interestingly, in
this case the GBP coat does not result in recruitment of caspase-4
(in line with the fact that parasites do not feature LPS), but in the
induction of caspase-8-dependent apoptosis40. It is thus likely
that parasites or their vacuoles feature molecules with similar
chemical properties as the LPS Lipid A and core polysaccharides
in their cell membrane or the membrane of the parasitophorous
vacuole. Identification of additional ligands that bind GBP1 or
other GBP family member will enhance our understanding of
host innate immunity and establish new paradigms for pattern
recognition.

The human-specific mechanism reported here is in contrast to
previous models that proposed that, in mice, GBPs promote non-
canonical inflammasome activation by facilitating vacuolar escape
and inducing bacterial membrane destruction10,41. While it is
unlikely that mouse GBPs function fundamentally differently
from human GBPs in the mechanism by which they recognize
pathogens, it is possible that the existence of IRGs in mouse
enhances their downstream effector functions. The lysis of bac-
teria and vacuoles reported in mouse cells (but not detected in
human cells), is most likely a consequence of GBP-mediated
recruitment of IRGs, such as Irgb10 that is reported to have
antimicrobial properties11. Thus, in addition to recruiting
caspase-11 directly in analogy to human GBPs, mouse GBPs
might also mediate access to LPS and LPS liberation through the
membranolytic activity of IRGs.

To our knowledge, our study is the first to report a ligand of
GBP1 and to characterize the mode of this interaction. While our
findings still need to be validated in primary human cells, it
nevertheless provides the first evidence that GBP1 and possibly
other GBPs function as direct innate immune receptors for
pathogen-associated molecular patterns, expanding the ever-
increasing repertoire of cytosolic innate immune defense
pathways.

Methods
Bacterial strains and mammalian cell culture. All bacteria were grown at 37 °C in
an orbital shaker. Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium strain SL1344 was
grown in lysogeny broth (LB) medium supplemented with 10 g/L NaCl and
streptomycin (50 µg/mL). Salmonella expressing dsRed (Salmonella-dsRed) was
grown by supplementing LB medium with ampicillin (50 µg/mL). Salmonella
enterica serovar Typhimurium strain 4/74 and their isogenic ΔwaaG or ΔwaaL
mutants were a kind gift from Jay Hinton (University of Liverpool, Liverpool).
Shigella flexneri M90T expressing the adhesin AfaI was a kind gift from Jost
Enninga (Institut Pasteur, Paris) and was grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB) sup-
plemented with ampicillin (50 µg/mL). Listeria monocytogenes strain EGD was a

kind gift from Pascale Cossart (Institut Pasteur, Paris) and was grown in brain-
heart infusion (BHI) medium. Unless stated otherwise, the HeLa clone CCL-2 from
ATCC was used. Human epithelial HT-29 and HeLa (CCL-2 or Kyoto clones) cells
were cultured in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS).
Caco-2/TC-7 were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 20% FCS. HT-29 and
Caco-2 cells were a kind gift from Shaynoor Dramsi (Institut Pasteur, Paris). THP-
1 and U937 cells were cultured in RPMI supplemented with 10% FCS. HBEC3-KT
cells were obtained from ATCC and were grown in Bronchial/Tracheal Epithelial
Cell Growth Medium (Cell Applications, Inc.). HaCaT cells were obtained from
CLS Cell Lines Service GmbH, and were grown in DMEM supplemented 10% FCS.
HIEC-6 cells were obtained from ATCC and grown in Opti-MEM (Gibco) sup-
plemented with 4% FCS, 10 mM Glutamine and 10 ng/mL of epidermal growth
factor (EGF). Human primary monocyte-derived macrophages (hMDMs) were
purified from buffy-coat obtained from the Swiss Red-Cross and purified and
cultured as described previously42. All cells were grown at 37 °C, 5% CO2.

Generation of CRISPR/Cas9 knockout cell lines. Knock-out HeLa cells lines
were generated using the Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 System (Integrated DNA Technol-
ogies, IDT), by using a mix of a sequence-specific CRISPR RNA (crRNA), a
conserved, transactivating crRNA (tracrRNA) and recombinant Alt-R S. pyogenes
Cas9 (IDT). crRNA and tracrRNA were mixed to 1 µM, heated 5 min at 95 °C and
cooled to room temperature. 1 µM Alt-R Cas9 was mixed and incubated at room
temperature for 5 min. Lipofectamine RNAiMax transfection reagent (Invitrogen)
was then added and the mixture was incubated for 20 min at room temperature.
40,000 cells/well were reversely transfected with the previous mixture in 96-well
plates, to achieve a concentration of 10 nM ribonucleoprotein complex. After
incubation for 2 days at 37 °C, 5% CO2, single clones were generated by serial
dilutions and the desired gene knockouts were screened by performing the T7
endonuclease I assay, verified by sequencing of the PCR fragments and confirmed
by western blotting. The following crRNAs were used: AGGGATTCCAACAC
CTTAAG (for CASP4), CCACGTACACGTTGTCCCCG (for GSDMD) and
GAACACTAATGGGCGACTGA (for GBP1).

Plasmids, siRNAs, and cell transfection. Plasmids expressing N-terminal fluor-
escently tagged GBPs were generated by inserting the GBPs coding sequences at the
XhoI/HindIII sites of pEGFP-C1 and pmCherry-C1 (Clontech). pmiRFP703-GBP1
was generated by using the pEGFP-C1 plasmid and replacing eGFP by miRFP703
(addgene 8000143 was used as PCR amplification template) at the NheI/BglII sites,
and then inserting the GBP1 coding sequence at the XhoI/HindIII sites. Caspase-4-
eGFP was generated by fusing the amplified PCR products of caspase-4 and eGFP
and inserting the coding sequence into the NheI/HindIII sites of pEGFP-C1. The
pAIP vectors expressing HA-GBP1 or HA-GBP2 were a kind gift from T. Henry
(CIRI, Lyon) and were used to generate HA-tagged GBPs, by replacing GBP1 by
the GBP3 or −4 coding sequences at the EcoRI sites. The bicistronic plasmids
encoding FLAG-GBP3+HA-GBP4 were generated by inserting GBP3 or GBP4 at
the NotI/PmeI sites of the pBud-EGFP vector (addgene 23027)44. Doxycycline-
inducible eGFP-GBP1, −2, −3, −4 were generated by amplifying eGFP-GBPs
generated above by PCR and inserting the coding sequences at the BamHI site of
the pLVX-Puro vector (Clontech). All cloning was performed using In-Fusion
cloning technology (Clontech) and plasmids were verified by sequencing. Plasmids
encoding eGFP or mOrange tagged galectin-3 were a kind gift from Jost
Enninga30,45. HeLa cells were either plated onto 8-well µ-slides (Ibidi) at a density
of 1.5 × 104 cells/well for live imaging, onto 24-well plates containing glass cov-
erslips at a density of 1.0 × 105 cells/well, onto 96-well glass bottom plates (Greiner)
or onto 96-well plates (Eppendorf) at a density of 8.0 × 104 cells/well 24 h before
transfection. Cells were then transfected with one, two or three expression plasmids
using X-tremeGENE 9 DNA transfection reagent (Roche) for 16–48 h, according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. A list of the plasmids and primers used in this
study is provided in Supplementary Table 1. For siRNA knock-down experiments,
cells were seeded onto 96-well plates at a density of 9.0 × 104 cells/well and on the
following day transfected with 3 pmol (25 nM) Stealth RNAiTM siRNAs (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) using Lipofectamine RNAiMax (a list of the siRNAs used in this
study is shown in Supplementary Table 2). After 8 h, cells were incubated with
IFNγ for an additional 16 h and experiments were then performed.

Infection assays and transfection of cells with LPS. When indicated, cells were
primed with 10 ng/mL human IFNγ (Peprotech) for 16 hours. Overnight Salmonella
cultures were sub-cultured 1/50 and grown until late exponential/early stationary
phase (OD600= 1.5–1.8). Overnight Shigella or Listeria cultures were sub-cultured
1/100 and grown until mid-exponential phase (OD600= 0.5–0.7). Before infection,
bacteria were collected by centrifugation, gently washed and resuspended in
DMEM. Salmonella was added to HeLa cells in 96-well plates (approximately 50,000
cells per well) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 50 and incubated for 30min at
37 °C. For infection with Shigella or Listeria, bacteria were added to cells at a MOI of
20 and incubated for 30min at 37 °C. Non-internalized bacteria were removed by
three washes with warm DMEM and cells were incubated with DMEM containing
100 µg/mL gentamicin for 1 h to kill extracellular bacteria. Medium was then
changed to DMEM containing 10 µg/mL gentamicin and 10% FCS for the remained
of the experiment. At the desired time points p.i., cells were either processed for
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LDH release, enumeration of intracellular bacteria or fixed for immunofluorescence
assays. To enumerate intracellular bacteria, infected cells were gently washed with
PBS and lysed with water containing 0.2% Triton X-100. Bacteria were then serially
diluted and plated onto LB agar. To quantify the percentage of cytosolic Salmonella
in the total population, we used a CHQ resistance assay. Briefly, infected cells were
incubated with 200 µg/mL CHQ (Sigma-Aldrich) and gentamicin for 1 h (CHQ-
resistant bacteria) or with gentamicin only (total bacteria). Cells were washed, lysed
and bacteria were plated as described above. The percentage of cytosolic bacteria
was calculated by the ratio of (CHQ+ gentamicinresistant/gentamicinresistant). U937
and THP-1 cells were seeded and differentiated with 100 ng/mL PMA for 48 h,
followed by a 24 h resting period.

Transfection of cells with smooth LPS from E. coli O111:B4 (Invivogen) or
Salmonella (Sigma, L6143) was done at a concentration of 2.5 µg/50,000 cells, or
2.5 µg/80,000 cells (for THP-1 or U937), using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).
Briefly, LPS was diluted in Opti-MEM and incubated with Lipofectamine 2000
(1.0 µl/50,000 cells) for 20 min at room temperature. 75 µl of Opti-MEM was added
to cells on 96-well plates and then 75 µl of LPS mixture was added on top. Plates
were centrifuged for 5 min at 211 × g and then incubated at 37 °C for the indicated
time points. For electroporation of HeLa or HBEC3-KT cells, the Neon
Transfection System (Life Technologies) was used. Briefly, naive or IFNγ-primed
cells were harvested, resuspended in resuspension buffer T and electroporated with
LPS from E. coli O111:B4 at a concentration of 300 ng/50,0000 cells, using
electrolytic buffer E and 1 pulse of 1300 V for 20 ms. Cells were then added to
200 µl pre-warmed Opti-MEM in a 96-well plate, centrifuged for 5 min at 211 × g
and then incubated at 37 °C. Mock electroporation and non-electroporated cells
were used as controls.

Microscopy, time-lapse imaging, and image analysis. Infected cells were washed
once with PBS and fixed in 4% PFA for 20min. Cells were then washed three times,
permeabilized with 0.05% saponin and blocked with 1% BSA. Coverslips were
incubated with antibodies when indicated and with Hoechst (1:1000) in PBS, and
then mounted in ProLong Gold Antifade (Life Technologies) for confocal micro-
scopy. Samples were imaged with a Zeiss LSM800 confocal laser scanning microscope
using a 63×/1.4 NA oil objective, by acquiring Z-stacks of 300 nm step size. For live
imaging, infection assays were performed in EM buffer (120mM NaCl, 7 mM KCl,
1.8mM CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgCl2, 5 mM glucose, 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.3). Cells were
infected for 10min as previously described, extracellular bacteria were removed by
washing with warm EM buffer, and time-lapse microscopy of living cells was per-
formed at 37 °C using a motorized xyz stage with autofocus. Super-resolution was
performed using the Zeiss LSM800 Airyscan super-resolution system using the same
objective and super-resolution images were calculated using the Zeiss ZEN software.
Data were further analyzed and processed using FiJi software, and all fluorescence
derived images shown here correspond to maximum 3D projections.

LDH release, PI uptake, IL-18 release, and western blotting. Cell death was
quantified by measuring LDH release to the supernatant, using the LDH cytotoxicity
detection kit (Takara, Clontech). To normalize for spontaneous cell lysis, the per-
centage of cell death was calculated as follows: (LDHsample – LDHnegative control)/
(LDHpositive control – LDHnegative control) × 100. PI influx measurement was performed
as previously described46. The levels of IL-18 were measured by ELISA (R&D
Sytems), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For western blotting analysis,
cell lysates were prepared and supernatants were precipitated. Mouse anti-caspase-4
4B9 (ADI-AAM-114-E, Enzo Life Sciences, 1:750), rabbit anti-GSDMD (ab210070,
abcam, 1:1000), rabbit anti-GBP1 (ab121039, abcam, 1:1000), mouse anti-GAPDH
(AM4300, Thermo Scientific, 1:1000), mouse anti-V5 (R960-25, Thermo Scientific,
1:2000), mouse anti-GFP (632381, Clonetech, clone JL-8, 1:5000), mouse anti-HA
(ENZ-ABS-118-0200, Enzo Life Sciences, 1:2000), mouse anti-tubulin (ab40742,
Abcam, 1:2000) were used and detected with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibodies (1:5000, Southern Biotech).

Active caspase pull-down. HeLa cells were seeded onto 6-well plates and primed
for 16 h with 10 ng/mL human IFNγ. Approximately 3 × 106 cells were then treated
with 10 µM of biotin-VAD-fmk and transfected with 20 µg of E. coli LPS for 3
hours. Cells were lysed and incubated overnight with 20 µl of pre-washed strep-
tavidin magnetic beads (Thermo Scientific). The beads were washed as described
elsewhere47 and streptavidin-bound and left-over fractions (unbound) were ana-
lyzed on a 12% acrylamide gel and blotted against caspase-4.

Streptavidin pull-down assays. Approximately 2 × 106 cells were collected and
lysed in pull-down buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA,
1% NP40, 0.05% Na-deoxycolate and complete protease inhibitors). 700 µg of
protein (as determined by BCA assay (Thermo Scientific) from the total cell lysate
was incubated with 2 µg biotinylated LPS or with biotinylated Pam3CSK4 (Invi-
vogen) at room temperature for two hours with rocking. After incubation, 20 µl of
pre-washed streptavidin magnetic beads (Thermo Scientific) were added and
incubated for 1 h at room temperature with constant rocking. The beads were
washed three times in PBS with 0.05% Tween-20 and once with PBS and the
precipitates were eluted in equal volumes of SDS-PAGE reducing sample buffer
followed by western blotting analysis. 5% the of initial cell lysate (input) and equal

volumes of pull-down were analyzed. For GFP-GBP pulldown assay, cells were
lysed at a concentration of 20 × 106 cells/mL of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4,
150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM GTP, 300 μM AlF, 100 μg/mL digitonin
(Sigma) and allowed to lyse on ice for 15 min. The cells were then spun 15 min at
6000 × g, 4 °C. The soluble extract was then incubated with 2 µg LPS/million cells
equivalent and incubated at RT for 2 h with rotation. After incubation, streptavidin
magnetic beads were added to the mix and incubated for an additional hour with
rotation. The beads were than washed three times (30 min wash) with lysis buffer.
The beads where than resuspended in reducing western blot loading buffer before
being analyzed by immunoblotting.

Quantitative PCR (qPCR). Total mRNA was extracted from HeLa cells using the
RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) and up to 400 ng were reversed transcribed into cDNA
using the Verso cDNA Synthesis kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Gene expression
levels were quantified by qPCR using a LightCycler 480 (Roche) and LightCycler
480 SYBR Green I Master (Roche), according to standard protocols, by normal-
izing each sample to the respective levels of the housekeeping mRNA HPRT. The
list of primers used for qPCR is shown in Supplementary Table 3.

Purification of recombinant proteins. Full-length human GBP1 was cloned in
pET-28a to generate an N-terminally His-tagged hGBP1 construct. pET-28a-
hGBP1 was transformed into CleanColi BL21 (Lucigen), and the bacteria were
grown in 2xYT medium until an OD600 of 0.5-0.7. Protein expression was then
induced at 30 °C for 5 h with 0.2 mM IPTG. The bacterial pellet was resuspended in
resuspension buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Tween 20) and frozen
at −80 °C until purification. For most assay, protein was freshly purified on a Ni-
NTA affinity column using standard protocols48. Protein yield was quantified using
Beer-Lambert law. After purification on a Ni-NTA columns, GBP1 was further
purified on a size exclusion chromatography column (Superdex 200 10/30 GL, GE
Healthcare) in running buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl) and con-
centrated using Amicon Ultra4 10 kDa (Millipore).

Size exclusion chromatography of GBP1 and LPS. Freshly purified GBP1 (1 µM)
was incubated on ice alone or with a two-fold molar excess of LPS or LPS-
derivatives for 5 h. Ultrapure O11:B4 E.coli LPS (Invivogen), Salmonella Typhi-
murium Smooth LPS (Enzo Life Science), Rhodobacter sphaeroides ultrapure LPS
(Invivogen), E. coli F585 diphosphoryl Lipid A (Sigma-Aldrich), Salmonella min-
nesota 595 Lipid A (Invivogen), synthetic monophosphorylated Lipid A (Invivo-
gen), E.coli EH100 LPS Ra mutant (Sigma-Aldrich), E.coli J5 LPS Rc mutant
(Sigma-Aldrich), E.coli F583 LPS Rd mutant (Sigma-Aldrich), E. coli R515 LPS Re
mutant (Enzo Life Science) was used. After incubation, GBP1 alone or GBP-LPS
incubations were injected into a Superdex 200 10/30 GL column and run in
running buffer for 1 column volume. Individual fractions (500 µL), were collected,
precipitated with methanol and chloroform49, separated on a 12% acrylamide gel
and analyzed by immunoblotting using an antibody against His6 tag. Experimental
molecular weights of the peaks were approximated using a gel filtration standard
(1511901; Bio-Rad). Where indicated, LPS was pre-incubated with 5 mM CaCl2 for
5 min on ice before being added to GBP1, as indicated above, or LPS was pre-
incubated with polymyxin B (10 µg/mL) for 5 min at room temperature.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR). SPR measurements were performed on the
Biacore T200 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). GPB1 was immobilized on a
CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare) using the amine coupling procedure (immobi-
lization response was 310 RU or 0.31 ng/mm2). Then it was equilibrated in PBS
buffer (pH 7.2; Gibco, Life Sciences), followed by the injection of the increasing
concentrations of LPS (47, 94, 188, 375, 750, 1500 nM) into the flow channels. In the
reverse experiment, when immobilizing LPS on the CM5 sensor chip, increasing
concentrations of GBP1 (21.5, 43, 86, 172, 343, 688, 1375, 2750 nM) were used. Data
were analyzed using BiacoreT200 Evaluation software 3.0. An equilibrium analysis
was done using Langmuir isotherm fit with one equilibrium dissociation constant
(KD ). The best fit for the Kinetic curves was obtained with the two-state-reaction
model that assume a possible structural re-arrangement after the initial binding.

Microscale thermophoresis (MST). MTS was performed on 50 nM of FITC-
labeled E. coli LPS (Sigma-Aldrich) using freshly purified hGBP1 expressed
recombinantly (as described above) or BSA as a control. Serial dilutions of GBP1 or
BSA were analyzed in assay buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl). Experi-
ment was performed on a Nanotemper Monolith NT.115 microscale electro-
phoresis instrument with medium MST power. Data were fitted to a 1:1 binding
model with the MO.Affinity Analysis software.

GTPase activity assay. GTPase activity assay was performed using the GTPase-
GloTM kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer use. Recombinant human
GBP1 (500 nM) was incubated with 5 µM LPS in GEF buffer (Promega) for 30 min
at room temperature before assessing GTP hydrolysis. Luminescence values were
normalized to a no-GBP1 control.
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Data analysis. Data analysis was performed using the following software: Gen5,
GraphPad Prism v8 and Microsoft Excel. Statistical significances are referred as *,
** or *** for P-values <0.05, <0.01 or <0.001, respectively. For comparison of two
groups, a two-tailed t-test was used, whereas for comparison of three or more
groups P-values were determined using the two-way analysis of variance for
multiple comparisons.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The source data corresponding to Figs. 1h–i; 2a, d, e; 6a, f and Supplementary Figs. 1g;
2c, f–h; 3q; 5b; 10d, f; 11e; 14b are provided as Source Data files. All other relevant data
are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. Source data are
provided with this paper.
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a. Assessment of Salmonella invasion at 1 h post-infection (p.i.), in naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa. 
Cells were infected for 30 min, washed and gentamicin was added to kill extracellular bacteria. 
The cells were then lysed and the number of viable intracellular bacteria was counted by CFUs. 

b, c. Confocal microscopy images of naïve (b) or IFNg-primed HeLa (c) infected with Salmonella-
dsRed, at 1 h and 5 h p.i.. Arrows point to nuclear condensation and arrowheads to plasma 
membrane swelling and blebbing. Scale bars correspond to 10 µm. DIC, differential interference 
contrast. 

d. Propidium iodide (PI) uptake in naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa after infection with Salmonella. 

e, f. Release of LDH (e) or IL-18 (f) in naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa at the indicated time points 
after infection with Salmonella. N.I., non-infected. 
g. Immunoblots for caspase-4, GSDMD and GAPDH (loading control) in cell lysates from wild-

type, CASP4–/– or GSDMD–/– HeLa. FL points to full length caspase-4 (~45 kDa), and * inactive 
caspase-4 isoforms lacking the CARD domain resulting from CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing. 

h-j. Assessment of Salmonella invasion in naïve or IFNg-primed wild-type, CASP4–/– or GSDMD–

/– HeLa cells, at 1 h p.i.. Cells were infected as described in (a) and then were lysed and the 
number of viable intracellular bacteria was counted by CFUs (h), In (i, j), cells were infected with 
Salmonella-dsRed, fixed and then the percentage of infected cells or the number of bacteria per 
infected cell were counted by fluorescence microscopy. At least 80 cells (i) or 30 infected cells 
(j) were counted, in triplicate conditions.  

k. PI uptake in IFNg-primed wild-type, CASP4–/– or GSDMD–/– HeLa after infection with 
Salmonella. 

l. Intracellular bacterial fold-replication in naïve or IFNg-primed wild-type, CASP4–/– or GSDMD–

/– HeLa cells, at 1 or 6 h p.i. with Salmonella. Cells in 96-well plates were infected for 30 min, 
washed and gentamicin was added to kill extracellular bacteria. At the indicated time points cells 
were lysed and the number of viable intracellular bacteria was determined by counting colony 
forming units (CFUs). The bacterial fold-replication was calculated versus 1 h p.i. 
m. Schematic representation of infection of cells with a Salmonella reporter strain for cytosolic 
replication. Bacteria expressing GFP under the control of the hexose phosphate transporter 
promoter (PuhpT) only turn fluorescent in response to exogenous glucose-6-phosphate found 
exclusively in the host cytosol. 

n, o. Cytosolic replication of Salmonella expressing PuhpT-GFP in naïve or IFNg-primed wild-
type (n) or CASP4–/– (o) HeLa cells. Cells were infected and fluorescence was recorded every 
30 minutes using a plate reader. 
p. Schematic representation of the chloroquine (CHQ) resistance assay used to determine the 
percentage of cytosolic Salmonella. When gentamicin is added only the extracellular bacteria are 
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killed (left panel), whereas addition of gentamicin and CHQ kills extracellular and vacuolar 
bacteria (right panel). 

q. Percentage of cytosolic Salmonella in naïve or IFNg-primed GSDMD–/– HeLa cells at 7 h p.i., 
quantified by the CHQ resistance assay. Cells in triplicate wells were infected for 30 min and 
then treated with gentamicin to kill extracellular bacteria. In some wells CHQ was also added for 
1 h before cells were lysed and intracellular Salmonella enumerated. The percentage of CHQ 
resistant bacteria was calculated as the ratio of (CHQ+gentamicinresistant / gentamicinresistant). 
r, s. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of GSDMD–/– HeLa cells infected with Salmonella-dsRed 
for 7 h (r). Arrowhead points to an example of a cell containing cytosolic hyper-replicating bacteria 
and arrows point to cells with non-hyper-replicating Salmonella. Scale bar corresponds to 10 µm. 
The percentage of hyper-replicating bacteria was quantified (s) by counting infected cells 
containing large accumulation of bacteria as shown in the image. 
Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are representative of two (e, g, r, s) or three (b-d, f, k, l, 
n, o) independent experiments or pooled from two (i, j, q), three (h) or four (a) independent 
experiments performed in triplicate.  *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; ns, not significant; two-
tailed t-test. 
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Supplementary Fig. 2. IFNg priming induces LPS-induced caspase-4 activation. 

a. Release of LDH from IFNg-primed wild-type HeLa cells, or from different CASP4–/– or GSDMD–

/– clones, 5 h after transfection with E. coli-derived LPS. 

b. Release of LDH from naïve or IFNg-primed primary human monocyte-derived macrophages 
(hMDMs), 5 h after transfection with E. coli-derived LPS.  

c. Immunoblot analysis of caspase-4 expression in cell lysates from naïve or IFNg-primed cells. 

d. Release of IL-18 from naïve or IFNg-primed cells, 5 h after transfection with E. coli-derived 
LPS. 
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e. Release of LDH from naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa or HBEC3-KT cells, 3-4 h after 
electroporation with E. coli LPS. 
f. Pull-down of active caspase-4 from HeLa, using bVAD-fmk caspase activity probe. 

Approximately 3 x 106 cells were left untreated or primed with IFNg and then transfected with E. 

coli LPS (20 µg) for 3 h. Mock-transfected (M) cells were used as a control. Streptavidin-bound 
and -unbound fractions were analyzed by western blot using an antibody against caspase-4. 
g. Western blot analysis of full length (FL) and cleaved (p32) caspase-4, FL and cleaved (C-

term) GSDMD in the supernatants or cell lysates from naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa stably 
expressing FLAG-GSDMD-V5, upon transfection with E. coli LPS for 6 h. 
h. Streptavidin pull-down assay of the binding of biotin-conjugated LPS to endogenous caspase-

4 from the lysates of naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa. Cells in 6-well plates were transfected with 
LPS-biotin (10 µg) or Pam3CSK4-biotin (2 µg) and biotinylated substrate was pulled down using 
equal amounts of streptavidin magnetic beads, which were then eluted in equal volumes of SDS-
PAGE reducing sample buffer. Streptavidin-bound and -unbound fractions were analyzed by 
western blot using an antibody against caspase-4. 
Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are representative of two (b) or three independent 
experiments (a, c, e (HBEC3-KT) f-h), or pooled from three independent experiments (e, HeLa) 
performed in triplicate. Graphs shown in panel (d) were obtained from two (HaCaT) or three 
independent experiments (HeLa; HBEC3-KT; HIEC-6) where triplicate wells from the same 
experiment were first pooled together. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; ns, not significant; 
two-tailed t-test. 
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Supplementary Fig. 3. In epithelial cells, GBP1 controls non-canonical inflammasome 
activation in response to cytosolic LPS or Salmonella. 
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a. Expression levels of GBP1-7 in IFNg-primed HeLa, assessed by qPCR. Fold gene expression 
is shown relative to naïve control cells. HPRT was used as a housekeeping gene. 

b. Expression levels of GBP1-7 in IFNg-primed HeLa upon treatment with non-targeting control 
siRNA (NT) or with siRNAs targeting GBP1-7 for 24 h. Fold expression for each gene was 
assessed by qPCR, relative to control cells treated with NT siRNA. HPRT was used as a 
housekeeping gene. 
c. Percentage of knock-down efficiency calculated as (1 – 2∆∆Ct) x 100. 

d, e. Release of LDH from naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa cells treated with siRNAs against GBPs, 
1 h (d) or 5 h (e) after Salmonella infection. Cells were treated with non-targeting control siRNA 
(NT) or with siRNAs targeting GBP1-7 for 24 h and infected for 30 min. Gentamicin was added 
to kill extracellular bacteria and cells were analyzed at the corresponding time points. 

f, g. Release of LDH in naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa treated with siRNAs against GBPs, 5 h after 
transfection with E. coli- (f) or Salmonella-derived LPS (g). Cells were treated with non-targeting 
control siRNA (NT) or with siRNAs targeting GBP1-7 for 24 h and then transfected with LPS (2.5 
µg/50,000 cells). 

h. PI uptake in IFNg-primed wild-type, or GBP1–/– HeLa after infection with Salmonella. 

i. Release of LDH from IFNg-primed wild-type HeLa, or from different GBP1–/– clones, 5 h after 
transfection with E. coli-derived LPS (2.5 µg/50,000 cells). 

j-m. Assessment of Salmonella invasion at 1 h p.i., in naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa treated with 
siRNAs against GBPs (i) or in wild-type and GBP1–/– cells (k-m). In (j), cells were treated with 
non-targeting control siRNA (NT) or with siRNAs targeting GBP1-7 for 24 h and infected for 30 
min. Cells were then washed and gentamicin was added to kill extracellular bacteria. The cells 
were lysed and the number of viable intracellular bacteria was counted by CFUs (j,k). In (l, m) 
cells were infected with Salmonella-dsRed, fixed and then the percentage of infected cells or the 
number of bacteria per infected cell were counted by fluorescence microscopy. 

n, o. Intracellular bacterial replication in naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa treated with siRNAs against 
GBPs (n) or in wild-type and GBP1–/– cells (o) after infection with Salmonella, as determined by 
counting CFUs. The bacterial fold-replication was calculated relative to 1 h p.i.. 

p. Percentage of cytosolic Salmonella in naïve or IFNg-primed GBP1–/– HeLa at 7 h p.i., quantified 
by the CHQ resistance assay. Cells in triplicate wells were infected for 30 min and then treated 
with gentamicin to kill extracellular bacteria. In some wells CHQ was also added for 1 h before 
cells were lysed and intracellular Salmonella enumerated. 
q. Immunoblot for GBP1 and caspase-4 expression following treatment with non-targeting siRNA 

(NT) or siRNA against GBP1 or CASP4 in IFNg-primed HBEC3-KT or HaCaT cells, as used in 
Fig. 2g. (*denotes a cross-reactive band). 
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Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from at least two independent experiments 
performed in triplicate (d-e, g, j-p), or representative of at least two independent experiments 
performed in duplicate (a-c) or in triplicate (f, h, i, q). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; ns, not 
significant; two-way ANOVA (e-g) or two-tailed t-test (l, m, o, p). 
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Supplementary Fig. 4. GBP1 regulates hierarchical recruitment of GBP2-4 to intracellular 
Salmonella.  
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a. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa expressing N-terminal 
tagged eGFP-GBP1-7 (green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed (red) for 1h. Representative 
confocal images are shown and scale bars correspond to 40 µm. 
b. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naïve HeLa co-expressing mCherry-GBP1 (red) and 
eGFP-GBP1-7 (green) and infected with Salmonella for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst 
(blue). Representative confocal images are shown and scale bars correspond to 5 µm. 
c. Percentage of intracellular Salmonella positive for eGFP-GBP2-7 in naïve HeLa co-expressing 
mCherry-GBP1, at 1 h p.i.. At least 100 bacteria were counted per coverslip. 

d. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HIEC-6 cells infected with Salmonella-
dsRed for 1.5 h. GBP1 (green) was visualized by immunostaining with a rabbit anti-GBP1 
antibody (ab121039, abcam), DNA and F-actin were stained with Hoechst (blue) or Phalloidin-
647 (purple), respectively. Representative confocal images are shown. Arrows point to enlarged 
images. 
e-g. Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of HeLa co-expressing mCherry-GBP1 (red) 
and eGFP-GBP2 (e), eGFP-GBP3 (f) or eGFP-GBP4 (g) and infected with Salmonella. Scale 
bars correspond to 5 µm. 
Graph shown the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from three independent experiments 
performed in duplicate (c) or representative of two (a, g) or three (e, f) independent experiments.  
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Supplementary Fig. 5. GBP1 recruitment to intracellular Salmonella is dependent on its 
GTP hydrolysis and polybasic C-terminal motives.  

a. Schematic representation of wild-type GBP1 and two different mutants. 

b. Western blot analysis for expression of HA-GBP1wt and HA-GBP1DCaaX, or eGFP-GBP1wt, 
eGFP-GBP1K51A and eGFP-GBP1RRR584-586AAA in naïve HeLa cells. 
c. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naïve HeLa expressing eGFP-GBP1wt, eGFP-GBP1K51A 
or eGFP-GBP1RRR584-586AAA (green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed (red) for 1 h. DNA was 
stained with Hoechst (blue). Representative confocal images are shown and scale bars 
correspond to 5 µm. The percentage of eGFP-GBP1 positive Salmonella was quantified by 
counting around 100 bacteria per coverslip and the graph shows the mean ± SD from three 
independent experiment performed in triplicate. *** P < 0.001; two-tailed t-test. 
Data are representative from three independent experiments (b, c). 
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Supplementary Fig. 6. Human GBP1 does not induce SCV rupture and is recruited to 

cytosolic Salmonella immediately after SCV membrane rupture. 

a. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HeLa cells expressing eGFP-GBP1 (green) 
and infected with Salmonella for 1 hour. LAMP1 (red) was visualized by immunostaining with a 
rabbit anti-Lamp1 antibody (abcam 24170) and DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). 
Representative confocal images are shown. Arrowheads point to enlarged images and scale bar 
corresponds to 5 µm. 
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b. Percentage of galectin-3 positive Salmonella in naïve or IFNg-primed wild-type or GBP1–/– 
HeLa at 1.5 h p.i.. Cells expressing galectin-3-eGFP were infected with Salmonella-dsRed, fixed 
and analyzed by fluorescence confocal microscopy. 

c. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HeLa cells co-expressing galectin-3-eGFP 
(green) and mCherry-GBP1 (red) and infected with S. flexneri or L. monocytogenes for 30 min. 
DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue) and representative confocal images are shown. 
Arrowheads point to enlarged images and scale bar corresponds to 10 µm. 

d. Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed wild-type HeLa co-expressing 
galectin-3-eGFP (green) and mCherry-GBP1 (red) and infected with Salmonella. Images were 
acquired every 30 seconds and scale bar corresponds to 5 µm. 

e. Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed wild-type HeLa expressing 
eGFP-GBP1 (green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed (red). Black arrowheads point to 
nuclear condensation and black arrows point to plasma membrane blebbing of a pyroptotic cell. 
Scale bar corresponds to 10 µm. DIC, differential interference contrast. 
f. Percentage of cells undergoing pyroptosis in which there was eGFP-GBP1 recruitment to 
Salmonella (orange, 33 out of 34 cells) or no detectable eGFP-GBP1 recruitment (blue, 1 out of 
34 cells), as determined by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. 
Graph shows the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from two (b) independent experiments 
performed in duplicate or representative of two (a, c) or at least three independent experiments 
(d-f). ns, not significant, two-tailed t-test. 
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Supplementary Fig. 7. Recruitment of GBP1 to intracellular Salmonella does not promote 
bacteriolysis or restrict replication in GSDMD-deficient cells 

a-d. Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed GSDMD–/– HeLa expressing 
eGFP-GBP1 (green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed (red). Cytosolic bacteria are targeted 
by GBP1 and undergo hyper-replication. In (a), arrowheads point to cytosolic bacteria that are 
targeted by GBP1 and undergo hyper-replication, whereas asterisk points to a GBP1-negative 
bacterium that does not replicate, and most likely remains within the SCV. Scale bars 
corresponds to 5 µm. 
Data are representative three independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Fig. 8. Caspase-4 is recruited to cytosolic Salmonella after escape from 

the SCV to induce pyroptosis in epithelial cells. 
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a. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naïve or IFNg-primed HeLa expressing caspase-4-eGFP 
(green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue) and 
representative confocal images are shown. Scale bars correspond to 10 µm. 

b, d. Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HeLa expressing caspase-4-
eGFP (green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed. Black arrowheads, in (b), point to plasma 
membrane blebbing of a pyroptotic cell. Scale bars correspond to 10 µm. DIC, differential 
interference contrast. 
c. Percentage of cells undergoing pyroptosis in which there was caspase-4-eGFP recruitment to 
Salmonella (orange, 13 out of 14 cells) or no caspase-4-eGFP recruitment (blue, 1 out of 14 
cells). 

e, g. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HeLa cells co-expressing caspase-4-
eGFP (green) and galectin-3-mOrange (red) and infected with Salmonella for 1 h. DNA was 
stained with Hoechst (blue) and representative confocal images are shown. Scale bars 
correspond to 5 µm (E) or 1 µm (G). 

f. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HeLa cells expressing caspase-4-eGFP 
(green) and infected with Salmonella for 1 hour. LAMP1 (red) was visualized by immunostaining 
with a rabbit anti-Lamp1 antibody (abcam 24170) and DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). 
Representative confocal images are shown. Arrowheads point to enlarged images and scale bar 
corresponds to 5 µm. 
Data are representative of three independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Fig. 9. GBP1 recruitment to Salmonella is independent of caspase-4. 

Fluorescence confocal microscopy in IFNg-primed CASP4–/– HeLa expressing eGFP-GBP1 
(green) and infected with Salmonella-dsRed (red) for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue) 
and two sets of representative confocal images are shown. Scale bar correspond to 10 µm. 
Images are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Fig. 10. GBP1/3/4 overexpression is sufficient to recruit caspase-4 on 

Salmonella and induce pyroptosis in human epithelial cells. 

a. Schematic representation of the pLVX-Tet-On 3G plasmids used to express doxycycline 
(Dox)-inducible GFP or GFP-GBP1-7.  
b. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of naïve HeLa cells co-expressing caspase-4-eGFP 
(green), miRFP703-GBP1 (grey) and mCherry-GBP1, -2, -3 or -4 (red), and infected with 
Salmonella for 1 h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). Representative confocal images are 
shown and scale bar corresponds to 5 µm. 
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c. LDH release from naïve HeLa cells expressing Dox-inducible eGFP-GBP1-7 or eGFP. Cells 
were transfected with the indicated plasmids for 24 h. eGFP-GBPs were induced for 16 h with 1 

µg/ml Dox, whereas eGFP was induced for 3 h. IFNg-primed cells expressing eGFP were used 
as a positive control. Cells were then transfected with E. coli-derived LPS (2.5 µg / 50,000 cells) 
for 6 h. 
d. Western blot analysis of Dox-inducible eGFP-GBP1-7 or eGFP expression in HeLa cells. 
e. LDH release from naïve HeLa cells co-expressing constitutive mCherry-GBP1 and Dox-
inducible eGFP or eGFP-GBP1, -2, -3 or -4. FLAG-GBP3 and HA-GBP4 were constitutively 
expressed together using a bicistronic plasmid. Cells were transfected with the indicated 
plasmids for 24 h. eGFP-GBPs were induced for 16 h with 1 µg/ml Dox, whereas eGFP was 
induced for 3 h. Cells were then transfected with E. coli-derived LPS (2.5 µg / 50,000 cells) for 6 
h. 

f. Western blot analysis of mCherry-GBP1 and endogenous (endog.) GBP1 expression (a-

GBP1), Dox-inducible eGFP-GBP2-4 or eGFP expression (a-GFP), HA-GBP4 (a-HA) or FLAG-

GBP3 (a-FLAG) expression, in HeLa cells. Asterisks point to non-specific bands. 
Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are pooled from three independent experiments 
performed in triplicate (c, e) or are representative of two (b) or three (d, f) independent 
experiments. *P < 0.05; *** P < 0.001; one-way ANOVA. 
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Supplementary Fig. 11. GBP1 interacts with LPS 
a. SPR sensorgram of human GBP1 binding to E. coli-LPS (O111:B4) immobilized on a CM5 
chip surface. Sensorgram was obtained by using different GBP1 concentrations (21.5, 43, 86, 
172, 344, 688, 1375, 2750 nM). Grey lines correspond to SPR data and orange lines to model 
fits using a two-state-reaction model. 
b. Saturation curve of the titration of GBP1 on LPS immobilized on a CM5 chip. 
c. MST curves representing the interaction of GBP1 with FITC-LPS. BSA is used as a control. 
d. SEC elution profiles of GBP1 alone, LPS from E. coli, Salmonella Typhimurium or R. 

sphaeroides or GBP1 incubated with the indicated LPS. Right panels show the SEC elution 
profiles after correction by subtracting the LPS-specific absorbance at 280 nm. Elution profiles 
are representative of 5-8 independent experiments. 
e. Western blot analysis of His6 after running individual fractions on a 12% acrylamide gel to 
confirm the presence of GBP1 in elution peaks. 
f, g. SEC elution profiles of GBP1 alone, lipoteichoic acid (LTA) or GBP1 incubated with LTA (f), 
or GBP1 alone, peptidoglycan or GBP1 incubated with peptidoglycan (g). Right panels show the 
SEC elution profiles after correction by subtracting the LTA- or peptidoglycan-specific 
absorbance at 280 nm. 
Graphs show the mean ± SD, and data are representative from three (a-c) or five (d-g) 
independent experiments performed with at least three independently expressed and purified 
batches of recombinant His-GBP1. 
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Supplementary Fig. 12. GBP1 interacts with the inner core and Lipid A region of LPS. 
a. SEC elution profiles of LBP or ovalbumin alone, LPS from E. coli, or LBP or ovalbumin 
incubated with LPS. Right panels show the SEC elution profiles after correction by subtracting 
the LPS-specific absorbance at 280 nm. 
b. Schematic representation of the LPS structure from E. coli serotype O111:B4, containing 6-8 
negatively charged groups. Partial modifications that may result in additional phosphate groups 
are shown (dotted circles) and are dependent on growth conditions and other factors. 
c. SEC elution profiles of GBP1, different E. coli LPS variants, or GBP1 incubated with indicated 
LPS variants. Right panel show corrected profiles after subtracting absorbance at 280 nm for 
each correspondent LPS variant.  
d. Schematic representation of the LPS structure from Salmonella Typhimurium and different 
mutants. 

e. Fluorescence confocal microscopy of IFNg-primed HeLa cells co-expressing mCherry-GBP1 
(red) and caspase-4-eGFP (green) and infected with wild-type (wt) Salmonella or with its isogenic 

DwaaL or DwaaG strains for 1h. DNA was stained with Hoechst (blue). Representative confocal 
images are shown and scale bar corresponds to 5 µm. 
f. Percentage of mCherry-GBP1 positive Salmonella at 1 h p.i., as quantified by counting at least 
100 bacteria per coverslip. Graph shows the mean ± SD. 
Data are representative of two (e), or at least four (a, c) independent experiments, or pooled from 
two independent experiments performed in duplicate (f). 
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Supplementary Fig. 13. Negative charges on LPS are important for interaction with GBP1. 

SEC elution profiles of recombinant His-tagged GBP1 alone, E. coli LPS untreated or pre-treated 
with CaCl2 (5 mM), Polymyxin B (10 µg/mL) or with alkaline phosphatase, or GBP1 incubated 
with the indicated LPS. Right panels show the SEC elution profiles after correction by subtracting 
the LPS-specific absorbance at 280 nm. Data are representative of at least three independent 
experiments. 
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Supplementary Fig. 14. GBP1 binding to LPS involves electrostatic interactions. 

a. SEC elution profiles of recombinant His-tagged GBP1 or of different GBP1 mutants, E. coli 
LPS, or the different GBP1 mutants after incubation with LPS. Right panels show the SEC elution 
profiles after correction by subtracting the LPS-specific absorbance at 280 nm. Data are 
representative of at least three independent experiments. 
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b. Western blot analysis for expression of different eGFP-tagged GBP1 mutants in naïve HeLa 
cells. Data are representative of two independent experiments.  
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Supplementary Fig. 15. Model for GBP1 sensing of LPS and GBP-dependent recruitment 

of caspase-4 to cytosolic Salmonella for activation of non-canonical inflammasome in 
human epithelial cells. 
In naïve epithelial cells (upper panel) Salmonella escape from the SCV to the cytosol, where they 

hyper-replicate. In IFNg-primed epithelial cells (lower panel), GBP1 is recruited to the Salmonella 
surface immediately after SCV membrane rupture and bacterial escape to the host cytosol. GBP1 
senses and binds to the LPS inner core and Lipid A, though electrostatic interactions, undergoing 
formation of a high-molecular weight complex and driving hierarchical recruitment of GBP2, -3 
and -4 to the cytosolic bacteria. GBP1/4 additionally control recruitment of caspase-4 to the 
surface of cytosolic Salmonella and, together with GBP3, LPS-dependent activation of the 
caspase.  
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Supplementary Table 1 – Plasmids and primers used in this study. 

Plasmid Expressed 
protein Primers used Reference 

pEGFP-GBP1 eGFP-
GBP1 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCATCAGAGATCCACA-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGCTTATGGTACATGCCT-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP1 
K51A eGBP-K51A 5’- CACAGGCGCATCCTACCTGATGAACAAGCTGGC-3’ 

5’- TAGGATGCGCCTGTGCGGTAGAGGCC-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP2 eGFP-
GBP2 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCTCCAGAGATCAACT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGAGTATGTTACATATTGGC-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP3 eGFP-
GBP3 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCTCCAGAGATCCAC-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGATCTTTAGCTTATGCGA-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP4 eGFP-
GBP4 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGGTGAGAGAACTCTTC-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTAAATACGTGAGCCAAGATA-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP5 eGFP-
GBP5 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCTTTAGAGATCCACAT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGAGTAAAACACATGGATC-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP6 eGFP-
GBP6 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGAATCTGGACCCAAAAT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAAAAGGGGAGCTTATGCT-3’ This study 

pEGFP-GBP7 eGFP-
GBP7 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCATCAGAGATCCACA-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTCAGCTTATAATTTTCTTACCA-3’ This study 

pmCherry-
GBP1 

mCherry-
GBP1 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCATCAGAGATCCACA-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGCTTATGGTACATGCCT-3’ This study 

pmCherry-
GBP2 

mCherry-
GBP2 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCTCCAGAGATCAACT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGAGTATGTTACATATTGGC-3’ This study 

pmCherry-
GBP3 

mCherry-
GBP3 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCTCCAGAGATCCAC-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGATCTTTAGCTTATGCGA-3’ This study 

pmCherry-
GBP4 

mCherry-
GBP4 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGGTGAGAGAACTCTTC-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTAAATACGTGAGCCAAGATA-3’ This study 

pmCherry-
GBP5 

mCherry-
GBP5 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCTTTAGAGATCCACAT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGAGTAAAACACATGGATC-3’ This study 
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pmCherry-
GBP6 

mCherry-
GBP6 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGAATCTGGACCCAAAAT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAAAAGGGGAGCTTATGCT-3’ This study 

pmCherry-
GBP7 

mCherry-
GBP7 

5’-GGACTCAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCATCAGAGATCCACA-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTCAGCTTATAATTTTCTTACCA-3’ This study 

piRFP703 iRFP703 5’-CGTCAGATCCGCTAGCGCCACCATGGTAGCAGGT-3’ 
5’-CTTGAGCTCGAGATCTTCGAGATCTGAGTCCGGAGCTCTCAAGCGCGGTGAT-3’ This study 

piRFP703-
GBP1 

iRFP703-
GBP1 

5’-TCTCGAAGATCTCGAGCGATGGCATCAGAGATCCACA-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTAGCTTATGGTACATGCCT-3’ This study 

pAIP-HA-
GBP1 HA-GBP1 –––––––– Gift from T. Henry 

pAIP-HA-
GBP1DCAAX 

HA-
GBP1DCAAX 

5’-TGCCTTTCGTCGTCTCATT-3’ 
5’-TAAAGACCAGAGCCTTCCTG-3’ This study 

pAIP-HA-
GBP2 HA-GBP2 –––––––– Gift from T. Henry 

pAIP-HA-
GBP3 HA-GBP3 5’-TGCCTCTCCCGAATTCTGCAGATATCCATCACACTGGGACATGGCTCCAGAGATCCACATG-3’ 

5’-GAGAGGGGCGGAATTCACGGTCGATGTTAGATCTTTAGCTTATGCGACATATATCTCTTGG-3’ This study 

pAIP-HA-
GBP4 HA-GBP4 5’-TGCCTCTCCCGAATTCTGCAGATATCCATCACACTGGGACATGGGTGAGAGAACTCTTCACGC-3’ 

5’-GAGAGGGGCGGAATTCACGGTCGATGTTAAATACGTGAGCCAAGATATTTTGTCCCT-3’ This study 

pLVX-eGFP-
GBP1 

eGFP-
GBP1 

5’-ACCGGTGCCGGCGGATCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAA-3’ 
5’-GAGGTGGTCTGGATCTTAGCTTATGGTACATGCCTTTCGT-3’ This study 

pLVX-eGFP-
GBP2 

eGFP-
GBP2 

5’-ACCGGTGCCGGCGGATCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAA-3’ 
5’-GAGGTGGTCTGGATCTTAGAGTATGTTACATATTGGCTCCAATGA-3’ This study 

pLVX-eGFP-
GBP3 

eGFP-
GBP3 

5’-ACCGGTGCCGGCGGATCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAA-3’ 
5’-GAGGTGGTCTGGATCTTAGATCTTTAGCTTATGCGACATATATCTCT-3’ This study 

pLVX-eGFP-
GBP4 

eGFP-
GBP4 

5’-ACCGGTGCCGGCGGATCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAA-3’ 
5’-GAGGTGGTCTGGATCTTAAATACGTGAGCCAAGATATTTTGTCC-3’ This study 

pEGFP-
caspase-4 

Caspase-4-
eGFP 

5’-TGGCAATGGTACCGAGCTCGGCT-3’ 
5’-GCAGAATTCGAAGCTTTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC-3’ 

5’-CGTCAGATCCGCTAGCCCCGCCACCATGGCAG-3’ 
5’-TCGGTACCATTGCCAGGAAAGAGGTAGAAATATCTTG-3’ 

This study 

pCaspase-4-
V5 

Caspase-4-
V5 

5’- CGCGGGCCCGGGATCCACCATGGCAGAAGGCAACCAC-3’ 
5’- TCTAGAGTCGCGGCCTCACGT AGA ATC GAG ACC GAG GAG AGG GTT AGG GAT AGG CTT 

ACCGCCGCCATTGCCAGGAAAGAGGTAGAAATATC-3’ 
This study 
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pEGFP-
Galectin3 

Galectin3-
eGFP –––––––– 1 

pmOrange-
Galectin3 

Galectin3-
mOrange –––––––– 2 

pMyc-GBP1 Myc-GBP1 
5’-AGCAGTACTTCTAGAGGATCGCCACCATGGAGCAGAAACTCATCTCTGAAGAGGATCTGGGA 

TCCATGGCATCAGAGATCCACATGAC-3’ 
5’-TATCATGTCTGAATTCTTAGCTTAGCTTATGGTACATGCCTTTCGT-3’ 

This study 

pFLAG-GBP3 FLAG-
GBP3 

5’-AGCAGTACTTCTAGAGGATCGCCACCATGGATTACAAGGATGACGACGATAAGGGATCC 
ATGGCTCCAGAGATCCACATG-3’ 

5’-TATCATGTCTGAATTCTTAGCTTAGATCTTTAGCTTATGCGACATATATCTCTT-3’ 
This study 

pFLAG-
GBP3/HA-

GBP4 

FLAG-
GBP3 + HA-

GBP4 

5’-TGAACACGTGGTCGCGGCCGGCCACCATGGGTTACCCTTATGATGTGCCAGATT 
ATGCCAGCGGCCGCATGGGTGAGAGAACTCTTCACGC-3’ 

5’-CTGATCAGCGGGTTTAAACTTAAATACGTGAGCCAAGATATTTTGTCCCT-3’ 
This study 

Pet28a-GBP1 His-GBP1 5’- CGCGCGGCAGCCATACACATCATATGGCATCAGAGATCCA-3’ 
5’- GGTGGTGGTGCTCGATTAGCTTATGGTACATGCCTTTCGT-3’ This study 

Pet28a-
GBP1m1 

His-GBP1 
K61-63A 

5’- TGGAGCTGCTGCTGGCTTCTCTCTGGGCTCC-3’ 
5’- CCAGCAGCAGCTCCAGCCAGCTTGTTCATCAGG-3’ This study 

eGFP- 
GBP1m1 

GFP-GBP1 
K61-63A 

5’- TGGAGCTGCTGCTGGCTTCTCTCTGGGCTCC-3’ 
5’- CCAGCAGCAGCTCCAGCCAGCTTGTTCATCAGG-3’ This study 

Pet28a-
GBP1m2 

His-GBP1 
K87-88A 

5’- ACCCCGCTGCTCCAGGCCACATCCTAGTTCTGC-3’ 
5’- CTGGAGCAGCGGGGTGGGGCACACACCACATCC-3’ This study 

eGFP- 
GBP1m2 

GFP-GBP1 
K87-88A 

5’- ACCCCGCTGCTCCAGGCCACATCCTAGTTCTGC-3’ 
5’- CTGGAGCAGCGGGGTGGGGCACACACCACATCC-3’ This study 

Pet28a-
GBP1m3 

His-GBP1 
KLKK207-
210ALAA 

5’- TGGCTCTGGCTGCTGGTACCAGTCAAAAAGATGAAACT-3’ 
5’- CAGCAGCCAGAGCCAGGGAGTATGTCAGGTACTCA-3’ This study 

Pet28a- 
GBP1m4 

His-GBP1 
K 

5’- TCACGCCGCCGCCCTTGCCCAGCTCGAGAAAC -3’ 
5’- AGGGCGGCGGCGTGAACGGGCCGATCAAAGAC -3’ This study 

Pet28a-
GBP1m5 

His-GBP1 
R584-586A 

5’ AATGGCTGCTGCTAAGGCATGTACCATAAGCTAAATG-3’ 
5’- TTAGCAGCAGCCATTTTCGTCTGGAGATCCTG-3’ This study 
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Supplementary Table 2 – siRNAs used for knock-down. 

Oligonucleotides Source and catalogue number 

Stealth RNAiTM siRNA 
negative control, Med GC Thermo Fisher Scientific (12935300) 

siCASP4 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS141457) 

siGSDMD Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS149278) 

siGBP1 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS104021) 

siGBP2 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS104025) 

siGBP3 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS104027) 

siGBP4 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS133000) 

siGBP5 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS133003) 

siGBP6 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS136383) 

siGBP7 Thermo Fisher Scientific (HSS139886) 

 

Supplementary Table 3 – Primers used for qPCR. 

Target gene Primer pairs (5’ � 3’) 

GBP1 
TCAATGAGGAAATCCCAGCCC 
AGGCTGTTCCCTTGTCTGTTC 

GBP2 
ATCTCTGATCTGGGGAACAACAC 
GATAGAGGCCCACAATCGCC 

GBP3 
AGCACAGACAAGAGAACAATGCC 
TCTGGATTCGCCACCAGTTC 

GBP4 
CAGTGCCCACACCAGGTTATC 
TTCCTGTGCGGTATAGCCCT 

GBP5 
CGGCGATTCAAAGGCAGAAC 
AGCCTGTTCCTGCATCTGTTG 

GBP6 
ACTGCACCATCCCATTTGTGG 
TGCCAACCTAGAAGAGCCTGC 

GBP7 
ACTCTGGACAGAGGAACGCC 
TAGAGGCCCACAATTGCCAC 

HPRT 
GAACCTCTCGGCTTTCCCG 
TCACTAATCACGACGCCAGGG 
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3.2. Research Project II: Guanylate-Binding Protein-Dependent Noncanonical 
Inflammasome Activation Prevents Burkholderia thailandensis-Induced 
Multinucleated Giant Cell Formation 
Marisa Dilucca1, Saray Ramos1, Kateryna Shkarina1, José Carlos Santos1†, Petr Broz1†  
 
1 Department of Biochemistry, University of Lausanne, Chemin des Boveresses 155, 1066, Epalinges, 
Switzerland 
† Corresponding authors. Email: petr.broz@unil.ch; jose.santos@unil.ch  
 
Statement of contribution: 
M.D., J.C.S., and P.B. designed the experiments and analyzed data, conceptualized 

and supervised the study, and wrote the manuscript, which all authors reviewed 

before submission. M.D., S.R., and J.C.S. performed the experiments. K.S. 

contributed expression vectors. 

Specific contribution: 
Phase-contrast imaging and quantification of Burkholderia-induced giant cells in wild-

type, GBP1-, CASP4-, and GSDMD-deficient cell lines naïve or IFNg-stimulated. 

Imaging and quantification of cell-to-cell-fusion events in wild-type and GBP1-

deficient cells treated with a STAT1 inhibitor. 

 

Generation of HeLa cells stably expressing Dox-inducible eGFP or mCherry and 

quantification of eGFP-positive, mCherry-positive, and eGFP/mCherry-double-

positive cells in naïve and IFNg-stimulated conditions upon B. thailandensis infection. 

 

Propidium-iodide (PI) uptake in naïve and IFNg-primed HeLa cells infected with B. 

thailandensis. 

 

Overexpression of caspase-4-eGFP in HeLa cells and quantification of caspase-4-

eGFF-positive bacteria.  

 

Phase-contrast imaging and quantification of multi-nucleated giant cells (MNGCs) in 

human bronchial epithelial cells (HBEC3-KT) and keratinocytes (HaCaT).  

 

Quantification of multinucleation events in HBEC3-KT and HaCaT cells transfected 

with small-interfering RNA (siRNA) to target CASP4, GBP1, and GSDMD. And 

immunoblot for CASP4, GBP1, GSDMD, and tubulin (loading control) 24 hours post 
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siRNA transfection. 

 

Purification and differentiation of human monocyte-derived macrophages (hMDMs). 

And PI-uptake assay in naïve and IFNg-treated hMDMs after B. thailandensis 

infection. 

 

Quantification of ASC speck in naïve and IFNg-primed hMDMs infected with 

Burkholderia in the presence or absence of the NLRP3 inhibitor MCC950 

 

Quantification of the colony-forming unit (CFUs) at the desired time post-infection. 
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Summary of the results 
The genus of Gram-negative bacteria Burkholderia includes more than 30 species, 

most of which are plant pathogens. Among them, two groups can cause disease in 

humans: the Burkholderia cepacia complex, which is pathogenic to individuals with 

cystic fibrosis, and the Burkholderia pseudomallei complex, which includes B. 

pseudomallei and B. mallei potentially infectious to humans, and B. thailandensis 

that is rarely pathogenic. B. mallei is the causative agent of glanders in horses and 

can cause disease in humans, however, infections in any host are now only seldom 

reported. In contrast, B. pseudomallei is a soil-dwelling bacteria commonly found in 

tropical and subtropical regions with the ability to infect humans and animals, mainly 

equines. Naturally acquired infections result from exposure through skin abrasions, 

inhalation, and ingestion, leading to the development of a wide range of symptoms 

that collectively result in melioidosis. The mortality rate of melioidosis remains high 

despite antimicrobial therapy; in fact, Burkholderia is inherently resistant to many 

antibiotics126,457–459. 

Burkholderia can invade phagocytic and non-phagocytic cells via T3SS-related 

effector proteins460,461. It readily escapes endocytic compartments to invade the 

cytosol of the host cell where it replicates and hijacks the host Arp2/3 actin 

polymerization machinery, via the bacterial protein BimA, to polymerize actin tails 

and invade neighboring cells461,462. Interestingly, the cell-to-cell spread leads to the 

fusion of the host cells and the formation of the so-called MNGCs461,463–465. Because 

of the high infectivity rate of B. pseudomallei and its classification as a bioterrorism 

weapon, B. thailandensis is widely used as a laboratory model to study melioidosis, 

as it is less virulent and shares an identical intracellular life cycle to that of the B. 

pseudomallei strain.  
IFNs are key mediators in modulating the cell-autonomous immune response against 

a wide variety of pathogens; indeed, their protective role in response to Burkholderia 

infection has been proposed, as they induce caspase-11 expression466. However, in 

vivo infection models in mice revealed that mouse macrophages respond to 

Burkholderia infection by activating the NLRC4 inflammasome, which prompts the 

maturation of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-18. NK and T cells respond to IL-18 by 

producing IFNg, which in turn promotes non-canonical inflammasome activation in 

mouse macrophages and neutrophils. Therefore, IFN can be considered a second 
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tier of defense against Burkholderia467–469. Furthermore, GBPs, IFN-inducible 

GTPases, have been found to target cytosolic Burkholderia in bone marrow-derived 

mouse macrophages (BMDMs), impairing bacterial actin-based motility470. 

In contrast, very little is known about the role of IFN and inflammasome in hindering 

Burkholderia infection in human cell lines. Using HeLa cells as a model of human 

epithelial cells, the primary host in case of Burkholderia infections, we found that 

IFNg priming blocks MNGC formation; in fact, time-lapse confocal microscopy of a 

co-culture model of HeLa cells stably expressing eGFP or mCherry showed that 

colocalization of the two intracellular fluorescent dyes is detectable exclusively under 

naïve conditions. Furthermore, we found that the IFNg-dependent restriction of 

MNGC formation is due to GBP1 expression; in fact, GBP1-deficient HeLa cells 

stimulated by IFNg form giant cells in a manner comparable to wild-type naïve cells. 

Furthermore, overexpression of labeled GBP1-7 showed that intracellular bacteria 

are massively coated with GBP1 under both naïve and primed conditions. However, 

the presence of IFNg results in the recruitment of other GBPs to the Burkholderia 

surface, more specifically GBP2, GBP3, and GBP4, corroborating our previous 

finding that identified GBP1 as the most upstream GBP recruited to the bacterial 

surface360. Finally, we provide evidence showing that GBP1 induces rapid cell death 

of the infected cell by driving the recruitment and activation of caspase-4, thereby 

eliminating the intracellular replication niche of Burkholderia and thus its spread from 

cell to cell. In contrast to other reports, GBP1 coating neither impairs actin-based 

motility nor has direct bactericidal activity433,449.  

We also proved that GBP1-dependent noncanonical inflammasome activation in 

response to Burkholderia prevents multinucleation events even in more physiological 

human cell lines, such as bronchial epithelial cells, keratinocytes, and primary 

human macrophages. Thus, small interfering RNA experiments revealed that 

targeting GBP1, CASP4 and GSDMD abrogates IFNg-mediated restriction of 

MNGCs. Interestingly, in naive primary human macrophages, we see a high rate of 

cell death as assessed by propidium-iodide uptake assay, suggesting that in this cell 

type a canonical inflammasome might be promptly upregulated upon infection. 

However, IFNg stimulation hastens cell death by inducing caspase-4-dependent 

pyroptosis. 

In summary, we found that IFN restricts MNGC formation by inducing GBP 
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expression and thereby fostering non-canonical inflammasome activation and 

subsequent pyroptotic death in the early stages of infection, thus the intracellular 

replication niche of Burkholderia is eradicated as well as its spread through actin tails 

is prevented. 
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Guanylate-Binding Protein-Dependent Noncanonical
Inflammasome Activation Prevents Burkholderia thailandensis-
Induced Multinucleated Giant Cell Formation

Marisa Dilucca,a Saray Ramos,a Kateryna Shkarina,a José Carlos Santos,a Petr Broza

aDepartment of Biochemistry, University of Lausanne, Epalinges, Switzerland

ABSTRACT Inflammasomes are cytosolic multiprotein signaling complexes that are
activated upon pattern recognition receptor-mediated recognition of pathogen-
derived ligands or endogenous danger signals. Their assembly activates the down-
stream inflammatory caspase-1 and caspase-4/5 (human) or caspase-11 (mouse),
which induces cytokine release and pyroptotic cell death through the cleavage of
the pore-forming effector gasdermin D. Pathogen detection by host cells also results
in the production and release of interferons (IFNs), which fine-tune inflammasome-
mediated responses. IFN-induced guanylate-binding proteins (GBPs) have been
shown to control the activation of the noncanonical inflammasome by recruiting
caspase-4 on the surface of cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria and promoting its
interaction with lipopolysaccharide (LPS). The Gram-negative opportunistic bacterial
pathogen Burkholderia thailandensis infects epithelial cells and macrophages and
hijacks the host actin polymerization machinery to spread into neighboring cells.
This process causes host cell fusion and the formation of so-called multinucleated
giant cells (MNGCs). Caspase-1- and IFN-regulated caspase-11-mediated inflamma-
some pathways play an important protective role against B. thailandensis in mice,
but little is known about the role of IFNs and inflammasomes during B. thailandensis
infection of human cells, particularly epithelial cells. Here, we report that IFN-g pri-
ming of human epithelial cells restricts B. thailandensis-induced MNGC formation in
a GBP1-dependent manner. Mechanistically, GBP1 does not promote bacteriolysis or
impair actin-based bacterial motility but acts by inducing caspase-4-dependent
pyroptosis of the infected cell. In addition, we show that IFN-g priming of human pri-
mary macrophages confers a more efficient antimicrobial effect through inflamma-
some activation, further confirming the important role that interferon signaling
plays in restricting Burkholderia replication and spread.

IMPORTANCE The Gram-negative bacteria of the Burkholderia species are associated
with human diseases ranging from pneumonia to life-threatening melioidosis.
Upon infection through inhalation, ingestion, or the percutaneous route, these
bacteria can spread and establish granuloma-like lesions resulting from the fusion
of host cells to form multinucleated giant cells (MNGCs). Burkholderia resistance to
several antibiotics highlights the importance to better understand how the innate
immune system controls infections. Here, we report that interferons protect human
epithelial cells against Burkholderia-induced MNGC formation, specifically through
the action of the interferon-induced GBP1 protein. Mechanistically, GBP1 acts by
inducing caspase-4-dependent cell death through pyroptosis, allowing the infected
cells to be quickly eliminated before bacterial spread and the formation of MNGCs.
This study provides evidence that interferon-induced innate immune activation,
through GBP1 and caspase-4, confers protection against Burkholderia infection,
potentially opening new perspectives for therapeutic approaches.
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KEYWORDS antimicrobial mechanisms, guanylate-binding proteins, host-pathogen
interactions, inflammasomes, innate immunity

B urkholderia is a genus of Gram-negative bacteria and includes species that are
pathogenic for humans, such as Burkholderia mallei and the soil-dwelling species

B. pseudomallei. The former is the causative agent of glanders, a contagious zoonotic
infectious disease that primarily affects horses, whereas the latter is the etiological
agent of human melioidosis (1–4). Melioidosis is an infectious disease present mostly
in Asia, Africa, and South America and endemic in Thailand and northern Australia. The
disease is thought to develop upon bacterial infection through inhalation, ingestion of
contaminated food or water, or direct contact with the soil through skin abrasions.
Depending on the infection route, patients display a wide range of clinical signs and
symptoms (e.g., sepsis, pneumonia, and encephalitis, etc.) that can lead to a fatal out-
come, mostly if left untreated (1–4). B. pseudomallei is naturally resistant to several anti-
biotics, and its wide environmental dissemination and ability to spread through aero-
sols led to its classification as a potential biowarfare/bioterrorism agent. The closely
related but opportunistic pathogenic species B. thailandensis has been widely used as
a laboratory infection model to study melioidosis, as it shares an identical intracellular
life cycle with B. mallei and B. pseudomallei. The bacteria invade phagocytic and non-
phagocytic cells using T3SS (type III secretion system)-injected effector proteins and
quickly escape from the endocytic compartment into the host cytosol (5, 6). Once cyto-
solic, B. thailandensis replicates and uses actin-based motility by coopting the host
Arp2/3 complex through the bacterial protein BimA (6, 7), which allows it to form pro-
trusions and spread to neighboring cells in a process requiring a type VI secretion sys-
tem (T6SS). A hallmark of Burkholderia cell-to-cell spread is host cell fusion and the for-
mation of so-called multinucleated giant cells (MNGCs). The presence of MNGCs has
been observed in the tissues of patients with melioidosis (8), and they are thought to
occur through T6SS effectors, specifically the T6SS protein VgrG5 (6, 9, 10).

Interferons (IFNs) are central cytokines in modulating host cell-autonomous defense
and innate immune responses against a wide variety of pathogens. IFN signaling pathways
induce the expression of IFN-stimulating genes (ISGs), which encode effector proteins that
participate in immunity against viruses, bacteria, and protozoan parasites (11–15).
Prominent among the ISGs are the guanylate-binding proteins (GBPs), a family of dynamin-
like large GTPases with the ability to target intracellular parasites and Gram-negative bacte-
ria, thus triggering inflammasome activation and antimicrobial mechanisms in both mouse
and human cells (11–13). The role of GBPs in inflammasome activation is best studied for
human GBP1, which has the ability to directly interact with lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the
major component of the Gram-negative bacterial outer membrane. By functioning as a
bona fide LPS sensor, human GBP1 (hGBP1) assembles a platform that recruits other GBP
family members (hGBP2 to -4 [hGPB2-4]) (16) and caspase-4 directly on the surface of cyto-
solic Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium or Shigella flexneri cells (17–21). This in turn
allows the activation of the so-called noncanonical inflammasome via LPS-induced cas-
pase-4 oligomerization and activation, which cleaves the pore-forming cell death effector
gasdermin D (GSDMD) to induce proinflammatory pyroptosis and interleukin-18 (IL-18)
release (22, 23). In mouse macrophages, however, additional IFN-inducible GTPases such as
immunity-related GTPases (IRGs) (which are not present in human cells except for an IRGM
truncated form and immunity-related GTPases (IRGs) [24]) seem to play an antimicrobial
role (25–28). It has been shown that mouse GBPs recruit Irgb10 onto bacterial surfaces to
induce bacteriolysis and the release of bacterial pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs) that induce inflammasome activation and pyroptosis (25, 27, 28).

In a mouse model of infection, IFNs have been proposed to play a protective role in
restricting Burkholderia infection by inducing Casp11 upregulation (29). IFN production
during Burkholderia infection, however, seems to be only a second layer of defense
and occurs as a consequence of Burkholderia-induced activation of the canonical
NLRC4 inflammasome and subsequent IL-18 secretion (30–32). Recent work has also
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suggested that in mouse macrophages, GBP coating of Burkholderia cells restricts cell
fusion by preventing bacterial actin-based motility and spread (33). Unlike the mouse
infection model, where data clearly support a role for IFNs in mediating Burkholderia
restriction, little is known about the role of this cytokine in human cells, specifically in
epithelial cells, in response to B. thailandensis.

Here, we provide evidence that in human epithelial cells, GBP1 restricts B. thailan-
densis-induced MNGC formation and that GBP1-dependent restriction is mediated by
caspase-4-induced pyroptosis of infected cells and independent of restricting bacterial
motility. Moreover, we show that the IFN-mediated restriction of B. thailandensis
expands to several physiologically more relevant human cell lines, such as keratino-
cytes (HaCaT) and bronchial epithelial cells (HBEC3-KT). Finally, we observe that even in
primary human macrophages, IFN priming confers a much more efficient clearance of
Burkholderia infections.

RESULTS
Interferons restrict MNGC formation in epithelial cells during B. thailandensis

infection. In a mouse model of infection, type I and type II IFNs have been described
to participate in the immune response against B. thailandensis (29, 33, 34). However, it
has been suggested that they play differential roles in epithelial cells and macrophages
(35). Moreover, how IFNs regulate defense against this bacterium in the human system
remains poorly understood. To gain more insights into the role of IFN priming in pro-
tecting human epithelial cells against B. thailandensis infection, we infected HeLa cells
with B. thailandensis and monitored the formation of MNGCs, a hallmark of B. thailan-
densis spread and replication. Microscopy-based analysis showed that by 20 h postin-
fection (p.i.), naive HeLa cells formed large cell clusters with tightly packed nuclei
(Fig. 1a; see also Fig. S1a in the supplemental material), consistent with the formation
of cell aggregates known as MNGCs (6, 36). Through image-based quantification, we
estimated that approximately 50% of all nuclei belonged to giant cells (Fig. 1b).
Strikingly, B. thailandensis-induced MNGC formation was almost completely restricted
in IFN-g-primed HeLa cells (Fig. 1a and b and Fig. S1a). Importantly, IFN-g did not inter-
fere with bacterial uptake as assayed by CFU counting (Fig. S1b).

Two main classes of IFNs have been described: type I, which includes many IFN
types, such as IFN-a and IFN-b , and type II, e.g., IFN-g. Following cognate receptor
binding, both classes trigger a downstream signaling pathway through STAT1 that cul-
minates in the transcription of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) (37). In order to con-
firm the role of IFN signaling in restricting MNGC formation, we used the STAT1 inhibi-
tor fludarabine. IFN-g-primed HeLa cells pretreated with fludarabine lost the ability to
restrict MNGC formation upon B. thailandensis infection, almost to the levels found in
naive cells (Fig. 1c and d). Immunoblotting confirmed the inhibition of the IFN signal-
ing pathway, as the expression of hGBP1 (an ISG product selected as a marker to assess
STAT1 inhibition) was partially reduced by fludarabine (Fig. S1c).

To better understand the cell-cell fusion dynamics and further confirm the IFN-g-de-
pendent restriction of MNGC formation during B. thailandensis infection, we used a cocul-
ture model of HeLa cells expressing doxycycline (Dox)-inducible enhanced green fluores-
cent protein (eGFP) (HeLa-eGFP) or Dox-inducible mCherry (HeLa-mCherry). We then
performed time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy to track cell fusion and MNGC for-
mation, which is characterized by the mixing and colocalization of both cytosolic fluores-
cent proteins (Fig. S1d). We found that infected naive cells started to fuse at about 6 to 8h
p.i. (Fig. 1e, top; Fig. S1e; and Movie S1), resulting in decreases in eGFP- or mCherry-posi-
tive cells (Fig. 1f and g) and concomitant increases in eGFP/mCherry-double-positive cells
(Fig. 1h). Eventually, MNGCs were formed as a result of the fusion of several cells (Fig. 1e,
top; Fig. S1e; and Movie S1). In contrast, no cell-cell fusion and MNGCs were detected in
infected IFN-g-primed cells (Fig. 1e, bottom; Fig. 1f to h; Fig. S1e; and Movie S2).

Altogether, these findings point out that in human epithelial cells, B. thailandensis
spread and the resulting multinucleated cell formation are impaired in an IFN-depend-
ent manner.
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FIG 1 Interferons restrict multinucleated giant cell (MNGC) formation in epithelial cells during B. thailandensis infection. (a) Representative phase-contrast
images (magnification, !40) of naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 0.3). The corresponding DNA was stained
with Hoechst stain (right), and clustered nuclei, indicating MNGCs, are highlighted by yellow outlines. Bars, 100mm. (b) Percentage of nuclei found in
MNGCs or in single cells, determined by counting nuclei of naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 0.3) in 6 fields
of view under each experimental condition. (c) Representative phase-contrast images (magnification, !40) of naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells infected with
B. thailandensis (MOI of 100) in the presence or absence of the STAT1 inhibitor fludarabine at the indicated concentrations. Bars, 100mm. Yellow outlines
correspond to clusters of cells forming MNGCs. (d) Percentage of nuclei in MNGCs or in single cells, determined by counting nuclei of naive or IFN-
g-primed HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 0.3) in the presence or absence of the STAT1 inhibitor (100mM) in 6 fields of view
under each experimental condition. (e) Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy of naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells stably expressing Dox-inducible
eGFP or mCherry. eGFP and mCherry expression was induced with 1mg/ml of Dox 4 h prior to infection. Cells were cocultured at a 1:1 ratio and infected
with B. thailandensis (MOI of 50). Images were acquired every 10 min. Bars, 30mm. DIC, differential interference contrast. (f to h) Number of eGFP-positive
(f), mCherry-positive (g), or eGFP/mCherry-double-positive (h) cells per field of view (FOV) in naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells infected with B. thailandensis.
Data are representative of results from at least three independent experiments performed in triplicate (a, c, and e). Graphs show the means 6 standard
deviations (SD), and data are pooled from two (d) or three (b) independent experiments performed in duplicates or six independent movies (f to h). ns, not
significant; *, P, 0.05; **, P, 0.01; ***, P, 0.001 (by 2-way analysis of variance [ANOVA] [b and d] or a parametric t test [f to h]).
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Human GBPs restrict MNGC formation. GBPs are well-known ISGs and have been
shown to be crucial for the proper activation of innate immune defense mechanisms
against Gram-negative bacteria, protozoan parasites, and viruses (12, 14, 15, 38). It was
recently proposed that during B. thailandensis infection of mouse bone marrow-
derived macrophages (BMDMs), mouse GPBs (mGBPs) contribute to restricting actin-
based bacterial spread and cell-cell fusion, thus also reducing bacterium-induced pa-
thology in vivo (33). Although it has been reported that B. thailandensis is targeted by
GBP1 in human epithelial cells (16), the role of GBPs during Burkholderia infection of
human cells, and specifically epithelial cells, is largely unknown. We first assessed if in-
tracellular B. thailandensis is targeted by GBPs in HeLa cells ectopically expressing N-
terminally eGFP-tagged GBPs (eGFP-GBPs). In accordance with a previous study (16),
we observed that B. thailandensis was targeted by eGFP-GBP1 in IFN-g-primed cells,
where around 90% of the intracellular bacteria are GBP1 coated at 3 h p.i. (Fig. 2a and
b). In naive cells, GBP1 was also associated with a high percentage of intracellular B.
thailandensis bacteria, suggesting that it also senses cytosolically exposed LPS on the
surface of this bacterium, similar to its role in Salmonella or Shigella infections (17–21).
On the other hand, GBP2, -3, and -4 coated 40 to 20% of intracellular Burkholderia bac-
teria only in IFN-g-primed but not in naive HeLa cells, corroborating the notion that
their recruitment to cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria is driven by additional effectors
that act upstream, namely, GBP1 (16–21). Similar to what has been shown upon
Shigella infection (16), a very low percentage of bacteria positive for eGFP-GBP5, -6,
and -7 was detected in both naive and IFN-g-primed HeLa cells (Fig. 2a and b), suggest-
ing that these three GBPs do not play a major role in recognizing this pathogen.

In order to investigate the possible role of hGBPs in restricting MNGC formation
upon IFN-g priming, we used GBP1–/– HeLa cells previously generated by CRISPR-Cas9
genome editing (17). We found that hGBP1 is involved in restricting MNGC formation
upon B. thailandensis infection, as IFN-g-primed GBP1-deficient HeLa cells formed
MNGCs in a manner comparable to that of wild-type naive cells (Fig. 2c and d and
Fig. S1f and g) without affecting bacterial entry into cells (Fig. S1h). Collectively, these
data suggest that hGBPs are the IFN-dependent downstream effectors responsible for
restricting MNGC formation and B. thailandensis spread.

GBP1 promotes caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis and restricts MNGC formation
and B. thailandensis replication. Recent studies have shown that in human epithelial
cells and macrophages, GBPs are required for noncanonical inflammasome activation
by targeting LPS and assembling a caspase-4-activating platform on the surface of cy-
tosolic Salmonella and Shigella bacteria (17–21). Polymerized GBP1 on the bacterial sur-
face was also proposed to act as an LPS surfactant that increases bacterial susceptibility
to antimicrobial effectors by destabilizing the bacterial outer membrane (21).
Moreover, the GBP coat assembled on Shigella cells appears to have an additional func-
tion of inhibiting actin-based motility and consequent bacterial cell-to-cell spread (16,
39). This same mechanism has recently been proposed to prevent B. thailandensis inva-
sion of neighboring cells in murine BMDMs (33). Therefore, we speculated that one or
several of these mechanisms might be responsible for the GBP1-dependent restriction
of MNGC formation in human epithelial cell lines in response to Burkholderia infection
(Fig. S2a).

Upon B. thailandensis infection, IFN-g-primed HeLa cells showed signs of cell bal-
looning and blebbing, which are hallmarks of pyroptosis (Fig. 1e). Furthermore, a closer
analysis of time-lapse confocal microscopy images of B. thailandensis-infected IFN-
g-primed HeLa cells showed that GBP1 targeting to cytosolic bacteria was followed by
pyroptotic cell death in the majority of cases (as observed by nuclear condensation
and plasma membrane swelling), with a concomitant restriction of bacterial replication
(Movie S3 and Fig. S2b and c). The activation of the noncanonical inflammasome leads
to caspase-4 activation and autoprocessing and the subsequent cleavage of the pyrop-
totic executor GSDMD (40). The cleaved GSDMD N-terminal domain forms pores that
result in propidium iodide (PI) uptake, which can be used as a marker of lytic cell death.
In the early stages of B. thailandensis infection, IFN-g-primed wild-type HeLa cells
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showed a higher percentage of PI-positive cells than did naive cells (Fig. 3a and
Fig. S2d). Furthermore, we observed that B. thailandensis infection resulted in caspase-
4 activation only in IFN-g-primed cells (Fig. 3b, p32 fragment), which is in accordance
with what has been observed during infection of epithelial cells with other cytosolic
Gram-negative bacteria (17, 18). According to recent studies, coating of the surface of
cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria by GBPs facilitates caspase-4 recruitment and activa-
tion, initiating the downstream pathway that culminates in the lytic death of the
infected cell (17–21). Caspase-4 localization during B. thailandensis infection of IFN-
g-primed HeLa cells was assessed by fluorescence confocal microscopy. As expected,

FIG 2 Human GBPs restrict MNGC formation. (a) Representative fluorescence confocal microscopy images of naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells expressing N-
terminally tagged eGFP–GBP1-7 and infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry (MOI of 30) for 3 h. DNA was stained by Hoechst stain. Bars, 10mm. (b)
Percentage of intracellular eGFP–GBP1-7-positive B. thailandensis (B. th) bacteria in naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells at 3 h p.i. At least 200 to 300 bacteria
per well were counted. (c) Percentage of nuclei in MNGCs or in single cells, determined by counting the nuclei of naive or IFN-g-primed wild-type or GBP1 –/–

HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 0.3) in 6 fields of view under each experimental condition. (d) Representative phase-contrast images
(magnification, !40) of naive or IFN-g-primed wild-type or GBP1 –/– HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 0.3). The corresponding DNA was
stained with Hoechst stain (right), and clustered nuclei, indicating MNGCs, are highlighted by yellow outlines. Bars, 100mm. Graphs show the means 6 SD, and
data are pooled from two independent experiments performed in duplicate (b and c) or are representative of results from at least three independent
experiments performed in triplicate (a and d). ***, P, 0.001; ns, not significant (by 2-way ANOVA [c]).
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FIG 3 GBP1 promotes caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis and restricts multinucleated giant cell (MNGC) formation and B. thailandensis replication. (a) Percentage of PI
uptake in naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells infected with B. thailandensis (MOI of 200). (b) Immunoblotting for caspase-4 processing, GBP1, and tubulin (loading
control) of combined supernatants and cell lysates of naive or IFN-g-primed HeLa cells 6h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 200). (c) Representative
fluorescence confocal microscopy images of IFN-g-primed wild-type and GBP1 –/– HeLa cells treated with z-VAD-FMK (carbobenzoxy-valyl-alanyl-aspartyl-[O-methyl]-
fluoromethylketone) (10mM). Cells expressing caspase-4–eGFP were infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry (MOI of 100) for 6h. DNA was stained by Hoechst stain.
Bars, 10mm. (d) Percentage of intracellular caspase-4–eGFP-positive B. thailandensis-mCherry bacteria in IFN-g-primed HeLa cells treated with z-VAD-FMK (10mM) at
6 h p.i. At least 100 to 200 bacteria per well were counted. (e) Percentage of PI uptake in wild-type, GBP1 –/–, CASP4 –/–, and GSDMD–/– IFN-g-primed HeLa cells infected
with B. thailandensis (MOI of 200). (f) Percentage of nuclei in MNGCs or in single cells, determined by counting the nuclei of naive or IFN-g-primed wild-type, GBP1 –/–,
CASP4 –/–, and GSDMD–/– HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 0.3) in 6 fields of view under each experimental condition. (g) Representative
phase-contrast images (magnification, !40) of naive or IFN-g-primed wild-type, GBP1 –/–, CASP4 –/–, and GSDMD–/– HeLa cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis
(MOI of 0.3). The corresponding DNA was stained with Hoechst stain (right), and clustered nuclei, indicating MNGCs, are highlighted by yellow outlines. Bars,
100mm. (h) Assessment of bacterial invasion in naive or IFN-g-primed wild-type, GBP1 –/–, CASP4 –/–, and GSDMD–/– HeLa cells 8 or 12h after infection with B.
thailandensis (MOI of 100). Data are representative of results from at least three independent experiments (c, d, and g) or two independent experiments (b). Graphs
show the means 6 SD, and data are pooled from two independent experiments performed in duplicate (f) or triplicate (h) or are representative of results from at
least two independent experiments performed in triplicate (a and e). For panels a and e, the area under the curve (AUC) under each experimental condition was
calculated, and data were analyzed by a parametric t test (a) or one-way ANOVA (e). *, P, 0.05; **, P, 0.01; ***, P, 0.001 (by 2-way ANOVA [f and h]).
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caspase-4–eGFP was found to be recruited to cytosolic B. thailandensis in a GBP1-de-
pendent manner (Fig. 3c and d, Fig. S3e, and Movie S4) but not to the same levels as
GBP1 targeting (Fig. 2a and b). Furthermore, the recruitment of caspase-4 to bacteria
correlated with pyroptosis of the infected cell, as determined by the appearance of the
typical pyroptotic morphology (Fig. S2e and f and Movie S4). To test if this cell death
was caused by noncanonical inflammasome activation, we used wild-type, CASP4 –/–,
GSDMD–/–, and GBP1 –/– HeLa cells, which have been previously generated and verified
(17). We observed that caspase-4, GSDMD, and GBP1 were required for PI influx, indicat-
ing that the cell lysis observed upon B. thailandensis infection was triggered by nonca-
nonical inflammasome activation (Fig. 3e and Fig. S2g).

Quantification of the multinucleation events confirmed that wild-type naive HeLa
and IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/–, GSDMD–/–, and GBP1 –/– cells have similar percentages of
nuclei associated with MNGCs (Fig. 3f). Furthermore, IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/–, GSDMD–/–,
and GBP1 –/– HeLa cells infected with B. thailandensis formed MNGCs in a similar manner
and with comparable size to those observed in wild-type naive cells (Fig. 3f and g and
Fig. S3h). Notably, IFN-g priming restricted intracellular B. thailandensis replication in a
caspase-4-, GSDMD-, and GBP1-dependent manner at 8 and 12 h p.i. (Fig. 3h), without
affecting bacterial entry (Fig. S3i).

Together with the observation that the IFN-dependent expression of GBPs is impor-
tant for preventing MNGC formation (Fig. 2c and d), these data show that GBP1 induces
rapid death of the infected cells by triggering caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis, thus
restricting B. thailandensis-induced cell-to-cell fusion and bacterial spread and replication.

GBP1 does not impair actin-based motility or promote direct bacteriolysis of
cytosolic B. thailandensis. After demonstrating that GBP1 triggers noncanonical
inflammasome activation upon sensing cytosolic B. thailandensis in human epithelial
cells, we also tested additional antimicrobial GBP-induced mechanisms that have been
proposed previously (16, 33, 39, 41) (Fig. S2a). Cytosolic Burkholderia spp. are known to
coopt the host actin polymerization machinery in order to spread from cell to cell (7).
We first evaluated if IFN-g priming and GBP1 affect actin tail polymerization on intracel-
lular B. thailandensis cells by confocal microscopy. For this, we used CASP4 -deficient
HeLa cells to avoid IFN-g-induced noncanonical activation and cell death. Surprisingly,
we found that IFN-g priming did not affect actin tail formation on intracellular B. thai-
landensis bacteria (Fig. 4a and Fig. S3a), contrary to the IFN-g- and GBP1-dependent
restriction of Shigella flexneri actin tail formation (39) (Fig. S3b). To test if GBP1-positive
B. thailandensis cells were able to form actin tails, we infected naive or IFN-g-primed
CASP4 –/– HeLa cells expressing iRFP703-GBP1 with B. thailandensis-mCherry for 5 h.
Confocal microscopy analysis showed that in IFN-g-primed cells, GBP1-positive bacteria
formed actin tails to the same extent as in naive cells (Fig. 4b and c). The same was
observed when we performed time-lapse fluorescence microscopy on LifeAct-GFP-
expressing GSDMD–/– infected HeLa cells; i.e., GBP1 coating of cytosolic B. thailandensis
did not inhibit comet tail formation and actin-based bacterial motility in both naive
and IFN-g-primed cells (Fig. 4d and e and Movies S5 and S6). This suggests that GBP1,
directly or in combination with other GBPs that oligomerize on the surface of cytosolic
B. thailandensis, cannot impair B. thailandensis cell-to-cell spread via actin tails. To con-
firm this, we used GBP1 -deficient HeLa cells and found that in infected wild-type cells,
B. thailandensis formed actin tails to the same extent as in GBP1 –/– cells, both with and
without IFN-g priming (Fig. 4f). Interestingly, this is in contrast to what is observed in
the case of Shigella flexneri infection, where GBP1 partially blocks actin tail formation
(39) (Fig. S3b).

Furthermore, in naive HeLa cells infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry, the rapid
oligomerization of GBP1 on the bacterial surface did not prevent bacterial replication
in the host cytosol (Fig. 4g and Movie S7), and cell fusion and the formation of MNGCs
were still observed (Fig. 4g, DIC [differential interference contrast]). This shows that
GBP1 by itself does not appear to display antimicrobial activity when recruited to the
bacteria in cells despite the previous observation that in vitro, the direct binding of
GBP1 alone to bacteria disrupts cell envelope functions (21).
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caspase-4–eGFP was found to be recruited to cytosolic B. thailandensis in a GBP1-de-
pendent manner (Fig. 3c and d, Fig. S3e, and Movie S4) but not to the same levels as
GBP1 targeting (Fig. 2a and b). Furthermore, the recruitment of caspase-4 to bacteria
correlated with pyroptosis of the infected cell, as determined by the appearance of the
typical pyroptotic morphology (Fig. S2e and f and Movie S4). To test if this cell death
was caused by noncanonical inflammasome activation, we used wild-type, CASP4 –/–,
GSDMD–/–, and GBP1 –/– HeLa cells, which have been previously generated and verified
(17). We observed that caspase-4, GSDMD, and GBP1 were required for PI influx, indicat-
ing that the cell lysis observed upon B. thailandensis infection was triggered by nonca-
nonical inflammasome activation (Fig. 3e and Fig. S2g).

Quantification of the multinucleation events confirmed that wild-type naive HeLa
and IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/–, GSDMD–/–, and GBP1 –/– cells have similar percentages of
nuclei associated with MNGCs (Fig. 3f). Furthermore, IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/–, GSDMD–/–,
and GBP1 –/– HeLa cells infected with B. thailandensis formed MNGCs in a similar manner
and with comparable size to those observed in wild-type naive cells (Fig. 3f and g and
Fig. S3h). Notably, IFN-g priming restricted intracellular B. thailandensis replication in a
caspase-4-, GSDMD-, and GBP1-dependent manner at 8 and 12 h p.i. (Fig. 3h), without
affecting bacterial entry (Fig. S3i).

Together with the observation that the IFN-dependent expression of GBPs is impor-
tant for preventing MNGC formation (Fig. 2c and d), these data show that GBP1 induces
rapid death of the infected cells by triggering caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis, thus
restricting B. thailandensis-induced cell-to-cell fusion and bacterial spread and replication.

GBP1 does not impair actin-based motility or promote direct bacteriolysis of
cytosolic B. thailandensis. After demonstrating that GBP1 triggers noncanonical
inflammasome activation upon sensing cytosolic B. thailandensis in human epithelial
cells, we also tested additional antimicrobial GBP-induced mechanisms that have been
proposed previously (16, 33, 39, 41) (Fig. S2a). Cytosolic Burkholderia spp. are known to
coopt the host actin polymerization machinery in order to spread from cell to cell (7).
We first evaluated if IFN-g priming and GBP1 affect actin tail polymerization on intracel-
lular B. thailandensis cells by confocal microscopy. For this, we used CASP4 -deficient
HeLa cells to avoid IFN-g-induced noncanonical activation and cell death. Surprisingly,
we found that IFN-g priming did not affect actin tail formation on intracellular B. thai-
landensis bacteria (Fig. 4a and Fig. S3a), contrary to the IFN-g- and GBP1-dependent
restriction of Shigella flexneri actin tail formation (39) (Fig. S3b). To test if GBP1-positive
B. thailandensis cells were able to form actin tails, we infected naive or IFN-g-primed
CASP4 –/– HeLa cells expressing iRFP703-GBP1 with B. thailandensis-mCherry for 5 h.
Confocal microscopy analysis showed that in IFN-g-primed cells, GBP1-positive bacteria
formed actin tails to the same extent as in naive cells (Fig. 4b and c). The same was
observed when we performed time-lapse fluorescence microscopy on LifeAct-GFP-
expressing GSDMD–/– infected HeLa cells; i.e., GBP1 coating of cytosolic B. thailandensis
did not inhibit comet tail formation and actin-based bacterial motility in both naive
and IFN-g-primed cells (Fig. 4d and e and Movies S5 and S6). This suggests that GBP1,
directly or in combination with other GBPs that oligomerize on the surface of cytosolic
B. thailandensis, cannot impair B. thailandensis cell-to-cell spread via actin tails. To con-
firm this, we used GBP1 -deficient HeLa cells and found that in infected wild-type cells,
B. thailandensis formed actin tails to the same extent as in GBP1 –/– cells, both with and
without IFN-g priming (Fig. 4f). Interestingly, this is in contrast to what is observed in
the case of Shigella flexneri infection, where GBP1 partially blocks actin tail formation
(39) (Fig. S3b).

Furthermore, in naive HeLa cells infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry, the rapid
oligomerization of GBP1 on the bacterial surface did not prevent bacterial replication
in the host cytosol (Fig. 4g and Movie S7), and cell fusion and the formation of MNGCs
were still observed (Fig. 4g, DIC [differential interference contrast]). This shows that
GBP1 by itself does not appear to display antimicrobial activity when recruited to the
bacteria in cells despite the previous observation that in vitro, the direct binding of
GBP1 alone to bacteria disrupts cell envelope functions (21).
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FIG 4 GBP1 does not impair actin-based motility or promote direct bacteriolysis of cytosolic B. thailandensis. (a) Percentage of B. thailandensis bacteria
with actin tails at 5 h p.i. in naive and IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/– HeLa cells (MOI of 30). At least 100 to 200 bacteria per coverslip were counted. (b)

(Continued on next page)
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Taken together, we conclude that GBP1-dependent restriction of MNGC formation
in HeLa cells is not due to bacteriolysis or impaired bacterial actin-based motility within
the host cytosol.

Interferon has a protective role against B. thailandensis infection in human
bronchial epithelial cells, keratinocytes, and primary macrophages. Since bacteria
of the Burkholderia genus employ different routes of infection (subcutaneous infection,
inhalation, ingestion of contaminated particles, and aerosol) (1), we tested if IFN-g pri-
ming restricts MNGC formation in human cell lines that are physiologically more rele-
vant for Burkholderia-induced melioidosis, such as HBEC3-KT cells (human bronchial
epithelial cells), HaCaT cells (human keratinocytes), and human primary monocyte-
derived macrophages (hMDMs). Similar to HeLa cells (Fig. 1a and b), naive HBEC3-KT
and HaCaT cells formed MNGCs after B. thailandensis infection, which was almost com-
pletely blocked upon IFN-g priming (Fig. 5a and b and Fig. S3c). IFN-g priming did not
reduce bacterial uptake in these cells (Fig. S3d and e). We next determined whether
the IFN-g-dependent restriction of giant cell formation was promoted by noncanonical
inflammasome activation, as shown for HeLa cells (Fig. 3e). In accordance with what
we observed in HeLa cells, small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated knockdown of
CASP4 , GSDMD, or GBP1 in HBEC3-KT and HaCaT cells abrogated the IFN-g-mediated
restriction of MNGC formation (Fig. 5c and Fig. S3f and g).

Burkholderia can invade both phagocytic and nonphagocytic cells. Among phago-
cytic cells, mainly macrophages and neutrophils take part in the immune response
against this pathogen. Briefly, in a murine model of infection, Burkholderia is initially
detected by macrophages through the Naip/Nlrc4 inflammasome (32), and the conse-
quent IL-18 release triggers the production of IFN-gwhereby in neutrophils and macro-
phages, caspase-11 is upregulated (32). The subsequent noncanonical inflammasome
activation in both cell types represents the critical step at which the B. thailandensis in-
tracellular niche is removed. Therefore, we evaluated the role of IFN-g priming in
hMDMs during B. thailandensis infection. Interestingly, while unprimed murine BMDMs
form MNGCs upon B. thailandensis infection (33), we did not detect the formation of
MNGCs in either naive or IFN-g-primed hMDMs (Fig. S3h). Instead, we observed robust
induction of host cell death under both conditions, although the percentage of cell
death, assessed by PI influx, was significantly higher in IFN-g-primed hMDMs than in
naive hMDMs (Fig. 5d and e). These results implied that analogously to IFN-g-primed
HeLa cells, the induction of cell lysis prevents MNGC formation in hMDMs. This cell
death can be driven by IFN-independent (most likely via the NLRC4–caspase-1 axis) or
IFN-dependent mechanisms, yet IFN signaling promotes a faster and more efficient
way to activate GSDMD-induced pyroptosis and clear the bacteria. The latter most
likely depends on the GBP-induced activation of the noncanonical inflammasome, as
GBP1 expression in hMDMs was observed only after IFN-g priming, whereas caspase-4
was constitutively expressed (Fig. S3i). NLRP3 can be activated downstream of caspase-
4-induced GSDMD activation and cell death, further amplifying pyroptotic cell death
via ASC (apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD) speck formation
and caspase-1 (Fig. S3l). To corroborate the role of B. thailandensis-induced noncanoni-
cal inflammasome activation in hMDMs, we treated naive or IFN-g-primed cells with

FIG 4 Legend (Continued)
Representative fluorescence confocal microscopy images of naive and IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/– HeLa cells expressing iRFP703-GBP1 and infected with B.
thailandensis-mCherry (MOI of 30) for 5 h. DNA was stained by Hoechst stain, and F-actin was labeled with CellMask green actin tracking stain. Bars, 10mm.
(c) Percentage of B. thailandensis bacteria with actin tails that are GBP1 positive or negative in naive and IFN-g-primed CASP4 –/– HeLa cells expressing
iRFP703-GBP1. Cells were infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry for 5 h (MOI of 30) and fixed, and F-actin was labeled with CellMask green actin tracking
stain. Between 100 and 300 bacteria were counted per coverslip. (d and e) Time-lapse fluorescence confocal microscopy images of naive (d) and IFN-
g-primed (e) GSDMD–/– HeLa cells expressing N-terminally mCherry-tagged GBP1 and LifeAct-eGFP infected with B. thailandensis (MOI of 50). Images were
acquired every 5 min. Bars, 10mm. (f) Percentage of B. thailandensis bacteria with actin tails in naive and IFN-g-primed wild-type and GBP1 –/– HeLa cells.
Cells were treated with z-VAD-FMK (10mM) and infected for 5 h at an MOI of 30. Between 100 and 300 bacteria were counted per coverslip. (g) Time-lapse
fluorescence confocal microscopy of naive HeLa cells expressing N-terminally eGFP-tagged GBP1 and infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry (MOI of 50).
MNGCs are indicated by dashed white lines. DIC, differential interference contrast. Images were acquired every 3 min. Bars, 10mm. Data are representative
of results from at least three independent experiments (b, d, e, and g). Graphs show the means 6 SD, and data are pooled from three (c and f) or five (a)
independent experiments performed in duplicate. ns, not significant (by a parametric t test).
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MCC950, a known selective NLRP3 inhibitor (42, 43) (Fig. S3l), and quantified the per-
centage of ASC specks by fluorescence microscopy. Inhibition of NLRP3 activation
reduced ASC speck formation only in IFN-g-primed and not in unprimed hMDMs
(Fig. 5f and g), indicating that the noncanonical inflammasome is activated only in IFN-
g-primed hMDMs and that unprimed cells induce inflammasome activation by canoni-
cal inflammasomes. We also hypothesize that MNGCs were not observed in hMDMs

FIG 5 Interferon has a protective role against B. thailandensis infection in human bronchial epithelial cells, keratinocytes, and primary
macrophages. (a and c) Representative phase-contrast images (magnification, !40) of naive or IFN-g-primed HBEC3-KT and HaCaT
cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI of 100). In panel c, cells were pretreated with nontargeting (NT) siRNA or siRNA
targeting CASP4, GSDMD, and GBP1, 24 h prior to infection. The corresponding DNA was stained with Hoechst stain, and
multinucleated giant cells (MNGCs) are indicated by yellow outlines. Bars, 100mm. (b) Percentage of nuclei in MNGCs or in single cells
determined by counting the nuclei of naive or IFN-g-primed HBEC3-KT and HaCaT cells 20 h after infection with B. thailandensis (MOI
of 100) in 6 fields of view under each experimental condition. (d and e) Percentage of PI uptake in naive or IFN-g-primed hMDMs
infected with B. thailandensis (MOI of 30). (f and g) Percentage of ASC specks in naive or IFN-g-primed hMDMs infected with B.
thailandensis (MOI of 30) for 5 h in the presence or absence of the inhibitor MCC950. Data are representative of results from at least
three independent experiments (a and c). Graphs show the means 6 SD, and data are pooled from two independent experiments
performed in triplicate (b) or are representative of results from two independent experiments performed in duplicate (f and g) or
triplicate (d and e). The area under the curve (AUC) under each experimental condition was calculated (d and e), and data were
analyzed by a parametric t test. *, P, 0.05; **, P, 0.01; ***, P, 0.001; ns, not significant (by a parametric t test [f and g]).
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because pyroptotic cell death occurred too quickly in response to B. thailandensis
infection, even in naive cells. In conclusion, we demonstrate that the IFN-g-dependent
signaling axis described for HeLa cells upon Burkholderia infection is also found in
other human epithelial cells as well as in human primary macrophages.

DISCUSSION
This study provides the first evidence that in human epithelial cells, GBP-dependent

noncanonical inflammasome activation prevents B. thailandensis-induced MNGC forma-
tion in the early stages of infection. Our results suggest that GBP1 impairs B. thailandensis
cell-to-cell spread by triggering caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis of infected cells.

Previous work in mouse models of infection reported that both the Naip/NLRC4
inflammasome and the caspase-11 noncanonical inflammasome participate in the
immune response against Burkholderia (29, 32, 35). Interestingly, these reports showed
that both inflammasomes are connected given that caspase-1 activation in macro-
phages mediates IL-18 release to drive IFN-g-dependent caspase-11 activation in epi-
thelial cells. In agreement with this, we show that in human epithelial cells, IFNs and
caspase-4-dependent pyroptosis provide protection against Burkholderia infection,
whereas pyroptosis in primary hMDMs is driven by IFN-dependent and -independent
mechanisms. The latter observation correlates with data in murine BMDMs that sug-
gest that both the canonical and noncanonical pathways can be activated upon
Burkholderia infection (29–31). The importance of noncanonical inflammasome activa-
tion in response to Burkholderia is particularly evident in HeLa cells, which lack canoni-
cal inflammasome pathways, but even human bronchial epithelial cells and keratino-
cytes mainly activate the noncanonical inflammasome in response to Burkholderia,
suggesting that also in the human system, canonical inflammasome activation is re-
stricted to professional immune cells.

Our work provides further support for the notion that human GBP1 acts as a cyto-
solic pattern recognition receptor that binds LPS in order to activate caspase-4 and
restrict bacterial replication (17–21). Since GBP1 recruitment alone was not sufficient to
restrict Burkholderia replication, we propose that GBP1-dependent caspase-4 activation
is linked to its ability to recruit GBP2-4 to bacteria, which might amplify its effects.
Whether the GBP1-4 coat exerts a strong LPS surfactant effect in cells to disrupt bacte-
rial membranes or whether the coat directly interacts with and activates caspase-4 will
need to be addressed by additional studies. It is also conceivable that GSDMD pores
amplify noncanonical inflammasome activation by disrupting bacterial envelopes, as a
previous study showed that recombinant GSDMD reduces bacterial viability in vitro
upon caspase-1 processing and that bacteria were more susceptible to microbicidal
effectors when harvested from mouse wild-type macrophages rather than Gsdmd–/–

macrophages, which suggests that GSDMD can directly kill bacteria (44).
Disruption of the bacterial membrane was proposed to be the main mechanism by

which mouse GBPs promote inflammasome activation, as GBPs were found to induce
bacteriolysis by recruiting Irgb10 (27), a member of the IRG family of GTPases that are
found in mouse but not human cells. However, a more recent study by the same
authors suggested that during B. thailandensis infection, mouse GBPs do not lyse bac-
teria or activate the inflammasome but rather restrict B. thailandensis infection by in-
hibiting bacterial actin-based motility (33). Specifically, the higher number of multinu-
cleation events observed in Gbp2 –/–, Gbp5 –/–, and GbpChr3 knockout (GbpChr3 -KO)
BMDMs than in wild-type macrophages has been associated with the ability of GBPs to
inhibit the host Arp2/3-dependent actin polymerization machinery and, consequently,
Burkholderia actin tail formation (33). A similar mechanism has been reported in human
cell lines infected with Shigella flexneri, in which the hierarchical targeting of GBPs on
the bacteria, reliant on GBP1, impairs Shigella actin-based motility, delaying its spread
(16, 39, 41). Parting ways with the literature, we did not observe any impairment in the
polymerization of the Burkholderia actin tails upon GBP targeting in human cells, con-
firming that the main function of GBPs in response to B. thailandensis infection is to
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serve as a signaling platform for caspase-4 recruitment and activation. Furthermore,
GBP1 -deficient cells show a level of MNGC formation similar to those of CASP4 - and
GSDMD-deficient cells, arguing that in human cells, GBPs restrict replication via pyrop-
tosis induction and not by additional inflammasome-independent mechanisms. It is
possible that this discrepancy results from species-dependent differences since addi-
tional IFN-induced factors that are not expressed in human epithelial cells might
account for the restriction of Burkholderia actin dynamics.

In summary, our study is the first to report that interferon restricts the multinuclea-
tion events induced by B. thailandensis through the pyroptosis of infected cells. It is im-
portant to keep in mind, though, that B. thailandensis is less pathogenic than other
species of the B. pseudomallei complex that cause severe disease in humans (1–4).
Therefore, further studies are needed to understand whether interferon improves the
clearance of Burkholderia species that are most adapted to infect humans or whether
more-pathogenic species have found ways of escaping GBP/inflammasome-mediated
immune surveillance.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Bacterial and mammalian cell culture. All bacteria were grown at 37°C in an orbital shaker. B. thai-

landensis strain E264 and its isogenic strain expressing mCherry2 were kindly provided by Marek Basler
(Biozentrum, Basel, Switzerland) and were grown in lysogeny broth (LB) medium supplemented with 5
g/liter NaCl. Shigella flexneri M90T expressing the adhesin AfaI was provided by Jost Enninga (Institut
Pasteur, Paris, France) and was grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB) supplemented with ampicillin (50mg/
ml). Wild-type HeLa (ATCC CCL-2) and CRISPR-Cas9 knockout HeLa cell lines, generated as previously
described (17), were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Gibco) supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS; BioConcept). HaCaT cells, obtained from CLS (Cell Lines Service) GmbH,
were grown in RPMI 1640 (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FCS. HBEC3-KT cells (ATCC) were grown in
bronchial/tracheal epithelial cell growth medium (Cell Applications, Inc.). Human primary monocyte-
derived macrophages (hMDMs) were purified from buffy coats obtained from the Swiss Red Cross and
cultured as described previously (45). Cells were grown at 37°C with 5% CO2.

Infection assays.When indicated, cells were primed for 16 h with human IFN-g (Peprotech) at a con-
centration of 10 ng/ml for HeLa cells and hMDMs or 2.5 ng/ml for HBEC3-KT and HaCaT cells. B. thailan-
densis cultures grown overnight were adjusted to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 1, subcultured
1:20, and grown until mid-exponential phase (OD600 = 0.4 to 0.6). S. flexneri cultures grown overnight
were subcultured 1/100 and grown until mid-exponential phase (OD600 = 0.4 to 0.6). Before infection,
bacteria were collected by centrifugation, washed, and resuspended in Opti-MEM (Gibco). Bacteria were
added to confluent cells in 96-well plates (HeLa, 5! 104 cells/well; HBEC3-KT, 2.5! 104 cells/well; HaCaT,
1! 105 cells/well; hMDMs, 8! 104 cells/well) at different multiplicities of infection (MOIs), as described
in the figure legends. For B. thailandensis infections, plates were then centrifuged at 300! g for 5min at
37°C and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. For S. flexneri infections, plates were just incubated at 37°C for
30min. Noninternalized bacteria were then removed by washing cells three times with prewarmed me-
dium, and cells were incubated with Opti-MEM containing 250mg/ml kanamycin, in the case of B. thai-
landensis infections, or 100mg/ml gentamicin, in the case of S. flexneri infections, in order to kill extracel-
lular bacteria. At the desired time points postinfection (p.i.), cells were either processed for CFU analysis
(CFU), multinucleated giant cell (MNGC) quantification, propidium iodide (PI) uptake, or Western blot
analysis or fixed for immunofluorescence assays. To determine CFU, infected cells were gently washed
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and lysed with water containing 0.2% Triton X-100 at the indicated
time points. Bacteria were then serially diluted and plated onto LB agar.

MNGC quantification assay. Starting at 20h p.i., HeLa, HBEC3-KT, and HaCaT cells were stained with
Hoechst stain (1:1,000) and examined by fluorescence microscopy. The extent of multinucleation was meas-
ured by counting nuclei in 6 fields of view under each experimental condition using Fiji software.

Plasmids. Plasmids expressing N-terminally fluorescently tagged GBPs were generated by inserting
the GBP coding sequences at the XhoI/HindIII sites of pEGFP-C1 (Clontech) (17). Doxycycline-inducible
eGFP and doxycycline-inducible mCherry plasmids were generated by amplifying eGFP and mCherry
generated as described above by PCR and inserting the coding sequences at the BamHI site of the
pLVX-Puro vector (Clontech). Plasmids expressing LifeAct-eGFP were generated by amplifying eGFP
from pLJM1-eGFP (Addgene) and inserting the sequence into the NheI and BstBI cloning sites of a
LifeAct-iRFP670 (Addgene) plasmid. All cloning was performed using In-Fusion cloning technology
(Clontech), and plasmids were verified by sequencing. When required, HeLa cells were transfected with
expression plasmids as previously described (17).

Lentiviral particle production and HeLa cell transduction. Lentiviral particles were produced by
transfecting HEK293T cells. Cells seeded into a 6-well plate at a density of 1! 106 cells/well 24 h prior to
transfection were transfected with expression plasmids (pLVX-GFP and pLVX-mCherry), packaging plas-
mid psPax2 (1.9mg), and envelope plasmid pVSV-G (0.2mg) using jetPRIME (Polyplus), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. After a 24-h incubation, HEK293T medium containing lentiviral particles was
transferred to HeLa cells seeded at a density of 0.8! 106 cells/well in a 6-well plate. HeLa cells were cen-
trifuged at 2,900 rpm for 90 min and incubated for 48 h (medium was changed after incubation
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overnight). Puromycin (5.0mg/ml; InvivoGen) was added to the medium for 6 to 8 days in order to posi-
tively select transduced cells.

Microscopy, time-lapse imaging, and image analysis. Fluorescence and phase-contrast images of
nonfixed samples were obtained using a Leica DFC3000G instrument (40! objective) for MNGC quantifi-
cation. For fluorescence microscopy of fixed samples, infected HeLa cells and hMDMs were washed
twice with PBS and fixed for 20 to 30min with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences).
Cells were washed four times with PBS and incubated with Hoechst stain (1:1,000) and, when indicated,
with CellMask green actin tracking stain (catalog number A57243; Thermo Fisher Scientific) to label
F-actin. For ASC speck formation assays, hMDMs were permeabilized with 0.05% saponin and blocked
with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Coverslips were then incubated with anti-ASC antibody (catalog
number sc-22514-R; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) (1:1,000), washed four times with PBS, and incubated
with Hoechst stain (1:1,000). Samples were then analyzed by confocal microscopy by imaging with a
Zeiss LSM800 confocal laser scanning microscope using a 63!/1.4-numerical-aperture (NA) oil objective
by acquiring Z-stacks with a 300-nm step size. For live imaging, HeLa cells plated onto 8-well m-slides
(Ibidi) at a density of 1! 105 cells/well were infected as described above. Extracellular B. thailandensis
bacteria were removed by washing with warm Opti-MEM, and time-lapse microscopy of living cells was
performed in Opti-MEM supplemented with kanamycin (250mg/ml) at 37°C using a motorized xyz stage
with autofocus. Samples were imaged with a Zeiss LSM800 confocal laser scanning microscope using a
63!/1.4-NA oil objective by acquiring Z-stacks with a 600-nm step size. Data were further analyzed and
processed using Fiji software, and all fluorescence-derived images shown correspond to maximum
three-dimensional (3D) projections.

siRNA-mediated knockdown. HaCaT (5! 104 cells/well) and HBEC3-KT (2.5! 104 cells/well) cells
were seeded into a 96-well plate and transfected with 25 nM or 30 nM Stealth RNAi siRNAs (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) using Lipofectamine RNAiMax (Thermo Fisher Scientific). By 7 to 8 h posttransfection,
cells were primed with human IFN-g for 16 h and then infected as described above. Phase-contrast
images of siRNA knockdown cells were acquired at 20 to 24 h p.i. to assess MNGC formation. The siRNA-
mediated knockdown effectiveness was tested by Western blot analysis. The siRNAs used are as follows:
the siRNA negative control, indicated as nontargeting (NT) siRNA (catalog number 12935300; Thermo
Fisher Scientific); siRNA targeting CASP4 (siCASP4) (catalog number HSS141457; Thermo Fisher
Scientific); siGSDMD (catalog number HSS149278; Thermo Fisher Scientific); and siGBP1 (catalog number
HSS104021; Thermo Fisher Scientific).

PI uptake and Western blot analysis. Cell permeabilization was quantified by measuring PI uptake.
PI (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the medium at 12.5mg/ml, and fluorescence was measured
over time using a Cytation5 plate reader (BioTek). To account for spontaneous cell permeabilization, PI
uptake was normalized to 100% lysis and the uninfected control. Western blot analysis was performed
by lysing cells in 1! sample buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the addition of 66mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.4),
2% SDS, and 10mM dithiothreitol (DTT). In assays where we checked caspase-4 processing by Western
blotting, cell lysates were combined with precipitated supernatants. Samples were boiled for 5min at
95°C, and proteins were separated using 12% SDS-PAGE. Proteins were then transferred onto 0.2-mm
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes using the Trans-Blot Turbo system (Bio-Rad). Membranes
were blocked in a solution of Tris-buffered saline–Tween (TBS-T) with 5% milk and incubated with pri-
mary antibody, followed by incubation with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-coupled secondary antibod-
ies. Western blot membranes were analyzed by Fusion Solo S (Vilber) using the Pierce ECL Western blot-
ting substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or the Pierce ECL Plus Western blotting substrate (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). The antibodies employed are as follows: mouse anti-caspase-4 clone 4B9 (catalog num-
ber ADI-AAM-114-E; Enzo Life Science) (1:750), rabbit anti-GSDMD (catalog number ab210070; Abcam)
(1:1,000), rabbit anti-GSDMD (catalog number CSB-PA009956GA01HU; Cusabio) (1:1,000), rabbit anti-
GBP1 (catalog number ab131255; Abcam) (1:1,000), mouse anti-alpha-tubulin-HRP conjugate (catalog
number ab40742; Abcam) (1:1,000), goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (catalog number 4030-05; Southern
Biotech) (1:5,000), and goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP (catalog number 1034-05; Southern Biotech) (1:5,000).

Data analysis. Data analysis was performed using Gen5, GraphPad Prism v9, Microsoft Excel, and Fiji
software. Statistical significance is indicated as *, **, or *** for a P value of ,0.05, ,0.01, or ,0.001,
respectively.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material is available online only.
FIG S1, TIF file, 1.7 MB.
FIG S2 , TIF file, 1.4 MB.
FIG S3 , TIF file, 0.9 MB.
MOVIE S1, AVI file, 9.6 MB.
MOVIE S2 , AVI file, 12.1 MB.
MOVIE S3 , AVI file, 1.9 MB.
MOVIE S4 , AVI file, 8.6 MB.
MOVIE S5 , AVI file, 2.8 MB.
MOVIE S6 , AVI file, 3 MB.
MOVIE S7 , AVI file, 11.3 MB.
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Summary of the results 
Inflammasomes are cytosolic multiprotein signaling complexes that are activated 

upon PRRs-mediated recognition of pathogen-derived ligands or endogenous 

danger signals. Their assembly activates the downstream inflammatory caspase-1 

and caspase-4/-5 (human) or caspase-11 (mouse) that induce cytokine release and 

pyroptotic cell death through the cleavage of the pore-forming effector GSDMD. TLR 

signaling, as well as type I and II IFNs, have been found to fine-tune inflammasome-

mediated responses. Indeed, the GBPs, a family of IFN-induced GTPases, were 

shown to control activation of the non-canonical inflammasome in response to 

cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria and LPS. Moreover, in mouse macrophages, Gbps 

are also controlling the activation of the canonical inflammasomes, as the 

membranolytic effect exerted by Gbp-dependent recruitment of Irgb10 on F. novicida 

is necessary for DNA release and activation of the cytosolic DNA sensor Aim2. 

Finally, it has been reported that murine Gbp5 promotes the assembly of the Nlrp3 

inflammasome in response to bacteria and soluble inflammasome priming agents, 

but not crystalline stimuli.  

Mice feature 11 Gbps, which can be found on 2 clusters on chromosome 3 and 

chromosome 5 respectively. The study of the role of murine Gbps in host defense is 

restricted to Gbps on chromosome 3 due to the availability of GbpChr3-KO mice. Thus 

far comparable tools are lacking for the Gbp cluster on chromosome 5, and not the 

precise function of these GBPs is still unclear, although knock-down studies suggest 

a role in antimicrobial defense as well364.  

Here we have used CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing to create GbpChr5–/– knock-out 

mice and a new line of GbpChr3–/– knock-out mice in order to study the role of all 

murine Gbps. We found that mGbps on chromosome 5 do not contribute to 

canonical inflammasome activation, but that they play an important role in the 

activation of the non-canonical inflammasome pathway by LPS. Intriguingly, the 

involvement of GbpChr5 in LPS-driven caspase-11 activation is priming dependent 

and only detectable upon IFNg priming, but not in LPS or type I IFN primed cells. 

Among the 6 family members on mGbpChr5, Gbp4 plays a prominent role, revealing 

close similarities in the hierarchical organization of murine and human GBPs.  
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Abstract 
GBPs, a family of large IFN-inducible GTPases, have been found to participate in 

cell autonomous immunity against viruses, bacteria, and protozoan parasites. A 

consistent feature among GBP-expressing species is their organization into 

multigenic clustered chromosome families; for example, the 7 human GBPs are 

organized in a single cluster on chromosome 1, whereas the 11 murine Gbps are 

distributed in two clusters on chromosomes 3 and 5. Both human and murine GBPs 

have been shown to control the activation of inflammasomes, multiprotein cytosolic 

signaling complexes that are activated upon recognition of pathogen-derived ligands 

or endogenous danger signals by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). Specifically, 

both the mouse GbpChr3 cluster and human GBP1-4 promote the activation of 

caspase-11 and its human ortholog caspase-4, respectively. In addition, GbpChr3 

participates in Aim2 inflammasome activation in response to F. novicida infection, 

but not after poly (dA:dT) transfection. In contrast, very little is known about the role 

of GbpChr5 in antimicrobial defense. Here we generated GbpChr3- and GbpChr5-

deficient mice using CRISPR-Cas9 genomic editing. We found that GbpChr5 

controls LPS-driven caspase-11 activation in a priming-dependent manner: their 

participation is only detectable under IFNg priming conditions. Furthermore, 

experiments with loss-of-function siRNA revealed that among GbpChr5, mGbp4 is 

crucial for noncanonical inflammasome activation. 
 
Introduction 
Cellular self-defenses aid multicellular organisms to cope with microbial challenges. 

The host cell’s ability to contrast threats is termed cell-autonomous immunity and it 

includes effector mechanisms conserved across the phyla. Beyond constitutive host 

defense factors, vertebrates have developed additional factors transcribed in 

response to cytokines, such as the IFNs, and TLRs signaling cascade471. The IFNs 

are one of the most potent signals to drive a wide variety of effector mechanisms to 

fight intracellular pathogens, indeed, IFN priming upregulates the transcription of the 

so-called IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs), which encode proteins involved in the 

restriction of viruses, bacteria, and parasites107. The most effective containment 

strategies elicited by the IFN-induced Guanylate-Binding Proteins (GBPs), a protein 

family whose members harbor a globular GTPase domain at the N-terminal and a 
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helical domain at the C-terminal, responsible for protein-protein/protein-lipid 

interaction362,363,365. A consistent feature across species is their organization into 

clustered multigene families; in fact, humans have a single cluster on chromosome 1 

that includes 7 GBP, whereas mice have two clusters, on chromosomes 3 and 5, 

comprising a total of 11 Gbp362,363,365. Besides disrupting the parasite’s vacuole and 

blocking bacterial actin-based motility, they cooperate in the activation of the 

inflammasome machinery78,356,380,430,431,433. 

The inflammasome is an intracellular signaling complex that confers host resistance 

against microbial pathogens. They are assembled upon pattern-recognition 

receptors (PRRs)-mediated recognition of inflammatory ligands, such as pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) or damage-associated molecular patterns 

(DAMPs) in the cytosol of host cells435. Interaction between inflammasomes and 

ISGs gene products is best highlighted by cytosolic sensing of LPS, the major 

component of the Gram-negative bacterial outer membrane. It has been proposed 

that cytosolic LPS is detected by caspase-4/-11 (the so-called noncanonical 

inflammasome), causing its oligomerization and activation. Caspase-11/-4 activates 

GSDMD to trigger pyroptosis, but while caspase-11 is unable to mature cytokines 

such as IL-1b/-18, caspase-4 is able to mature IL-18289,451. It has been shown that in 

mouse bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDM), caspase-11 activation in 

response to cytosolic LPS also requires the expression of IFN-inducible GTPases, 

Gbps, and IRGs, such as Irgb10253,256. Contrary to the mouse model, targeting of 

human GBP to cytosolic bacteria does not induce bacteriolysis but instead results in 

the formation of a platform for caspase-4 activation. Recent work by our laboratory 

and a related study by Wandel et al. shown that in human epithelial cells infected 

with S. Typhimurium, GBP1 is recruited to the surface of cytosolic bacteria and 

directly interacts with LPS, allowing the recruitment of other GBPs (GBP2-4) and 

caspase-4 on the bacterial surface. Hence, GBP1 can be considered a bonafide 

cytosolic LPS sensor360,456. 

Gbps take part also in the activation of the canonical inflammasome, indeed the 

membranolytic effect exerted by Gbp-dependent recruitment of Irgb10 on F. novicida 

contributes to the activation of the Aim2 inflammasome, a cytosolic double-stranded 

DNA sensor256. Finally, it has been reported that murine Gbp5 promotes the 

assembly of the Nlrp3 inflammasome in response to bacteria and soluble 
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inflammasome priming agents, but not crystalline stimuli367. The study of the role of 

murine Gbps in host defense is restricted to Gbps on chromosome 3 due to the 

availability of GbpChr3-deficient mice409. For Gbps on chromosome 5, however, no 

precise function or deletion has yet been reported, although experiments with small-

interfering RNA (siRNA) suggest that they may play a role in antimicrobial 

defense364. 

Here we first reported the generation of a GbpChr5–/– and a new GbpCh3–/– mice line 

via CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing, in order to study all the mGbps. We found that 

Gbps on chromosome 5 are dispensable for canonical inflammasome activations. 

Instead, mGbpChr5 contribute to the activation of the non-canonical inflammasome. 

Interestingly, the involvement of mGbpChr5 in LPS-driven caspase-11-activation is 

priming-dependent and only detectable after IFNg stimulation. Eventually, among the 

6 family members on mGbpChr5, Gbp4 plays a prominent role, revealing close 

similarities in the hierarchical organization of murine and human GBPs.  

 

1. Generation of GbpChr3- and GbpChr5-deficient mice 
The 11 murine Gbps are distributed in two clusters on chromosome 3 and 

chromosome 5, respectively362. Whereas chromosome 3-cluster deficient mice have 

been reported, no mouse models lacking the chromosome 5 cluster were available, 

although knock-down experiments have shown their involvement in antimicrobial 

defense364,409. Therefore, to address whether the mGbpChr5 participate in the 

inflammasome activation, we used CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering to generate 

chromosome 5-cluster deficient mice by removing the whole locus containing Gbp4, 

6, 8, 9, 10, and 11. In brief, GbpChr5−/− mice were generated by using two targeting 

gRNAs (5’-TAGCCCAGGATAGGTTGTAC-3’ and 5’- 

GAGCGACTAGGACCAATCAGG -3’) and in-vitro translated Cas9 mRNA were co-

microinjected into C57BL/6 zygotes (Fig.3.1 a). Deletion of the locus was checked by 

PCR.  

The widely used chromosome 3-cluster deficient mice (hereinafter referred to as Old 

GbpChr3–/–) were not generated by CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing, but by implanting 

129 substrains embryonic stem (ES) cells harboring the chromosome 3 deletion into 

a C57BL/6 blastocyst376. Chimeric mice with the knockout allele were then 

backcrossed with C57BL/6 to make the mixed genetic background of the offspring 
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uniform to the desired genetic background409. Although microinjection of ES into the 

blastocyst has been a powerful tool for generating knockout mice, recent studies 

have revealed that improper back-crossing or passenger mutation from the 129 

strain in genes neighboring the target gene account for many of the observed 

phenotypes in common knock-out lines472,473. Hence, we determined the level of 

back-crossing of our old GbpChr3–/– mice (that should have been back-crossed for 

close to 10 generations) by sending their genomic material to the Dartmouse facility 

for a genetic background check. The chromosome map of GbpChr3–/– mice, which 

identifies the genetic background of each of the SNP loci throughout the genome, 

disclosed that these mice still harbor 15% of the genome from the 129 line (Fig.3.1 b, 

c). Therefore, we set out to generate a new GbpChr3–/– mouse line via CRISPR-Cas9-

mediated gene disruption. We targeted the GBP chromosome 3 locus, which 

contains Gbp1, Gbp2, Gbp3, Gbp5, and Gbp7, with two gRNAs (5’-

GATTTGCCCTGCCCCGCCTG-3’ and 5’-GCGTTCCCCAGTGATGCCTG-3’) and 

verified the deletion by PCR (Fig.3.1 d) 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Generation of GbpChr3- and GbpChr5-deficient mice. a) Gene targeting strategy for 

GbpChr5 locus by CRISPR-Cas9 technology. b) and c) Tested SNPs from Dartmouse genetic 

background check. C57BL/6 SNPs are represented in green, 129 SNPs are in yellow, and 

heterozygous SNPs are represented in purple. Uninformative SNPs (-); uninterpretable SNPs (x). d) 
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Gene targeting strategy for GbpChr3 locus by CRISPR-Cas9 technology. d) Gene targeting strategy for 

GbpChr3 locus by CRISPR-Cas9 technology. 

 
2. The cluster of Gbps on chromosome 5 does not promote canonical 
inflammasome activation. 
PRRs are essential in orchestrating innate immune responses by sensing microbial 

products. A number of these detect nucleic acids (e.g., DNA or RNA), such as the 

AIM2, which recognizes cytosolic double-stranded DNA by its HIN-200 domain474. 

Aim2 activation initiates inflammasome assembly leading to GSDMD-dependent 

pyroptosis and maturation of the pyrogenic cytokines, IL-1b/-18, through caspase-1 

activation245. AIM2 responds to synthetic DNA, DNA virus as well as a number of 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, such as F. novicida, L. monocytogenes, 

and Legionella pneumophila (L. pneumophila)252. Interestingly, activation of the Aim2 

inflammasome in BMDMs infected with F. novicida requires IFN production, as Gbps 

on chromosome 3, mainly Gbp2 and Gbp5, and Irgb10, lyse intracellular bacteria to 

release Francisella-derived nucleic acids into the cytosol253,256. In contrast, 

transfection of synthetic double-stranded DNA such as poly(dA:dT) or viral infection 

does not require IFN stimulation256. Indeed, consistent with published studies, 

transfection of poly(dA:dT) into LPS-stimulated BMDMs caused massive cell death 

that is Aim2-dependent but GbpChr3-independent (Fig.3.2 a). We next examined 

whether mGbpChr5 could participate in Aim2-driven cell death; however, LDH 

release was not abolished in GbpChr5–/– BMDMs, ruling out the potential involvement 

of mGbpChr5 in Aim2 inflammasome activation (Fig.3.2 a). Similarly, transfection of 

poly(dA:dT) induced robust IL-1b release, as measured by ELISA assay, and the 

release of the mature cytokine was abolished in Aim2–/– macrophages, while it was 

unaffected by Gbps deficiency (Fig.3.2 b).  
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Figure 3.2 The cluster of Gbps on chromosome 5 do not promote canonical inflammasome 
activation. a) to b) BMDMs were primed with LPS (50 ng/mL) for 16 hours. a) and b) LDH and IL-1b 

release in wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, GbpChr5–/–, and Aim2–/– BMDMs 2.5 hours post-transfection with poly 

(dA:dT). c) and d) LDH and IL-1b release in wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, GbpChr5–/–, and Nlrp3–/– BMDMs 1 

hour after nigericin (5uM) treatment. Graphs show the means ± standard deviations (SD), and data 

are pooled from two (b) or three (a) independent experiments performed in triplicates. *, P < 0.05; **, 

P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 (by ordinary one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA].  

 

Canonical Nlrp3 inflammasome is induced by various soluble and/or crystalline 

stimuli or in response to bacterial infection475. It has been proposed that Gbp5 

cooperates in Nlrp3 inflammasome assembly in response to several stimuli, 

including nigericin and Listeria and Salmonella infection. As a matter of fact, 

significant loss of IL-1b/IL-18 release along with cleavage of caspase-1 was evident 

in Gbp5-deficient BMDMs367. Contradicting these findings, we observed no reduction 

in LDH and IL-1b release in nigericin-treated GbpChr3-deficient cells after stimulation 

with LPS (Fig.3.2 a, b). The rate of cell death and the amount of IL-1b release also 

remained unchanged in GbpChr5-knockout macrophages, thus excluding that they 

may contribute to Nlrp3 inflammasome activation. (Fig.3.2 a, b).  

 

Taken together, these results indicate that canonical inflammasomes function 

independently from the Gbp cluster on chromosome 5. 

 

3. Gbp cluster on chromosome 5 does not impair Burkholderia actin-based 
motility. 
Cytosolic Shigella flexneri (S. flexneri) is targeted by human GBP1-4 in a hierarchical 

and GBP1-dependent manner. Interestingly, GBP1-decorated bacteria retain the 

ability to replicate in the cytosol but fail to polymerize actin tails and thus the ability to 

spread throughout cells430,431. Likewise, in mouse bone marrow-derived 

macrophages, GbpChr3 have been found to decorate Burkholderia thailandensis (B. 

thailandensis) that escapes endocytic compartments and impair its actin-based 

motility433. Therefore, we examined the possibility that GbpChr5, as well as Gbps on 

chromosome 3, may participate in actin-based restriction of bacterial motility. By 

confocal microscopy, we quantified the amount of Burkholderia actin tails-positive 

bacteria in wild-type, GbpChr3–/– and GbpChr5–/– BMDM under naïve or IFNg primed 
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conditions (to stimulate Gbp induction). In agreement with previous results, in IFNg-

stimulated wild-type BMDMs, we detected few actin tails-positive bacteria compared 

with those found in GbpChr3–/– BMDMs (Fig.3.3 a, b). In contrast, we found that IFNg 

stimulation antagonizes actin tails polymerization in GbpChr5-deficient macrophages 

in a manner comparable to IFNg-primed wild-type cells, implying no role for those 

Gbps in restricting bacterial spread (Fig.3.3 a, b).  

 

 
Figure 3.3 Gbp cluster on chromosome 5 does not impair Burkholderia actin-based motility. a) 
to c) BMDMs were primed with IFNg (10ng/mL) for 16 hours prior infection with B. thailandensis-

mCherry (MOI 50). a) Representative fluorescence confocal microscopy images of IFNg-primed wild-

type, GbpChr3–/–, and GbpChr5–/– cells infected with B. thailandensis-mCherry (purple) for 6 h. F-actin 

(green) was labeled with CellMask green actin tracking stain, and DNA (blue) was stained by Hoechst 

stain. Bars, 80 um. b) Percentage of B. thailandensis actin tails positive bacteria in naïve and IFNg-

primed wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, and GbpChr5–/– 6 post-infections. At least 300 to 400 bacteria per coverslip 

were counted. c) LDH release in unprimed and IFNg-stimulated wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, and GbpChr5–/– 

BMDMs 6 hours p.i with B. thailandensis-mCherry. Graphs show the means ± standard deviations 

(SD), and data are pooled from two (b) or three (c) independent experiments performed in duplicates 
(b) or triplicates (c).  

 
To exclude that IFNg priming inhibits actin tail polymerization by promoting 

inflammasome activation, we measured cell death in wild-type and GbpChr5 - and 

GbpChr3 -knockout cells infected with B. thailandensis. Notably, wild-type cells 

showed a similar rate of LDH release as Gbp-deficient BMDMs (Fig.3.3 c), 

suggesting that IFNg inhibits actin tail polymerization by promoting Gbp expression 

but not cell death. 

 

Thus, in contrast to Gbps located on chromosome 3, Gbps on chromosome 5 do not 
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restrain bacterial actin-dependent motility. 

 
4. Gbps on chromosome 5 orchestrate the non-canonical inflammasome 

activation in IFNg-primed conditions. 
The response to cytosolic LPS triggers pyroptosis, an inflammatory form of cell 

death, by binding murine caspase-11 or human caspase-4. These non-canonical 

inflammatory caspases regulate pyroptosis by enzymatically cleaving the pore-

forming protein GSDMD, whose N-terminal domain oligomerizes to form a pore in 

the plasma membrane that leads to cell death288,289,445,456. Interestingly, activation of 

the non-canonical inflammasome can also trigger the maturation of proinflammatory 

cytokines; in fact, the potassium efflux resulting from the caspase-4/-11-induced 

GSDMD pores activates NLRP3 and subsequently caspase-1293. For optimal 

activation, the noncanonical inflammasome requires IFN priming, which 

simultaneously upregulates the expression of caspase-11 and the Gbps, which are 

recruited directly to the bacterial membrane, where they support the release of 

microbial ligands 289,436. This can be achieved by TLR agonists, such as LPS, which 

induces NFkB-dependent pro-IL-1b/-18 upregulation and indirectly caspase-11 and 

Gbps expression via TRIF-dependent type I IFN production186,302. In addition, these 

IFN-inducible genes can also be upregulated by type I IFNs (IFNa/b) or IFNg, the 

sole type II IFN, signaling through STATs130,364. Notably, type I and II IFN priming 

does not activate the NFkB signaling cascade and, therefore, increases the 

expression of neither pro-inflammatory cytokines nor NLRP3. Also, previous studies 

have shown that Gbp expression is highly upregulated by IFNg and to a lesser extent 

by type I IFNs364. 
To determine the relative abilities of type I/II IFNs and LPS to induce caspase-11-

dependent pyroptosis, we stimulated wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, GbpChr5–/–, and Casp11–/– 

BMDMs for 16 hours with LPS, IFNb, or IFNg prior to LPS transfection and monitored 

inflammasome activation by measuring LDH release. As expected, priming 

significantly increased LDH release compared with the non-priming condition, 

although to a lesser extent in the case of stimulation with type I IFN (Fig.3.4 a). 

Notably, the rate of cell death was significantly higher under IFNg priming conditions 

than under other stimuli (Fig.3.4 a). Consistent with previous studies, caspase-11 

inflammasome activation by cytosolic LPS was dependent on GbpChr3 in response 
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to all priming agents256,444,445. Surprisingly, in IFNg-stimulated BMDMs, LPS-induced 

cell death also depended on GbpChr5 (Fig.3.4 a). To test whether the Gbp 

chromosome 5-dependent cell death detected in response to IFNg is also reflected in 

reduced inflammatory cytokine maturation, we evaluated IL-1b release in naive, 

LPS- and LPS/IFNg-primed BMDM transfected with LPS. Double priming is 

necessary to assess IL-1b production since IFNs do not promote the NF-kB 

signaling cascade. We found that priming agents enhance IL-1b production, as the 

level of IL-1b release detected under naïve conditions is significantly lower than 

under stimulated conditions (Fig.3.4 b). In addition, we detected decreased IL-1b 

release in GbpChr3–/– BMDMs in response to both LPS and LPS/IFNg priming (Fig. 3.4 

b), whereas dependence on GbpChr5 was only observed under double priming 

conditions (Fig.3.4 b), supporting the hypothesis that Gbps on chromosome 5 are 

required for optimal caspase-11 activation if cells are stimulated with IFNg. To test if 

Gbp chromosome 5 cluster orchestrates the activation of the AIM2 and NLRP3 

inflammasomes upon type II IFN stimulation, we evaluated the release of LDH and 

IL-1b in response to poly (dA:dT) transfection or nigericin treatment in IFNg-primed 

BMDMs. However, no detectable reduction of inflammatory cytokine and cell death 

was observed, confirming that those mGbps do not participate in the activation of the 

canonical inflammasomes even under these conditions (data not shown).  

 

 
Figure 3.4 Gbps on chromosome 5 orchestrate the non-canonical inflammasome activation in 
IFNg-primed conditions. a) Wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, GbpChr5–/–, and Casp11–/– BMDMs were primed for 
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16 h overnight with the following treatments: unprimed (N/A), IFNg (10ng/mL), IFNb (10 ng/mL), or 

LPS (50 ng/mL). LDH release was measured 6 hours post-transfection with LPS (5 ug/mL). b) 
BMDMs were left unprimed or primed with LPS for 16 hours or with IFNg (16h) and LPS (4h) prior to 

transfection with LPS. IL-1b release was measured 6 hours post LPS transfection. c) LDH release in 

IFNg-primed (16h) wild-type, GbpChr3–/–, GbpChr5–/–, and Casp11–/– was measured 22 hours after 

infection with S. Typhimurium ΔorgA/fliC/fljAB (MOI 50). Graphs show the means ± standard 

deviations (SD), and data are pooled from three (a) or two (b, d) independent experiments performed 

in triplicates or are representative of one (c) independent experiments performed in triplicates. *, 

P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 (by ordinary one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA]. 

 

Since Gbps are required for non-canonical inflammasome activation in response to 

cytosolic S. Typhimurium256,362,365, we decided to assess whether GbpChr5 are also 

required in response to bacterial infection. To test this, we primed mouse wild-type, 

GbpChr3–/–, GbpChr5–/–, and Casp11–/– BMDMs with IFNg for 16 hours and we 

performed the infection with stationary phase S. Typhimurium ΔorgA/fliC/fljAB strain, 

which lacks SPI-1, T3SS, and flagellin, to prevent Nlrc4 inflammasome activation. 

Cell death was strongly impaired in GbpChr3-deficient and Casp11–/– macrophages, 

suggesting that Salmonella infection in IFNg-activated BMDMs activates the 

noncanonical inflammasome (Fig.3.4 c). In analogy with the phenotype observed in 

response to LPS transfection, we found that GbpChr5 are involved in Salmonella-

induced pyroptosis since the rate of cell death was reduced in BMDMs lacking 

GbpChr5 expression when compared with wild-type cells (Fig.3.4 c).  

 

Taken together these results confirmed that GbpChr5 participate in activating the 

non-canonical inflammasome, but this is only observed in IFNg-stimulated cells. 

 

5. IFNg-stimulated macrophages require murine Gbp4 for optimal caspase-11 
inflammasome activation. 
Because noncanonical inflammasome activation under IFNg-primed conditions 

required GbpChr5, but not upon stimulation with type I IFN, we hypothesized that 

different priming agents induce the expression of a different set of mGbps. 

Specifically, we thought that LPS and IFNb induce uniquely the expression of Gbps 

encoded on chromosome 3, whereas IFNg upregulates the expression of both Gbps 

on chromosome 3 and 5, thus amplifying the level of non-canonical inflammasome 
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activation, which is consistent with higher LDH levels in LPS-transfected IFNg-primed 

BMDMs (Fig.3.4 a). To test this hypothesis, we monitored by RT-qPCR the mRNA 

expression of all Gbp-encoding genes in wild-type BMDMs under different priming 

conditions; the results are represented as the ratio of target gene expression in 

treatment versus unprimed BMDMs. We found that the chromosome 3 cluster of 

Gbp-encoding genes were induce by IFNg priming to a greater extent than LPS or 

IFNb stimulation (Fig.3.5. a). Remarkably, we found that GBPs on chromosome 5 

were most strongly induced by IFNg priming and much less by LPS or IFNb (Fig.3.5 

b), indicating that indeed the expression levels could account for the differences 

observed before. Also, the expression of mGbp10 did not increase in response to 

any priming agent, raising the hypothesis that it may be mutated into a pseudogene. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 INFg-stimulated macrophages require murine Gbp4 for optimal caspase-11 
inflammasome activation. a) and b) Fold-change mRNA expression of different murine Gbp genes 

in wild-type BMDMs primed with LPS (50 ng/mL), IFNb (10 ng/mL), or IFNg (10ng/mL) for 16 hours, or 

double primed with IFNg overnight and LPS for 4 hours. c) and d) LDH release in IFNg-stimulated 

wild-type BMDMs transfected for 6 h with LPS (5 ug/mL). BMDMs were treated with the indicated 

siRNA for 48 h before transfection. Graphs show the means ± standard deviations (SD), and data are 

representative of three (a, b) independent experiments performed in duplicates or are pooled (c, d) 
from three independent experiments performed in triplicates. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 

(by ordinary one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA]. 
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To better define which individual Gbps on chromosome 3 or chromosome 5 were 

necessary for LPS-induced non-canonical inflammasome activation, we next used 

siRNA to knock-down the Gbps in both clusters. As proposed by a recent pre-

print377, RNA interference-mediated silencing of Gbp cluster expression on 

chromosome 3 in IFNg-stimulated wild-type BMDMs revealed a consistent reduction 

in LDH release in cells lacking Gbp2 and Gbp3 after transfection with LPS (Fig.3.5 

c), indicating their pivotal role in caspase-11 driven inflammasome377. Based on the 

fact that among Gbps on chromosome 5 Gbp4 was most strongly upregulated, we 

first focused on this family member and knock-down its expression. In addition, 

human GBP4 contributes to the assembly of the signaling hub that recruits caspase-

4 after S. Typhimurium infection360,456. Indeed, by knocking down the mouse Gbp4 

encoding gene, we measured a reduced rate of cell death in wild-type BMDMs under 

IFNg stimulation conditions (Fig.3.5 d). Knocking down efficiency and specificity were 

tested by RT-qPCR (data not shown). However, the exact role played by mGbp4, 

and potentially other Gbps on chr5, in regulating caspase-11-dependent pyroptosis 

needs further investigation. 

 

In conclusion, our approach identified Gbp2, 3, and 4 as the ISGs that regulate 

caspase-11 inflammasome in response to IFNg priming. 
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Discussion 
This study provides the first evidence that in IFNg-stimulated murine BMDMs, Gbp-

dependent activation of the noncanonical inflammasome in response to LPS delivery 

relies on the expression of the Gbp cluster on chromosome 5. Furthermore, we 

found that the lack of mGbp4 significantly reduces cell death, suggesting that among 

the Gbps present on the chromosome 5 locus, Gbp4 is certainly involved in the non-

canonical inflammasome pathway. 

Our work provides further support to the notion that Gbps on chromosome 3 are 

essential for caspase-11-mediated cell death in response to both S. Typhimurium 

infection and cytosolic LPS. Moreover, consistent with recent work, we identified the 

guanylate-binding proteins Gbp2 and Gbp3 as key activators of the non-canonical 

inflammasome377. However, the mechanism by which they promote caspase-11 

activation is not yet understood.  

While research has focused on describing the role of IFN-inducible antimicrobial 

mechanisms mediated by GbpChr3, little is known about GBPs on chromosome 5. 

Nonetheless, Kim et al. demonstrated that mGbp6 and mGbp10 are critical in 

controlling L. monocytogenes and M. bovis infection in loss-of-function siRNA 

experiments364. Specifically, IFNg activation restrains bacterial replication, and this 

restriction is reversed by transfection of murine Gbp1, Gbp6, Gbp7, Gbp10, and, to a 

lesser extent, Gbp5 siRNAs364. In addition, the Gbp cluster on chromosome 5 has 

been implicated in the recognition of Toxoplasma-containing vacuoles. Indeed, 

confocal imaging studies revealed that mGbp6 and mGbp9, which belong to the 

GbpChr5, together with GbpChr3 (e.g. mGbp1, mGbp2, and mGbp7) accumulate on 

the membrane of the parasite vacuole and mediate antiparasitic resistance356,408. 

Nonetheless, the lack of a mouse model in which chromosome 5 deletion is present 

has been a limiting factor in understanding the exact role of these Gbps in response 

to both bacterial and parasitic pathogens. Therefore, the mouse line GbpChr5–/– we 

generated can represent a powerful tool to better investigate in vitro and in vivo their 

role in cell-autonomous immunity.  

 

Our research has focused on understanding the role of all the murine Gbps in 

response to a variety of inflammasome stimuli. As previously shown, we found that 

activation of the Aim2 inflammasome by poly (dA:dT) transfection requires neither 
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Gbps on chromosome 3 nor Gbps on chromosome 5. Likewise, the Gbp clusters are 

not required for the Nlrp3 inflammasome activation in response to nigericin 

treatment. Our data are in contrast with a previous report assessing the involvement 

of mGbp5 in assembling the Nlrp3 inflammasome367. This discrepancy might be due 

to a difference in the mouse model employed since the Gbp5–/– mice generated via 

ES mutagenesis and subsequently backcrossed with C57BL/6 might harbor a mixed 

genetic background. Further, it has been found that in mouse BMDMs, GbpChr3 

restrict Burkholderia actin-based motility and the consequent cell-to-cell fusion by 

inhibiting the host actin polymerization machinery Arp2/3. Remarkably, no 

participation of the Gbp cluster on chromosome 5 was detected in restricting the 

polymerization of Burkholderia actin tails, suggesting that although Gbps on both 

clusters have a conserved domain architecture, they differ in the function they serve. 

It would be interesting to study whether GbpChr5 provides resistance against Aim2-

activating bacteria, such as F. novicida, since host cells strongly rely on IFN 

production to eradicate Francisella replication niche. 

 

Interestingly, consistent with our data, Brubaker et al. showed that IFNg, as 

compared to type I IFNs, is the most potent activator of the caspase-11-dependent 

inflammasome. Specifically, they found that the increased activation of the caspase-

11 inflammasome is independent of the Gbps encoded on chromosome 3, 

suggesting a possible role of the Gbps cluster on chromosome 5 in mediating non-

canonical inflammasome activation476. Indeed, we found that the GbpChr5 is 

required for caspase-11-mediated pyroptosis and that its role is relevant in response 

to transfection with LPS. Also, we identified mGbp4 as an important regulator in 

mediating non-canonical inflammasome activation upon LPS delivery, revealing 

close similarities in the hierarchical organization of murine and human GBPs 

(Fig.3.6). Whether mGbp4 directly recognizes LPS or detects cytosolic Salmonella 

requires further investigation. Eventually, it would be interesting to elucidate if any 

other GbpChr5 besides mGbp4 controls LPS-driven caspase-11 activation. 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic representation of caspase-4/-11-driven pyroptosis. In human epithelial 

cells the hierarchical recruitment of GBP1-4, reliant on GBP1, drives caspase-4 recruitment and 
activation. Likewise, mGBP2, mGBP3, and mGBP4 are required for caspase-11-induced cell death in 

response to LPS transfection. Surprisingly, requirement of mGBP4 is priming-dependent, indeed, it is 

detectable only in response to IFNg stimulation. 
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Materials and methods 
 
Mice 
GbpChr5–/– and GbpChr3–/– mice were generated at the Center for Transgenic model of 

the University of Basel. Deletion of the entire GbpChr5 locus was achieved as 

follows: two gRNAs targeting flanking regions of Gbp8 and Gbp11 using gRNA 

sequences (including PAM) 5’-TAGCCCAGGATAGGTTGTAC-3’ and 5’- 

GAGCGACTAGGACCAATCAGG -3’; two gRNAs targeting flanking regions of Gbp5 

and Gbp2-ps using gRNA sequences (including PAM) 5’-

GATTTGCCCTGCCCCGCCTG-3’ and 5’-GCGTTCCCCAGTGATGCCTG-3’. 

Injection of the gRNAs and Cas9 protein into C57BL/6 embryos was done as 

described before (Hermann et al, 2014). Biopsies for genotyping were taken at an 

age of 10–12 days. DNA extraction was performed using the KAPA HotStart Mouse 

Genotyping Kit according to the manufacturer's protocol. Genotyping PCR was done 

using…… which were designed using Primer3 v.0.4.0 giving a fragment of 768 bp. 

The PCR product was sequenced using Oligo.507. All mice were bred at the 

pathogen–free facility of the University of Lausanne. Casp11–/–, Nlrp3–/–, Aim2–/–, and 

Old GbpChr3–/– mice have been previously described. 

 

SNPs sequencing 
DNA extraction from Old GbpChr3–/– BMDMs was performed with DNeasy Blood & 

Tissue Kits (QIAGEN) using the manufacturer’s instructions. The sample was sent to 

Dartmouse for a genetic background check and was interrogated for over 5300 

SNPs space along the mouse genome using an Illumina Infinium Genotyping Assay 

 

Cell culture and transfection 
Bone marrow-derived macrophages were differentiated in Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium (DMEM) high glucose (with GlutaMAX™-I, 4500 mg/L D-Glucose, 

Sodium Pyruvate) (Gibco) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated calf serum (FCS) 

(Bioconcept), 20% L929 mouse fibroblast supernatants as a source of colony-

stimulating factor (M-CSF), 5% HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich), 5% nonessential amino 

acids (Life Technologies), and 5% penicillin-streptomycin solution (Sigma-Aldrich). 

Cells were grown at 37°C with 5% CO2. Macrophages were seeded into 96-well 

plates at a density of 5x10^4 24 hours prior to treatment. For microscopy-based 
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experiments cells were seeded one day before treatment into 24-well plates at a 

density of 2,5x10^5 on coverslips. When indicated, cells were also primed overnight 

with 50ng/mL LPS (LPS from E. coli 055:B5, Invivogen), 10ng/mL mouse IFNb (R&D 

system), or 10ng/mL mouse IFNg (PeproTech). Transfection of cells with poly(dA:dT) 

(Invivogen, 25ng/50,000 cells) was done using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) in 

Opti-MEM. Transfection of cells with LPS from E. coli O111:B4 (Invivogen), was 

done at a concentration of 5ug/mL, using FuGeneHD (Promega) transfection reagent 

in Opti-MEM. In Fig 5B, LPS O111:B4 was transfected with Lipofectamine 2000.  

 

Bacterial strains and infection assays 
All bacteria were grown at 37°C in an orbital shaker. When indicated, cells were 

primed for 16 h with human IFNg (Peprotech) at a concentration of 10 ng/ml. B. 

thailandensis strain E264 expressing mCherry was grown overnight in a low-salt LB 

medium. The overnight culture was adjusted to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) 

of 1, subcultured 1:20, and grown until the mid-exponential phase (OD600 = 0.4 to 

0.6). S. Typhimurium DorgA/fliC/fliAB was grown overnight with aeration in LB media. 

Before infection, bacteria were collected by centrifugation, washed, and 

resuspended in Opti-MEM (Gibco). B. thailandensis-mCherry was added to cells in 

24-well plates at a multiplicity of infection (MOIs) 20. S. Typhimurium was added to 

cells into 96-well plates at a MOI50. For B. thailandensis infections, plates were then 

centrifuged at 300 × g for 5 min at 37°C and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. For S. 

Typhimurium infections, plates were centrifuged at 500 x g for 10 min at 37°C and 

incubated at 37°C for  1 hour. Noninternalized bacteria were then removed by 

washing cells three times with prewarmed medium, and cells were incubated with 

Opti-MEM containing 250 μg/ml kanamycin, in the case of B. thailandensis 

infections, or 10 μg/ml gentamicin, in the case of S. Typhimurium infections, in order 

to kill extracellular bacteria. At the desired time point post-infection (p.i.), cells were 

either processed for LDH and cytokines release or fixed for immunofluorescence 

assays.  

 

Measurement of LDH and cytokine release 
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was measured by using Cytotoxicity Detection Kit 

(Sigma-Aldrich) following the manufacturer’s protocol. To account for spontaneous 
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cell permeabilization, LDH release was normalized to 100% lysis and the uninfected 

control. The levels of IL-1b were measured by ELISA (TermoFischer), according to 

the manufacturer's instructions.  

 

Microscopy and image analysis 
For fluorescence microscopy of fixed samples, infected BMDMs were washed twice 

with PBS and fixed for 20 min with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy 

Sciences). Cells were washed four times with PBS and incubated with Hoechst stain 

(1:1000) and with CellMask green actin tracking stain (catalog number A57243; 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:1000) to label F-actin. Samples were analyzed by 

confocal microscopy by imaging with a Zeiss LSM800 confocal laser scanning 

microscope using a 63×/1.4-numerical-aperture (NA) oil objective by acquiring Z-

stacks with a 300-nm step size. Data were further analyzed and processed using Fiji 

software, and all fluorescence-derived images shown correspond to maximum three-

dimensional (3D) projections. 

 

siRNA-mediated knockdown 
Wild-type BMDMs were seeded into a 96-well plate and transfected with 25 nM 

siRNA pools (siGENOME, Horizon Discovery) using TranIT-siQUEST (Mirus). By 24 

hours post-transfection (p.t.), cells were primed overnight with mouse IFNg and then 

transfected with LPS O111:B4 as described above. LDH release of siRNA 

knockdown cells was acquired at 6 hours p.t. The siRNA-mediated knockdown 

effectiveness was tested by RT-qPCR. The siRNAs used are as follows: the siRNA 

negative control, indicated as nontargeting (NT) siRNA (catalog number D-001206-

14-05; siGENOME); siRNA targeting mGBP1 (siGBP1) (M-040198-01), siGBP2 (M-

040199-00), siGBP3 (M-063076-01), siGBP4 (M-047506-01), siGBP5 (M-054703-

01), and siGBP7 (M- 061204-01). 

 
RT-qPCR 
For RT-qPCR experiments cells were seeded one day before treatment into 24-well 

plates at a density of 2,5x10^5. Cells were either left unprimed or treated overnight 

with 50ng/mL LPS (LPS from E. coli 055:B5, Invivogen), 10ng/mL mouse IFNb (R&D 

system), 10ng/mL mouse IFNg (PeproTech), or double primed with LPS (50ng/mL) 
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and IFNg (10ng/mL). Total RNA isolation was performed by using RNeasy Mini Kit 

(QIANGEN) following manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was reverse transcribed using 

SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase (Invivogen) with oligo d(T) (Thermo Fischer 

Scientific). Total RNA was treated with RNase-Free DNase set (QIAGEN) to digest 

contaminating DNA and with RNaseOUT (Thermo Fischer Scientific) in order to 

avoid RNA degradation. cDNA was quantified using LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I 

Master (Roche) and transcript-specific primers. All qPCR results are normalized to 

actin levels and naïve control set to 1. 
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4. Discussion 
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4.1 Research project I: Human GBP1 binds LPS to initiate assembly of a 
caspase-4 activating platform on cytosolic bacteria 
 
4.1.1) How do GBPs promote Caspase-4 recruitment and activation? 
Our data suggest that GBP1, through electrostatic forces, functions as an LPS 

sensor in the context of Gram-negative bacterial infections. Specifically, we found 

that the negative charges on the LPS lipid A moiety, as well as the positively charged 

patch in the globular domain of GBP1, are essential for mediating Salmonella 

targeting and, thus, inducing caspase-4 inflammasome activation360. However, the 

mechanisms by which GBP1-dependent hierarchical recruitment of GBPs 

orchestrates caspase-4 recruitment and activation remain unclear. One conceivable 

mechanism could be the GBPs-mediated transfer of LPS on caspase-4, in analogy 

to the TLR4-mediated sensing of extracellular LPS.  In fact, the detection of 

extracellular LPS by the TLR4/MD2 complex requires two other key accessory 

proteins: LPS-binding protein (LBP) and CD14. Mechanistically, LBP molecules 

catalyze the transfer of LPS molecules from bacterial membranes to CD14, which 

then delivers LPS to TLR4-MD2477,478. Similarly, GBP1 together with GBP3/4 might 

shuttle to caspase-4, or at least present LPS molecules or their lipid A moiety to 

caspase-4, thereby allowing caspase-4 recruitment and activation. Thus, it would be 

interesting to reconstitute the signaling cascade using recombinant proteins, and 

structurally characterize the dynamics of the interactions of these components by 

cryo-EM. Indeed, by comparing mixtures such as Salmonella/LPS-GBP1, 

Salmonella/LPS-Caspase-4, and Salmonella/LPS-GBP1-Caspase-4, we could gain 

insights into the function of GBPs in mediating caspase-4 activation, exploring 

questions such as:  does GBP1 disrupt the LPS micelle? Does it destroy the outer 

membrane of Gram-negative bacteria? Does the interaction of GBP1 with LPS 

promote caspase-4 recruitment or activation? Further, the purification and structural 

analysis of GBP mutants, lacking their GTP/GDPase activity or harboring post-

translational modification (e.g. farnesylation), may represent a powerful tool to 

elucidate the role of the GTP hydrolysis and post-translational modifications in LPS 

sensing. Eventually, crystal structural analysis of the GBPs-Caspase-4 complex 

could clarify the nature of interactions between the GBPs themselves and with 

Caspase-4. 
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4.1.2) What is the role of GBPs in response to parasitic infections? 
Despite their role in antibacterial defense, GBPs have also been described to 

participate in the restriction of intracellular parasites, such as Toxoplasma. Indeed, it 

has been shown that in IFNg-stimulated human macrophages, GBP1 is recruited to 

PCVs, triggering apoptosis of the infected cell via AIM2-dependent caspase-8 

activation. Surprisingly, cells transfected with soluble T. gondii antigens bypass the 

GBP1 requirement for cell death activation, indicating that GBPs could release 

microbial ligands for receptor sensing420. This raises the question of how GBP1 

binding on PCVs triggers the release of Toxoplasma content. Since in mouse 

BMDMs bacterial lysis is triggered by Gbp-dependent recruitment of Irgs (which are 

not expressed in humans)256, it is conceivable that GBPs drive the recruitment of 

additional IFN-stimulated proteins with bacteriolytic activity; and that besides the 

PCV, also the parasite itself is destroyed in a Gbp-dependent manner. If this requires 

PCV lysis and then recruitment of Gbps, Irgs, or other lytic host factors on the 

parasite itself, or if PCV lysis directly affects parasite stability remains to be 

investigated.  Work from Kravets et al. suggests though that Gbps target the 

membrane of parasites after the rupture of the PCV and destroy the parasite 

directly479.  

Moreover, it is yet undefined the ligand that drives GBP1 recruitment onto 

Toxoplasma-containing vacuoles. The parasitophorous vacuole membrane (PVM) 

represents a dynamic interface between the parasites and the cytoplasm of the host 

cells. Shortly after entry, Toxoplasma secretes several proteins through vesicle 

formation, such as ROP and GRA proteins, which are crucial for the intravacuolar 

survival of the parasite. ROPs, along with Myc regulatory proteins (MYRs), are also 

part of the PVM translocation system, which allows the translocation of GRAs and 

other parasite-derived proteins into the cytosol of the host cell, an essential step for 

host cell manipulation480. Furthermore, many parasites feature unusual lipids, such 

as lipophosphoglycan in their membranes, which may act as PAMPs for GBPs in 

analogy to bacterial LPS. Hence, along with ROPs, GRAs, and MYRs, negatively 

charged parasite-derived molecules could be translocated onto the PVM and 

detected by GBP1, which would extend the GBP1 function beyond LPS recognition. 
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4.1.3) Does lipid A acylation have a role in GBP recruitment? 
LPS, the main component of the outer leaflet of the outer membrane of Gram-

negative bacteria, is composed of the lipid A moiety, which acts as a membrane 

anchor in the bacterial outer membrane, attached to a core oligosaccharide that 

harbors a variable number of O-antigen units. The lipid A portion of LPS comprises 

two glucosamine residues with hydrophobic acyl chains, which may vary in number, 

position, and length depending on the bacterial species to which they belong481. 

While tetra-acylated lipid A escapes recognition by caspase-11, human caspase-4 

responds to a wide range of acylations (tetra-, penta-, and hexa-acylated lipid A), 

underlining intrinsic differences among non-canonical inflammatory caspases482,483. 

Indeed, both S. Typhimurium, which has a hexa-acylated lipid A, and F. novicida, 

which harbors a tetra-acylated lipid A, drive caspase-4-mediated pyroptosis360,361,455. 

However, unlike S. Typhimurium, which is coated by GBP1-4, F. novicida is 

efficiently targeted by GBP1 and 2 but escapes GBP3 and GBP4 recognition442. 

Strikingly, targeting of GBP3 was partially recovered in human macrophages infected 

with F. novicida DlpxF mutants (with penta-acylated LPS lipid A)442. These results 

provide further support for the notion that lipid A may be the essential mediator of 

GBPs-bacteria interaction. They may also suggest that lipid A acylation determines 

the requirement of different sets of GBPs to activate caspase-4. The use of bacterial 

mutants with different acylation rates could provide a useful tool to understand 

whether GBP recruitment is affected by lipid A composition. Furthermore, in 

Salmonella-infected cells, GBP3 and GBP4 are crucial to mediate caspase-4 

recruitment and activation360. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate how 

differences in GBP coating on Salmonella (GBP1-4) and Francisella (GBP1/GBP2) 

impact caspase-4 activation. 

 

4.1.4) Is there a unifying model that explains the GBP-dependent caspase-4 
activation? 
Despite our work and the related work of Wandel and coworkers showing that GBP1-

4 converts cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria into a signaling hub for caspase-4 

activation, these two studies exhibit discrepancies360,361. Collectively, our findings 

demonstrate that simultaneous recruitment of GBP1 and GBP2 on cytosolic 

Salmonella is followed by recruitment of GBP3 and GBP4, suggesting a model 
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whereby GBP1 and GBP4 are required for caspase-4 recruitment and GBP3 for its 

activation. Indeed, by inducing eGFP-GBP2, -GBP3, and -GBP4 in naïve HeLa cells 

co-expressing caspase-4 and mCherry-GBP1, we observed that GBP1 and GBP2 

alone are not sufficient to trigger caspase-4 recruitment on Salmonella, whereas co-

expression of GBP1-GBP4, and to a lesser extent GBP1-GBP3, is sufficient to 

restore caspase-4 trafficking on cytosolic Salmonella360. Further, we proved that the 

expression of single GBPs in naïve cells does not trigger cell death in response to 

LPS transfection, while co-expression of GBP1 and GBP3 partially restores LPS-

induced pyroptosis360. Surprisingly, although GBP4 is required for caspase-4 

recruitment on Salmonella, co-expression of GBP1-GBP4 did not affect cell death 

following transfection with LPS, implying that GBP4 does not participate in caspase-

4 activation but instead in its recruitment360. In a similar way, Wandel et al. showed 

that GBP3 is specifically required for caspase-4 activity; however, their data correlate 

GBP2, along with GBP1 and GBP4, with the recruitment of caspase-4 on cytosolic 

invading bacteria361. Thus, although both models describe GBP1 as the most 

upstream member of the family and attribute the same functions to GBP3 and GBP4, 

they diverge in the role assigned to GBP2, most likely due to intrinsic differences in 

the cell line used in the studies. More profound differences in the GBP functions in 

activating the human non-canonical inflammasome are highlighted in the studies of 

Coers et al. Indeed, they proposed that GBP1 polymer organized in ring-like 

structures dock the bacterial surface and act as an O-antigen surfactant. Penetration 

into the O-antigen barrier is followed by depolymerization of GBP1 and insertion of 

individual GBP1 molecules into the outer membrane, allowing the formation of GBP1 

protein sheets that envelop the bacteria363,449. These results would suggest the 

presence of interactions between GBP1 and the O-antigen barrier, however, the LPS 

of E. coli mutants lacking the O-antigen is still bound by GBP1, just as Salmonella 

mutants lacking the O-antigen or outer core are effectively targeted by GBP1 and 

caspase-4360. In addition, the structure of GBP1 pipelines, formed by the docking of 

polymeric GBP1, and the ring structure of polymers await further demonstration in a 

cellular system. Further, a recently published pre-print from the same group 

demonstrates that overexpression of either GBP1 or GBP2 triggers cell death in 

IFNg-primed GBP1-deficient A549 cells after S. flexneri infection, raising the 

hypothesis that GBP2 may mediate pyroptosis in a GBP1-independent manner484. 
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Interestingly, in vitro GBP-binding assays show that GBP2 binding on the bacterial 

surface depends on mixed polymer formation with GBP1, implying that the GBP2-

dependent cell death observed in GBP1-deficient cells does not require GBP2 

docking484. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether mixed 

GBP1/GBP2 polymers are organized in ring-like structures, as proposed for GBP1 

polymers, or whether the aforementioned model needs to be revised.  Furthermore, 

whereas GBP2-mediated bacterial killing requires IFNg stimulation, LPS transfection 

results in GBP1- and GBP2-dependent cell death independent of priming; in fact, like 

GBP1, GBP2 can bind LPS directly484. These results are in sharp contrast with our 

data showing that biotin-LPS is able to pull down GBP1 and GBP3, but not GBP2 

and -4360. Likewise, in lysates of epithelial cells only GBP1 and GBP3 associate with 

caspase-4 in an LPS-dependent manner361. Hence, we excluded the participation of 

GBP2 in direct recognition of LPS. Surprisingly, they also found that GBP1 binding is 

dispensable to mediate pyroptosis and bacterial killing. Thus, other IFN-inducible 

genes upstream of GBP1 and GBP2 might participate in the LPS recognition and 

trigger caspase-4 activation484. In contrast to the notion that the complex formed by 

GBP binding on bacterial surfaces promotes caspase-4 activation without the 

requirement of additional IFNg-inducible factors. Also, our data demonstrate that 

individual GBP expression is not sufficient to trigger LPS-induced pyroptosis in 

response to cytosolic LPS360,361. Importantly, this study ascribes a redundant role to 

GBP1 and GBP2 in A549 lung epithelial cells, which could be in favor of cell- or 

tissue-specific functions of GBPs. Indeed, GBP2 can directly bind LPS but with a 

lower affinity than GBP1, so it might be beneficial in some tissues (e.g., gut) to 

generate a less robust and more specific immune response against harmful invading 

bacteria484. However, its physiological relevance has yet to be proven. Their data 

also show that a triple arginine motif on the C-terminus of GBP1 is responsible for 

GBP binding on Shigella430. In contrast, mutation of the triple arginine motif does not 

affect the binding of GBP1 to LPS micelles, although the GBP1 triple arginine mutant 

fails to target Salmonella360. Thus, rather than directly participating in LPS 

recognition, this C-terminal motif might participate in GBP coat stabilization. Overall, 

further studies are needed to define a model that provides a detailed mechanistic 

framework to explain how GBPs recognize and exploit Gram-negative bacteria's cell 

wall components. 
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4.2 Research Project II: Guanylate-Binding Protein-Dependent Noncanonical 
Inflammasome Activation Prevents Burkholderia thailandensis-Induced 
Multinucleated Giant Cell Formation 
 

4.2.1) Why does the GBPs coat not block the polymerization of Burkholderia 
actin tails? 
Actin-based motility enables some cytosolic bacteria, such as the Gram-negative S. 

flexneri and B. thailandensis, or the Gram-positive Listeria monocytogenesis, to 

move within the cells and spread into neighboring cells without exiting the 

intracellular environment. While Listeria does not recruit GBPs, it was shown that the 

hierarchical recruitment of human GBP1-4 on Shigella, reliant on GBP1, inhibits its 

actin-based motility and, thus, cell-to-cell spread430,431. Interestingly, Shigella re-

establishes its actin-dependent motility by triggering the proteasomal degradation of 

GBPs through the bacterial effector IpaH9.8, an E3 ubiquitin ligase released into the 

cytosol of the host cell431. Surprisingly, the hGBP1-4 coat on Burkholderia does not 

impair its ability to polymerize actin tails and spread throughout the cells448. To 

enable actin-based motility, pathogens encode proteins that mimic host actin 

nucleator factors to promote the polymerization of actin monomers into actin 

filaments, which have been identified in the trans-outer membrane IcsA and BimA 

autotransporters of Shigella and Burkholderia, respectively485,486. When localized to a 

pole of the bacterium, IcsA and BimA hijack the host actin polymerization machinery 

by binding the actin regulatory protein N-WASP, which in turn interacts with the actin 

nucleator complex Arp2/3487. It has been shown that GBP1-targeted Shigella loses 

unipolar IcsA localization, resulting in a lack of N-WASP and Arp2/3 recruitment449. A 

comparable experimental setting might therefore be useful to test whether GBP 

recruitment on Burkholderia leads to a similar outcome. However, it is possible to 

speculate that different functions of the GBP coat are related to intrinsic differences 

within bacterial nucleating factors. Indeed, polar localization of IcsA is ensured by 

outer membrane IcsP proteases, which cleave the N-WASP interaction domain of 

non-polar-localized IcsA488. While the localization of BimA is mediated by the 

unipolar protein BimC, which is localized underneath the actin tail polymerization 

site, by a poorly defined mechanism489. Therefore, it would be interesting to study 

whether, in the case of Shigella infections, the GBP coat could form a barrier that 

hinders IcsP protease activity while blocking the recruitment of N-WASP and Arp2/3. 
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Whereas localization of BimC in the inner leaflet of the bacterial outer membrane 

could overcome such inhibition. Intriguingly, differently from what we observed in 

human epithelial cells, Gbp recruitment on cytosolic B. thailandensis restricts 

bacterial actin tail polymerization via inhibition of the Arp2/3-dependent actin 

polymerization machinery and, thus, MNGC formation in murine macrophages433. It 

is conceivable that this discrepancy is a result of species-dependent differences; for 

instance, murine macrophages may express additional IFN-inducible factors which 

cooperate with the Gbps to restrict B. thailandensis spread. In addition, it would be 

interesting to investigate whether the Gbp coat also impairs B. thailandensis actin tail 

polymerization in murine epithelial cells or whether this mechanism is cell-type 

specific. 

 

4.2.2) Would B. pseudomallei be able to activate caspase-4-mediated 
pyroptosis? 
The Burkholderia pseudomallei complex includes the Gram-negative bacteria B. 

mallei, the etiological agent of glanders in equine, B. pseudomallei, the causative 

agent of human melioidosis, and the closely related but less pathogenic species B. 

thailandensis. Although B. pseudomallei and B. thailandensis share an identical 

intracellular life cycle, B. pseudomallei appears to trigger weaker immune responses 

than B. thailandensis, most likely related to unique features in its LPS structure. 

Indeed, in vitro stimulation of human and murine macrophages with LPS from B. 

pseudomallei results in reduced production of TNFa, nitric oxide, and inflammatory 

cytokines (e.g., IL-6; IL-10) compared with those stimulated with LPS from B. 

thailandensis, enabling pathogens to escape macrophage killing490. Sepsis is the 

most common cause of death in patients affected by melioidosis and it has been 

described to be mediated by the lipophilic portion of LPS, the lipid A moiety. Mass-

spectrometry analysis of B. pseudomallei lipid A revealed that the bi-phosphorylated 

disaccharide backbone is modified with 4-amino-4-deoxy-arabinose (Ara4N) 

residues and penta-acylated with tetradecanoic acid (C14:0), 2-hydroxytetradecanoic 

(C14:0(2-OH)), 3-hydroxytetradecanoic acid (C14:0(3-OH)), hexadecanoic acid (C16:0), 

and 3-hydroxyhexadecanoic acid (C16:0(3-OH)). While lipid A of B. thailandensis is 

penta- or tetra-acylated with a similar fatty acid composition, except for C14:0(2-OH) 

which is found exclusively in B. pseudomallei. Moreover, it presents a different 
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amount of Ara4N substitutions490. Alteration in the number or length of acyl chains or 

capping of phosphate groups is used by many gram-negative bacteria as a strategy 

to evade antibacterial mechanisms. In fact, the lipid A of B. thailandensis and B. 

pseudomallei differs from the more biologically active form found in E. coli and S. 

Typhimurium, which consists of hexa-acylated lipid A (with 12 or 14 carbons) and 

unmodified phosphate groups. Thus, the unique characteristics found in lipid A of B. 

pseudomallei may explain why it succeeds in dampening the immune response of 

host cells. Further studies might be useful to understand whether the GBP-

dependent activation of the non-canonical inflammasome that we observed in human 

epithelial cells infected with B. thailandensis might facilitate B. pseudomallei 

clearance. Or whether its unique lipid A composition escapes GBP recognition. 

However, in Switzerland B. pseudomallei is classified as a biosafety level 3 

pathogen, which prevented us from testing its ability to activate or inhibit the 

inflammasome. In addition, its LPS could be used to further investigate the role that 

acylation and phosphate groups exert in GBP-mediated LPS sensing. 

 

4.2.3) Can GSDMD directly kill bacteria? 
In agreement with the previous studies showing that in mouse macrophages Nlrc4-

dependent IL-18 release drive IFNg-dependent caspase-11 activation in mouse 

epithelial cells469, we found that in human epithelial cells non-canonical 

inflammasome activation provides protection against B. thailandensis491. 

Furthermore, in correlation with the aforementioned study, in hMDMs infected with B. 

thailandensis, cell death is driven by IFNg-dependent and -independent mechanisms, 

and IFNg signaling promotes faster clearance of the bacterial replication niche, acting 

as a second layer of defense491. Taken together, these results suggest that GSDMD-

mediated pyroptosis in response to canonical inflammasome activation is restricted 

to immune cells. Interestingly, caspase-1-mediated processing of recombinant 

GsdmD has been shown to directly kill B. thailandensis. Indeed, bacteria harvested 

from wild-type mice were more susceptible to microbicidal effectors (e.g., hydrogen 

peroxide) than those harvested from Gsdmd–/– mice492. Hence, the processing of 

GSDMD by inflammatory caspases may represent an additional microbicidal 

mechanism driven by pyroptosis. Since both mouse and human caspases process 

GSDMD in the linker between its amino-terminal and carboxy-terminal domains, it is 
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conceivable that human GSDMDN-term may also function as a direct microbicidal 

effector453. To this end, it would be important to determine whether GSDMDN-term co-

localize with cytosolic bacteria. In agreement with the proposed function of GSDMD 

as a microbicidal effector, bacterial viability was found to be severely impaired in 

wild-type IFNg-primed HeLa cells compared with GSDMD-deficient cells; however, in 

this system, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact contribution of GSDMD-directed 

killing491. Reconstitution of CASP4–/– cells with an inducible GSDMDN-term could be a 

useful tool to dissect whether GSDMD is recruited onto bacteria and directly 

participates in their clearance or whether the enhanced bacterial viability detected in 

GSDMD-deficient cells is purely determined by caspase-4-induced pyroptosis. 

Although the increased cell death observed in IFNg-stimulated hMDMs could result in 

increased processing of GSDMD, which could contribute to displaying its localization 

on cytosolic bacteria under more physiological conditions, the rapid cell death 

detected, and the low efficiency of any genetic manipulation would make it difficult to 

use primary human macrophages to decipher the microbicidal activity of GSDMD. 
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4.3 Research Project III: Interferon gamma-induced murine guanylate-binding 
protein 4 (GBP4) orchestrates caspase-11-mediated pyroptosis. 
 
4.3.1) Are the non-canonical mouse and human inflammasomes regulated 
differently by GBPs? 
Gs, a family of large IFN-inducible GTPases, have been described as LPS sensors 

upstream of the human and murine non-canonical inflammasome. Nevertheless, 

despite their requirement for caspase-4/-11 activation, they function differently in the 

two experimental model systems. Indeed, while the hGBP1-4 coating on Gram-

negative bacteria forms a signaling platform for caspase-4 recruitment and 

activation360,361, bacteria decorated by mGbp2 and mGbp5 were proposed to require 

an additional factor, Irgb10, to trigger caspase-11 activation256. The bacteriolytic 

activity of Irgb10, which belongs to the family of IFN-inducible IRGs no longer 

expressed in humans (apart from a truncated form of the IRGM copy and IRGC), is 

hypothesized to liberate bacterial ligands, such as LPS, to elicit caspase-11-induced 

cell death256. Likewise, Irgb10-dependent release of bacterial DNA into the host cell 

cytosol leads to activation of the Aim2 inflammasome in response to infection with F. 

novicida, whose tetra-acylated LPS fails to be recognized by caspase-11 (but it is 

recognized by caspase-4)256,455,483. Intriguingly, the lack of caspase-11 severely 

impairs inflammasome activation in response to Gram-negative bacteria, although 

these are targeted by Irgb10, which could potentially trigger Aim2 inflammasome 

activation185,256. It is therefore conceivable that Irgb10 exerts several functions 

beyond its bacteriolytic activity, for example, it could stabilize the Gbp coat by 

promoting caspase-11 activation. These data may also suggest that caspase-11 has 

an upstream function in canonical inflammasome activation, as proposed by the 

studies of Hara et al. on Listeria279. In summary, although further studies are needed 

to better define how human Gbps interact with LPS, the caspase-4 activation 

pathway clearly relies on the signaling hub formed by hGBPs360,361,491, whereas the 

exact mechanisms by which LPS activates caspase-11 and mGbps promote 

caspase-11-induced pyroptosis await to be fully elucidated. Here, it would be 

important to show if Gbps recruit caspase-11 to the bacterial surface, and if this is 

affected by the absence of Irgb10. 
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4.3.2) What are the murine Gbps involved in LPS-driven caspase-11 activation? 
A recent pre-print using CRISPR-Cas9 chromosomal ablation of individual Gbp on 

chromosome 3 revealed that mGbp2 and mGbp3 are critical for mediating caspase-

11 activation in response to intracellular LPS377, which is corroborated by our. 

Knock-down studies. Indeed, in agreement with our data, Gbp2–/– and Gbp3–/– 

BMDMs show defective release of LDH and IL-1b in response to LPS transfection, 

which is rescued by their genomic complementation377. Localization of Gbp3 on LPS 

is impaired in BMDMs lacking Gbp2, suggesting that mGbp2 is the most upstream 

IFN-inducible factor involved in noncanonical inflammasome activation, and thus the 

functional ortholog of human GBP1377. Interestingly, while Gbp2 is designated as the 

factor driving the interaction of caspase-11 with its ligand, as demonstrated by pull-

down assays, the study hypothesizes that Gbp3 does not promote caspase-11 

activation but instead supports the pre-assembly of the GsdmdN-term into pre-pores 

complexes immediately after cleavage by caspase-11, and the trafficking of these to 

the plasma membrane. Mechanistically, conformational changes in the Gbp3 

structure following GTP hydrolysis aid the integration of GsdmdN-term into complexes. 

Yet, no direct interaction between Gbp3 and Gsdmd was detected, suggesting that 

an additional factor is needed for the formation of Gsdmd macromolecules377. Since 

this model contradicts a number of studies into inflammasome-mediated GSDMD 

activation, 

further analyses are needed to investigate the role of Gbp3 in driving Gsdmd 

assembly and trafficking. In particular, it is knokn that GSDMD-dependent cell death 

in response to canonical inflammasome stimuli is not affected by the loss of Gbp2 or 

Gbp3, nor is IFN priming required for GSDMD pore formation.  

Furthermore, although Gbp2 and Gbp3 are protective in the murine LPS sepsis 

shock model, the Gbp-caspase-11 axis might function differently in response to in 

vivo infection with Gram-negative bacteria. For example, albeit the lack of mGbp1 

does not affect pyroptosis in response to LPS delivery377, Gbp1-deficient mice 

infected with S. Typhimurium and S. flexneri succumb earlier, whereas mGbp2 

knockout mice are protected only in the early stage of infection361. Moreover, unlike 

what has been proposed for LPS transfection-dependent pyroptosis, which requires 

only Gbp2 and Gbp3377, other studies have suggested  that mGbp5, together with 

mGbp2, is involved in the caspase-11-dependent pyroptosis upon E. coli infection 
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256. However, the role of individual mGbps in response to Gram-negative bacteria 

has been poorly explored; therefore, Gbp-knockout mice may help to understand 

their specific functions. Moreover, our data show that Gbps are differentially 

regulated in response to several priming conditions, an important factor to consider 

in order to achieve a more comprehensive view of their participation in noncanonical 

inflammasome activation. 

 
4.3.3) What is the role of the Gbp cluster on chromosome 5 in non-canonical 
inflammasome activation? 
Collectively, our data show that murine Gbps encoded by the chromosome 5 cluster 

are required for caspase-11-mediated pyroptosis in response to cytosolic LPS. 

Remarkably, the involvement of GbpChr5 in LPS-driven caspase-11 activation is 

priming-dependent and only detectable with IFNg priming, but not in cells primed with 

LPS or type I IFN. Among the 6 Gbps on chromosome 5, mGbp4 plays a prominent 

role, revealing a close similarity in the hierarchical organization of murine and human 

GBPs. However, it is yet to be clarified the contribution of other GbpChr5 in caspase-

11-mediated pyroptosis. In human epithelial cells, the GBPs forming the signaling 

hub that promotes the recruitment and activation of caspase-4 on Salmonella, have 

distinct functional roles, in fact, GBP1 and GBP4 are required for the recruitment of 

caspase-4, while GBP3 for its activation360,361. It is therefore conceivable that mGbp4 

may enhance caspase-11 recruitment or mimic the activator function of hGBP3, 

albeit hGBP3 and mGbp4 are not tightly related phylogenetically493.  

Interestingly, unlike cell death induced by LPS transfection, Salmonella-triggered cell 

death in IFNg-primed mouse macrophages is only slightly or not dependent on 

GbpChr5. Further studies are needed to verify whether this is due to a Salmonella 

effector that specifically blocks Gbp4, or intrinsic differences between the transfected 

LPS (E. coli) and Salmonella LPS, which might account for the differential 

requirement for Gbp4.  

Another important experiment is to investigate the hierarchical recruitment of mouse 

Gbps to bacteria, in order to reveal similarities or differences to the human GBP 

system. Here, the use of immortalized BMDM expressing fluorescently-tagged Gbps 

may reveal whether Gbps are differentially recruited on cytosolic Salmonella and 

LPS. Finally, the reconstitution of single Gbps in GbpChr3/Chr5-deficient mice may help 
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to dissect individual functions of mGbp2, mGbp3, and mGbp4. To this end, we are 

currently generating double knockout mice. Eventually, the generation of chimeras, 

together with point mutations and biochemical analysis, and their evaluation for 

increased or lost targeting toward LPS and Salmonella, could unveil protein regions 

essential for non-canonical inflammasome activation. 

 

4.4 Discussion and future research 
During my PhD, I investigated the role of human GBPs in activating the caspase-4 

non-canonical inflammasome in response to S. Typhimurium and B. thailandensis in 

human epithelial cells and macrophages.  

Our data suggest that GBP1 functions as an LPS sensor in the context of Gram-

negative bacterial infections. Mechanistically, we found that the negative charges on 

the LPS lipid A moiety, as well as the positively charged patch in the globular domain 

of GBP1, are essential for mediating Salmonella targeting and, thus, inducing 

caspase-4 inflammasome activation360. However, the mechanism by which GBPs 

promote caspase-4 recruitment and activation has not yet been defined. Indeed, it 

remains unclear whether GBPs function as LBP-like proteins, catalyzing the transfer 

of LPS molecules to caspase-4, or whether they disrupt the outer membrane of 

Gram-negative bacteria by making the LPS lipid A moiety accessible to direct 

recognition by caspase-4. Therefore, reconstruction of the signaling cascade using 

recombinant proteins and structural characterization of the interactions of these 

components by cryo-EM can help establish a model that provides a detailed 

mechanistic framework to explain how GBPs recognize and exploit the components 

of Gram-negative bacteria outer membrane. Moreover, it has been suggested that 

lipid A acylation determines the requirement of different sets of GBPs. Indeed, S. 

Typhimurium, which harbors an hexa-acylated lipid A, is coated by GBP1-4360,361,455, 

whereas F. novicida, whose lipid A is tetra-acylated, is efficiently targeted by GBP1 

and 2 but escapes GBP3 and GBP4 recognition442. The use of bacterial mutants with 

different acylation rates could provide a useful tool to understand whether GBP 

recruitment is affected by lipid A composition and investigate how differences in GBP 

coating on Salmonella (GBP1-4) and Francisella (GBP1/GBP2) impact caspase-4 

activation. Intriguingly, GBP1 is also recruited on Toxoplasma PCVs, where it 

triggers the apoptosis of the infected cell via AIM2-dependent caspase-8 

activation420. Whether the recruitment of GBP1 on Toxoplasma-containing vacuoles 
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promotes the release of parasite ligands for receptor sensing by exerting lytic activity 

itself or by promoting the recruitment of additional factors with membranolytic activity 

remains to be determined. Moreover, it is unknown the ligand that triggers GBP1 

recruitment on PCVs, which would extend the function of GBP1 beyond LPS 

recognition. 

We also showed that GBPs block B. thailandensis-induced MNGC formation by 

triggering rapid cell death of infected cells. Specifically, GBP1 drives the recruitment 

and activation of caspase-4, thereby eradicating the intracellular replication niche of 

Burkholderia and its spreading through actin tails. Further studies are needed to 

understand whether the GBPs have a protective role against Burkholderia species 

more pathogenic for human, such as B. pseudomallei, the causative agents of 

human melioidosis. Indeed, despite B. thailandensis and B. pseudomallei share a 

similar intracellular life cycle, their lipid A differs in the number of acyl chains and 

modification of phosphate groups, a strategy used by many Gram-negative bacteria 

to evade antibacterial mechanisms. Moreover, unlike other intracellular bacteria 

whose actin-tail-based motility is inhibited by GBPs, the coat of GBPs on 

Burkholderia does not impair its ability to polymerize actin tails and spread 

throughout cells. Therefore, it would be interesting to study whether this is due to 

intrinsic differences within bacterial nucleating factors. Intriguingly, differently from 

what we observed in human epithelial cells, Gbp recruitment on cytosolic B. 

thailandensis restricts bacterial actin tail polymerization in murine macrophages433. 

This discrepancy may be a result of species-dependent differences - for instance, 

murine macrophages may express additional IFN-inducible factors which cooperate 

with the Gbps to restrict B. thailandensis spread - or whether this mechanism is cell-

type specific.  

Finally, I sought to define which individual murine Gbps on chromosome 3 and 

chromosome 5 were necessary for LPS-induced non-canonical inflammasome 

activation. Although further studies are needed to better define how human GBPs 

interact with LPS, the caspase-4 activation pathway clearly relies on the signaling 

hub formed by hGBPs360,361,491, whereas further studies are needed to elucidate how 

murine Gbps promote caspase-11-induced pyroptosis. It would be important to show 

if, similar to human GBPs, mGbps recruit caspase-11 to the bacterial surface or to 

cytosolic LPS. Interestingly, our data show that murine Gbps encoded by the 

chromosome 5 cluster are required for caspase-11-mediated pyroptosis in response 
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to cytosolic LPS. Their involvement is priming-dependent and only detectable with 

IFNg priming. Investigate the hierarchical recruitment of mouse Gbps to bacteria by 

using immortalized GbpChr3/Chr5-deficient BMDMs expressing fluorescently-tagged 

Gbps may help to get insight into the individual functions of mGbps. 

Eventually, further studies are needed to better define the role of individual GBPs in 

activating the human and murine non-canonical inflammasome. 
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Related article: Caspase-1 cleaves Bid to release mitochondrial SMAC and 
drive secondary necrosis in the absence of GSDMD. 
Rosalie Heilig1, Marisa Dilucca1, Dave Boucher1, Kaiwen W Chen1, Dora Hancz1, Benjamin 
Demarco1, Kateryna Shkarina1, Petr Broz1,† 

 
1Department of Biochemistry, University of Lausanne, Chemin des Boveresses 155, 1066 Epalinges, 
Switzerland. 
†Corresponding author. Email: petr.broz@unil.ch 
 
Statement of contribution: 
M. Dilucca: resources, data curation, investigation, and methodology 
 
Specific contributions: 
Generation of Bid-, Casp9-, Casp-8-, Casp-8/Casp9-, Casp3-, and Casp3/7-deficient 

iBMDMs using the genome-editing system Alt-R-CRISPR/Cas (IDT).  

 

Test of the bulk population by T7 endonuclease assay. 

 

Generation of single clones for the Casp9-, Casp-8-, Casp-8/Casp9-, Casp3- and 

Casp3/7-deficient bulk population by limiting dilution and verification by 

immunoblotting that protein expression is absent. 

 

Processing of liver and spleen from S. Typhimurium-challenged wild-type, Casp1–/–, 

and Gsdmd–/– mice (experiments not shown in the publication). 
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Research Article

Caspase-1 cleaves Bid to release mitochondrial SMAC and
drive secondary necrosis in the absence of GSDMD
Rosalie Heilig, Marisa Dilucca, Dave Boucher , Kaiwen W Chen , Dora Hancz, Benjamin Demarco , Kateryna Shkarina,
Petr Broz

Caspase-1 drives a lytic inflammatory cell death named pyroptosis
by cleaving the pore-forming cell death executor gasdermin-D
(GSDMD). Gsdmd deficiency, however, only delays cell lysis, in-
dicating that caspase-1 controls alternative cell death pathways.
Here, we show that in the absence of GSDMD, caspase-1 activates
apoptotic initiator and executioner caspases and triggers a rapid
progression into secondary necrosis. GSDMD-independent cell
death required direct caspase-1–driven truncation of Bid and
generation of caspase-3 p19/p12 by either caspase-8 or caspase-9.
tBid-induced mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization
was also required to drive SMAC release and relieve inhibitor of
apoptosis protein inhibition of caspase-3, thereby allowing
caspase-3 auto-processing to the fully active p17/p12 form. Our
data reveal that cell lysis in inflammasome-activated Gsdmd-
deficient cells is caused by a synergistic effect of rapid caspase-
1–driven activation of initiator caspases-8/-9 and Bid cleavage,
resulting in an unusually fast activation of caspase-3 and im-
mediate transition into secondary necrosis. This pathway might
be advantageous for the host in counteracting pathogen-induced
inhibition of GSDMD but also has implications for the use of
GSDMD inhibitors in immune therapies for caspase-1–dependent
inflammatory disease.
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Introduction
Inflammasomes are cytosolic signalling platforms assembled after
the recognition of host- or pathogen-derived danger signals by
cytosolic pattern recognition receptors, such as pyrin, AIM2, and
members of the Nod like receptor (NLR) protein family (Broz & Dixit,
2016). These complexes serve as activation platforms for caspase-1,
the prototypical inflammatory caspase. Active caspase-1 cleaves
the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 to their mature
bioactive form and induces a lytic form of cell death known as
pyroptosis, by processing the cell death executor gasdermin-D
(GSDMD) (Kayagaki et al, 2015; Shi et al, 2015). Caspase cleavage

at the residue D276 in mouse (D275 in human) removes the in-
hibitory GSDMDCT and allows GSDMDNT to translocate to cellular
membranes and form permeability pores, which disrupt ion ho-
meostasis and the electrochemical gradient (Kayagaki et al, 2015;
Shi et al, 2015; Aglietti et al, 2016; Ding et al, 2016; Liu et al, 2016;
Sborgi et al, 2016). GSDMD is also cleaved by caspase-11 in mice and
by caspase-4 and caspase-5 in humans, which are activated by the
so-called noncanonical inflammasome pathway in response to LPS
stemming from infections with cytosolic Gram-negative bacteria
(Kayagaki et al, 2011, 2013; Hagar et al, 2013; Shi et al, 2014). Un-
controlled inflammasome activation by gain-of-function mutations
in inflammasome receptors or in the context of sterile inflammatory
disease has been linked to a number of hereditary and acquired
inflammatory diseases, such as cryopyrin-associated periodic syn-
drome (Muckle–Wells syndrome), but also gout, Alzheimer’s disease,
and atherosclerosis (Masters et al, 2009). It is, thus, of high interest to
target and inhibit inflammasome assembly or downstream effector
processes such as GSDMD pore formation and IL-1β release.

Although Gsdmd deficiency results in complete abrogation of
caspase-11 (-4)–induced lytic cell death, it only delays caspase-
1–induced cell lysis (He et al, 2015; Kayagaki et al, 2015). Caspase-1
activation in Gsdmd−/− cells correlates with high levels of caspase-
3/7 and caspase-8 activity, but whether these apoptotic caspases
trigger lysis of Gsdmd-deficient cells after caspase-1 activation has
not been proven (He et al, 2015), and activation of apoptotic cas-
pases has been observed to occur even in inflammasome-activated
WT cells (Lamkanfi et al, 2008; Sagulenko et al, 2018). The lytic death
of Gsdmd−/− cells is also in contrast to the notion that apoptosis is
non-lytic and, thus, immunologically silent. However, it is also
known that prolonged apoptotic caspase activity will result in
apoptotic cells losing membrane integrity, a process termed
“secondary necrosis.” Apoptosis is executed by caspase-3/-7, which
themselves are activated by either caspase-8 (extrinsic apoptosis
pathway) or caspase-9 (intrinsic or mitochondrial apoptosis
pathway). Ligation of death receptors at the plasma membrane
(FasR, tumor necrosis factor receptor, and Trail) results in the
assembly of the death-inducing signalling complex or tumor ne-
crosis factor receptor complex IIa/b, which activates caspase-8, the
initiator caspase of the extrinsic pathway. In type-I cells, caspase-8
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activity is sufficient to activate the executioner caspases, whereas
in type-II cells, caspase-8 requires activation of the intrinsic
pathway in addition (Jost et al, 2009). Here, caspase-8 cleaves the
Bcl-2 family protein Bid to generate a truncated version (tBid),
which triggers Bax/Bak–induced mitochondrial outer membrane
permeabilization (MOMP). MOMP results in the release of second
mitochondria-derived activator of caspases (SMAC), ATP, and cyto-
chrome c to promote intrinsic apoptosis via formation of the apop-
tosome. This complex consists of apoptotic protease-activating factor 1
(APAF1), cytochrome c, ATP, and caspase-9 and serves as an activation
platform for caspase-9, which in turn cleaves caspase-3. Apoptosis is a
tightly regulated process, and disturbance of the equilibrium of cy-
tosolic pool of pro- and anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family proteins can result
in MOMP, apoptosis induction, and cell death (Riley, 2018; Vince et al,
2018). To prevent accidental activation of apoptosis, inhibitor of ap-
optosis proteins (IAPs), in particular X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis
protein (XIAP), suppresses caspase-3/7 and caspase-9 activation by
direct binding to the caspases via baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR) domains
(Roy et al, 1997; Takahashi et al, 1998; Bratton et al, 2002; Scott et al,
2005). SMAC, which is released during MOMP, antagonizes IAPs, thus
removing the brake on caspase auto-processing and allowing full
activity of the executioner caspases and apoptotic cell death (Du et al,
2000; Verhagen et al, 2000; Wilkinson et al, 2004).

Here, we investigate the mechanism that induces lytic cell death
after caspase-1 activation in Gsdmd-deficient cells. We show that cell
death in Gsdmd−/− macrophages requires caspase-1, Bid-dependent
mitochondrial permeabilization, and the executioner caspase-3. Re-
markably, Gsdmd-deficient cells form apoptotic blebs and bodies only
transiently, before shifting rapidly to a necrotic phenotype that is
characterized by extensive membrane ballooning. Unexpectedly, we
found that Bid cleavage and subsequent MOMP is driven directly by
caspase-1 independently of caspase-8, although high levels of cleaved
caspase-8 p18 are found in inflammasome-activated Gsdmd-deficient
cells. Upon investigating the steps downstream of MOMP, we observed
that knocking-out Casp9 in Gsdmd−/− cells had only a small effect on cell
death, whereas removing both Casp8 and Casp9 abrogated GSDMD-
independent cell death. The redundancy in caspase-8 and caspase-9
requirement was explained by the observation that either caspase was
sufficient to process caspase-3 between the large and small catalytic
domains, thereby generating the intermediate caspase-3 p19 and p12
fragments. Caspase-1–dependentBid cleavageandSMAC releaseare then
required to remove IAP inhibition, thereby allowing auto-cleavage of
caspase-3 to the p17/p12 fragments and full caspase activation (Kavanagh
et al, 2014). Thus, cell lysis in the absence of GSDMD is driven by the
synergistic effect of both rapid caspase-1–driven activation of initiator
caspases-8/-9 and Bid cleavage, which results in an unusually fast ac-
tivation of caspase-3 and immediate transition into secondary necrosis.

Results
Canonical inflammasomes trigger a rapid secondary necrosis in
the absence of GSDMD

The canonical and noncanonical inflammasome pathways con-
verge on the caspase-dependent cleavage and activation of the

pyroptosis executor GSDMD (Kayagaki et al, 2015; Shi et al, 2015).
However, although GSDMD is essential for lytic cell death (pyrop-
tosis) after LPS-induced noncanonical inflammasome activation
(Fig S1A), Gsdmd deficiency only delays cell lysis after engagement
of canonical inflammasome receptors, such as AIM2 (Figs 1A and
S1B–D), NLRC4, and NLRP3 (Figs 1A and S1B–D) (Kayagaki et al, 2015).
The absence of caspase-1 and caspase-11 in primary BMDMs, by
contrast, showed a much stronger reduction in lactate dehydro-
genase (LDH) release and propidium iodide (PI) influx, and Asc
deficiency completely abrogated cell lysis after AIM2 or NLRP3
activation, in line with the reported Apoptosis-associated speck-
like protein containing a CARD (ASC)-dependent activation of
apoptosis in absence of caspase-1 (Pierini et al, 2012; Man et al,
2013; Sagulenko et al, 2013; Chen et al, 2015; Vajjhala et al, 2015).

We next tested a number of cell death inhibitors for their ability
to block cell lysis in Gsdmd−/− immortalized BMDMs (iBMDMs)
transfected with poly(dA:dT), an activator of the AIM2 inflamma-
some (Fig S2). Neither 7-Cl-O-Nec1 (RIPK1 kinase inhibitor) nor
GSK872 (RIPK3 kinase inhibitor) were able to delay cell death in
Gsdmd−/− iBMDMs, thereby excluding a role for necroptosis or
complex IIb-dependent apoptosis, which require the kinase activity
of RIPK3 or RIPK1, respectively (Cho et al, 2009; He et al, 2009; Zhang
et al, 2009; Feoktistova et al, 2011; Tenev et al, 2011). Similarly, we
ruled out the involvement of calpains, calcium-dependent proteases
(PD 150606 and Calpeptin), or cathepsins (pan-cathepsin inhibitor
K777), which were previously shown to induce apoptosis through a
caspase-3–dependent or caspase-3–independent mechanisms
(Stennicke et al, 1998; Chwieralski et al, 2006; Momeni, 2011). Finally,
we also tested if caspase inhibitors delayed death in Gsdmd−/− or WT
iBMDMs. Remarkably, we found that whereas the pan-caspase
inhibitor VX765 delayed PI uptake in both WT and Gsdmd−/−
poly(dA:dT) transfected cells, the specific caspase-3/-7 inhibitor I
only blocked cell death in Gsdmd−/− but not in WT cells (Figs 1B
and S2). VX765 failed to prevent cell death in WT cells at later time
points in accordance with previous studies that showed pyrop-
tosis is difficult to block pharmaceutically (Schneider et al, 2017).

Although this suggested that apoptotic executioner caspases
were necessary for cell death in Gsdmd-deficient cells but dis-
pensable for cell death in WT cells, the speed by which Gsdmd-
deficient cells underwent apoptosis and subsequently cell lysis was
remarkable. Gsdmd−/− BMDMs displayed DNA laddering and pro-
cessing of caspase-3 to the mature p17 fragment within 1 h after
poly(dA:dT) transfection, which was faster than even the highest
concentrations of either extrinsic or intrinsic apoptosis stimuli
tested (Fig 1C and D). It is noteworthy that the highest concentration
regularly used to induce apoptosis is yet 20 times lower than the
concentration used in our study (Vince et al, 2018). Phenotypically,
this rapid activation of caspase-3 resulted in a very fast lytic cell
death as measured by PI influx (Fig 1E) and morphological analysis
(Fig 1F). Of note, inflammasome-stimulated Gsdmd−/− BMDMs ini-
tiated membrane blebbing and apoptotic body formation initially,
but rapidly lost this morphology and transitioned into a necrotic
state, characterized by extensive membrane ballooning (Fig 1F),
similarly to the end-stage of GSDMD-induced pyroptosis (Fig
S3A–C). We conclude that inflammasome activation in the ab-
sence of GSDMD results in rapid cell lysis, which we propose to refer
to as “GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis” to reflect both the
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Figure 1. Canonical inflammasome activation Gsdmd-deficient macrophages results in rapid secondary necrosis.
(A, B) LDH release, PI influx, and IL-1β release from LPS-primedWT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, and Gsdmd−/− primary or immortalized BMDMs (BMDMs and iBMDMs) after
transfection of poly(dA:dT) in the absence or presence of the indicated inhibitors. (C, D, E) DNA cleavage, PI influx, and immunoblots showing caspase-3/-7 processing
from LPS-primed Gsdmd−/− BMDMs transfected with poly(dA:dT) or treated with 100 ng/ml TNF-α plus 10, 5, or 1 μM AZD5582 (extrinsic apoptosis) or 1 μM ABT-737 plus 10, 1,
or 0.5 μMS63845 (intrinsic apoptosis). (F) Confocal images of LPS-primed Gsdmd−/− BMDMs transfected with poly(dA:dT) or left untreated and stained with CellTox Green
(green). Scale bar = 10 μM. Graphs show mean ± SD. Data and blot are representative of at least three independent experiments.
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rapid transition to the necrotic state and the requirement for the
activity of the apoptotic executioner caspases-3/-7.

GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis is mainly driven by
caspase-3

We next investigated which executioner caspase was required for
GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis after caspase-1 activa-
tion. High levels of caspase-3/-7 activity was detected in poly(dA:
dT)–transfected and Salmonella-infected Gsdmd−/− and to a lesser
degree in Casp1−/−/Casp11−/− BMDMs, whereas WT or Asc−/− BMDMs
showed minimal to no activity (Figs 2A and S4A). Because both
caspase-3 and caspase-7 cleave the DEVD peptidic substrate, we
next determined which executioner caspase was cleaved in
Gsdmd−/− cells but found that both caspase-3 and caspase-7 were
rapidly cleaved (Fig 2B). Although cleaved caspase-7 was detected
in both WT and Gsdmd-deficient cells, only Gsdmd−/− cells display
detectable caspase-3/-7 activity and caspase-3 cleavage (Fig 2A).
We, therefore, hypothesized that caspase-3 must account for the
DEVDase activity in Gsdmd−/− BMDMs.

To confirm our hypothesis genetically, we used CRISPR/Cas9
genome engineering to delete either Casp3 or Casp7, or both
Casp-3/7 in Gsdmd−/− BMDMs (Fig S4B) and determined the impact
of the deletion on GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis after
AIM2 inflammasome activation (Figs 2C and S4C). Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/−
as well as Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/−/Casp7−/− iBMDMs were strongly
protected against cell death after poly(dA:dT) transfection, whereas
Casp7 single deficiency did not provide protection, despite previous
reports that caspase-3 and caspase-7 function in a redundant
manner (Figs 2C and S4C) (Walsh et al, 2008;Lamkanfi& Kanneganti,
2010). Caspase-7 appeared to mainly contribute to the cell death
observed in Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/− iBMDMs, as these had higher LDH
levels than Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/−/Casp7−/− iBMDMs (Fig 2C). These
data were further corroborated by knockdown of caspase-3 or
caspase-7 in Gsdmd−/− iBMDMs (Fig S4D). Finally, we also examined
cell morphology after poly(dA:dT) transfection. Casp7 knockout in
Gsdmd−/− iBMDMs failed to reduce necrotic features and cell lysis,
whereas Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/− and Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/−/Casp7−/−
iBMDMs remained alive and intact (Fig 2D) at 3 h posttreatment. In
summary, these results demonstrate that although both execu-
tioner caspases are cleaved during cell death, it is caspase-3 that
drives GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis in inflammasome-
activated cells.

Because caspase-3 was shown to cleave gasdermin-E (GSDME),
another member of the gasdermin family, and GSDME was pro-
posed to drive secondary necrosis during prolonged apoptosis, we
asked whether lack of GSDMD drives an alternative cell death
pathway via caspase-3–mediated GSDME cleavage and pore for-
mation. We, thus, measured LDH release and PI influx in WT,
Gsdmd−/−, Gsdme−/−, and Gsdmd−/−/Gsdme−/− BMDMs upon acti-
vation of the AIM2 inflammasome (Figs 2E and S5A). Surprisingly,
although GSDME was cleaved in Gsdmd−/− at 1 h post-poly(dA:dT)
transfection, we did not find a contribution of GSDME to cell death
in Gsdmd−/− BMDMs because double Gsdmd/Gsdme-deficiency did
not confer any additional protection (Figs 2E and S5A and B).
Furthermore, BMDMs lacking only GSDME were comparable with WT

BMDMs, overall suggesting that GSDME does neither contribute to
pyroptosis nor GSDMD-independent necrosis.

Caspase-1 is required to cause GSDMD-independent secondary
necrosis in inflammasome-activated cells

Because the ASC speck has been reported to control activation of
apoptotic caspases independently of caspase-1 (Lee et al, 2018;
Mascarenhas et al, 2017;Pierini et al, 2012;Sagulenko et al, 2013;
Schneider et al, 2017;Van Opdenbosch et al, 2017), we next gen-
erated Gsdmd−/−/Casp1−/− BMDMs to determine if caspase-1 was
required for GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis (Fig 3A).
Deletion of caspase-1 in Gsdmd-deficient BMDMs strongly reduced
LDH release, caspase-3 processing, and caspase-3 activity (Fig
3A–C). LDH levels after 3 and 5 h of poly(dA:dT) transfection were
comparable with Casp1−/−/Casp11−/− BMDMs, but not as low as in
Asc−/−, confirming that Casp1 deletion did not affect the cell death
that is caused through the ASC-Caspase-8 axis (Fig 3B). It would
theoretically be possible that GSDMD-independent secondary
necrosis is not driven by the catalytic activity of caspase-1, but by
the formation of a caspase-1–containing scaffold and the assembly
of an unknown death inducing complex, in analogy to the scaf-
folding function of caspase-8 (Henry & Martin, 2017). However, we
found that poly(dA:dT)–induced PI influx in BMDMs from Casp1C284A/
C284A mice, which express a catalytically dead caspase-1, was
comparable with Casp1−/−/Casp11−/− or Casp1−/− BMDMs, and much
lower than PI influx in Gsdmd−/−. We formally excluded this pos-
sibility (Fig 3D) and thus conclude that caspase-1 enzymatic activity
is required to drive GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis.

Bid cleavage is required for mitochondrial damage and GSDMD-
independent secondary necrosis

While examining the morphology of inflammasome-activated
BMDMs by confocal microscopy, we found that Gsdmd−/− cells
were characterized by mitochondrial fragmentation and loss of
mitochondrial membrane potential (Fig S6A) and a rapid drop of
cellular ATP levels (Figs 4A and S6B–D) as early as 30 min after
inflammasome activation. Given this rapid loss of mitochondrial
integrity, we hypothesized that it was linked to the rapid onset of
caspase-3 activation and induction of secondary necrosis in
Gsdmd-deficient cells.

An imbalance of pro- and anti-apoptotic Bcl2 family members
results in the activation of Bax/Bak pore formation and loss of
mitochondrial integrity during apoptosis. Often, degradation and/
or cleavage of anti-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins as well as activating
cleavage of BH3-only protein are responsible for MOMP. To identify
which pro-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins are processed in Gsdmd−/−
BMDMs, wemade use of Stable Isotope Labeling with Amino acids in
Cell culture (SILAC) mass spectrometry approach (Ong et al, 2002).
Differentially isotope-labelled immortalized Gsdmd−/− and Asc−/−
BMDMs were transfected with poly(dA:dT), proteins separated by
molecular weight using SDS–PAGE, cut according to MW and each
slice analysed by mass spectrometry (Slice-SILAC). The differential
analysis of the heavy versus light fraction enabled a comparison
between the nonresponsive Asc−/− and the responsive Gsdmd−/−,
wherein appearance of smaller fragments in Gsdmd−/− indicated
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Figure 2. Caspase-3 drives GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis in inflammasome activated cells.
(A, B) LDH release, caspase-3/-7 activity (DEVDase activity) and immunoblots showing caspase-3/-7 processing from LPS-primed WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, and
Gsdmd−/− primary BMDMs after transfection of poly(dA:dT). (C) LDH release from LPS-primedWT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, Gsdmd−/−, Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/−, Gsdmd−/−/Casp7−/−,
and Gsdmd−/−/Casp3−/−/Casp7−/− iBMDMs after transfection of poly(dA:dT). (C, D) Confocal images of cells from (C). Insets show membrane ballooning in dying cells at 3 h
post-transfection. Scale bar = 10 μm. (E) Quantification of LDH release in LPS primed WT, Asc−/−, Casp-1−/−/Casp-11−/−, Gsdmd−/−, Gsdme−/−, and Gsdmd−/−/Gsdme−/−
BMDMs transfected with poly(dA:dT) for 4 h. Graphs show mean ± SD. **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001, “ns,” no significance (unpaired t test). Data and blot are representative of at
least three independent experiments.
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cleavage. We focused on potential cleavage of Bcl-2 family proteins
that indicate their inability to inhibit BH3-only proteins or promote
BH3-only proteins to induce MOMP (Bock & Tait, 2019). The anti-
apoptotic protein Mcl-1 (of Bcl-2, Mcl-1, and Bcl-XL) and the pro-
apoptotic proteins Bax, Bak, and Bid (but not Bim) were found to be
cleaved in Gsdmd−/−, but not in Asc−/− cells (Fig 4B). Because in type-
II cells, caspase-8–cleaved tBid translocates to the mitochondria to
promote Bax/Bak–dependent pore formation and intrinsic apo-
ptosis, we investigated whether Bid cleavage promoted GSDMD-
independent secondary necrosis. Confirming the SILAC data, Bid

was found to be rapidly cleaved in Gsdmd−/− cells but not in Asc−/−
after inflammasome activation (Fig 4C). However, because Bid
cleavage was also observed in WT and Casp1−/−/Casp11−/− BMDMs,
we proceeded to assess its contribution to GSDMD-independent
secondary necrosis genetically by generating Gsdmd−/−/Bid−/−
iBMDMs (Fig S7A). Knocking out Bid in Gsdmd−/− cells significantly
reduced the levels of caspase-3 activity (Fig S7B) after poly(dA:dT)
transfection and in agreement with that strongly reduced LDH
release and PI uptake were observed (Figs 4D and S7C). Strikingly,
Gsdmd−/−/Bid−/− cells looked adhered and elongated comparable

Figure 3. Caspase-1 is required for GSDMD-
independent secondary necrosis.
(A, B, C) Immunoblot showing Caspase-1 expression
and caspase-3 processing, LDH release, and caspase-
3/-7 activity (DEVDase activity) from LPS-primed
Gsdmd−/− and Gsdmd−/−/Casp1−/− immortalized
BMDMs after transfection of poly(dA:dT). (D) PI influx of
WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, Casp1−/−, Casp1C284A/C284A,
and Gsdmd−/− primary BMDMs after transfection of
poly(dA:dT). Graphs show mean ± SD. **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤
0.001, ****P ≤ 0.0001 (unpaired t test). Data and blot
are representative of at least three independent
experiments.

Figure 4. Mitochondrial damage is caused by
truncated Bid.
(A) LDH release and Titer-Glo measurements from LPS-
primed WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, and Gsdmd−/−
primary BMDMs after transfection with poly(dA:dT).
(B) Schematic cleavage profile of Bcl-2 family members
generated from slice SILAC data. Bubble diameters are
proportional to the number of quantified peptide
matches, whereas the gradient color represents the H/
L ratio, as indicated below. The green bubbles (negative
log2H/L) represent protein isoforms reduced in
Gsdmd−/− iBMDMs compared with Asc−/− iBMDMs at 3 h
post-poly(dA:dT) transfection; red bubbles (positive
log2H/L) represent protein isoforms enriched in
Gsdmd−/− iBMDMs compared with Asc−/− iBMDMs. (C)
Immunoblots showing Bid processing from LPS-primed
WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, and Gsdmd−/− primary
BMDMs after transfection with poly(dA:dT). (D) LDH
release from WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, Gsdmd−/−,
and Gsdmd−/−/Bid−/− iBMDMs after transfection with
poly(dA:dT). Graphs show mean ± SD. *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤
0.01, ****P ≤ 0.0001, “ns,” no significance (unpaired t
test). Data and blots are representative of at least
three independent experiments.
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with untreated iBMDMs upon transfection with poly(dA:dT), which is
in contrast to Gsdmd−/− iBMDMs which displayed typical necrotic
features such as rounding up, permeabilization, shrinkage, and
blebbing (Fig S7D). In summary, these results show that Bid is an
essential mediator of GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis and
suggest that Bid cleavage is required to drive this cell death.

Caspase-1 cleaves Bid to promote caspase-3 activation and cell
lysis

Because proteolytic cleavage of Bid precedes MOMP and is required
for cell death, we next enquired which upstream caspase is re-
sponsible for Bid activation. Immunoblotting for the cleaved p18
fragment of caspase-8 suggested that Gsdmd−/− BMDMs contain
active caspase-8 at 15–30 min after poly(dA:dT) transfection,
whereas very little cleaved caspase-8 p18 was found in WT, Asc−/−,
or Casp1−/−/Casp11−/− BMDMs (Figs 5A and S8A). Interestingly, the
relatively low levels of caspase-8 cleavage in Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−
compared with Gsdmd−/− BMDMs suggested that direct activation of
caspase-8 by the ASC speck was negligible and that instead
caspase-8 activation in Gsdmd−/− cells depended on the presence
caspase-1. However, whether caspase-1 would cleave and activate
caspase-8 directly or by an indirect pathway could not be deduced.

We next assessed the role of caspase-8 in causing GSDMD-
independent secondary necrosis by generating Gsdmd−/−/
Casp8−/− iBMDM lines (Fig S8B). Of note, although Casp8 defi-
ciency in mice results in embryonic lethality because of the un-
checked activation of RIP3-dependent necroptosis (Kaiser et al,
2011;Oberst et al, 2011), Casp8-deficient macrophages were re-
ported to be viable unless stimulated with extrinsic apoptotic
triggers (Kang et al, 2004;Kaiser et al, 2011;Cuda et al, 2015). Indeed,
when testing if Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/− BMDMs showed reduced levels
of cell death after induction of apoptosis with the extrinsic

apoptosis stimulus TNFα/SMAC, we found that cell death was re-
duced, but not completely abrogated (Fig S8C). The remaining cell
death, however, was block when TNFα/SMAC was combined with
the RIPK3 kinase inhibitor GSK’872 (Fig S8C). These results confirmed
that the cells were indeed Casp8 knockouts and that the nec-
roptotic pathway was only initiated when death receptors were
engaged. Wenext compared LDH release inGsdmd−/− and Gsdmd−/−/
Casp8−/− BMDMs after transfection of the AIM2 inflammasome
activator poly(dA:dT). Unexpectedly, we found no difference in LDH
release nor PI uptake between these two genotypes (Figs 5B and
S8D). Furthermore, we were still able to detect Bid cleavage and
caspase-3 processing to the active p17 fragment in inflammasome-
activated Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/− BMDMs (Fig 5C and D). Previous work
has implied that Bid can also be a substrate of caspase-1 (Li et al,
1998) because caspase-1 and caspase-8 have partially overlapping
substrate spectrum that includes also GSDMD and IL1β (Maelfait et
al, 2008;Orning et al, 2018;Sarhan et al, 2018;Chen et al, 2019). In line
with caspase-1 controlling Bid cleavage directly and independently
of caspase-8, we found that tBid generation after AIM2 activation
was completely abrogated in Gsdmd−/−/Casp1−/− BMDMs at an early
time point and strongly reduced after prolonged incubation (Fig 5E)
and that caspase-1 was able to efficiently convert Bid to tBid in an in
vitro cleavage assay (Fig 5F). In summary, our data thus far suggest
that although Bid cleavage is essential for GSDMD-independent
secondary necrosis and high levels of active caspase-8 are found in
these cells, it is caspase-1 and not caspase-8 that processes Bid
and induces mitochondrial permeabilization.

GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis requires both caspase-8
and caspase-9

Having identified caspase-1, Bid and caspase-3 as the essential drivers
of GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis, we next asked if activation

Figure 5. Caspase-1 drives Bid processing during
GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis.
(A) Immunoblots showing caspase-1, caspase-7,
caspase-3, caspase-8, and caspase-9 processing in WT,
Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, and Gsdmd−/− primary
BMDMs after transfection with poly(dA:dT). (B) LDH
release from WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, Gsdmd−/−,
and Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/− iBMDMs after transfection
with poly(dA:dT). (C) Immunoblots showing caspase-3
processing in Gsdmd−/− and Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−
iBMDMs after transfection with poly(dA:dT). (D)
Immunoblots showing Bid cleavage in Gsdmd−/− and
Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/− iBMDMs after transfection with
poly(dA:dT). (E) Immunoblots showing Bid cleavage
in Gsdmd−/− and Gsdmd−/−/Casp1−/− iBMDMs after
transfection with poly(dA:dT). (F) In vitro cleavage assay
showing processing of recombinant Bid by
recombinant caspase-1. Graphs show mean ± SD. *
“ns,” no significance (unpaired t test). Data and blot are
representative of at least three independent
experiments.
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of caspase-9 downstream of mitochondrial permeabilization and cyto-
chromec release provides the link betweenBid and caspase-3 activation.
We, thus, generated Gsdmd−/−/Casp9−/− iBMDM lines by CRISPR/Cas9
genome targeting and verified that they lacked caspase-9 expressionand
no longer responded to intrinsic apoptosis induction (Fig S9A and B).

However, we found that in analogy to Casp8-deficiency, knocking out of
Casp9 in Gsdmd−/− had only a small impact on poly(dA:dT)–induced
secondary necrosis after 5 h of treatment, whereas no impact was de-
tectable at anearlier timepoint (Figs 6AandS9C). Furthermore, caspase-3
processing was also found to be unaffected in these cell lines (Fig 6B).

Figure 6. SMAC release and initiator caspases-8/-9
are required for GSDMD-independent secondary
necrosis.
(A) LDH release from WT, Asc−/−, Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−,
Gsdmd−/−, and Gsdmd−/−/Casp9−/− iBMDMs after
transfection with poly(dA:dT). (B) Immunoblots
showing caspase-3 cleavage in Gsdmd−/− and
Gsdmd−/−/Casp9−/− iBMDMs after transfection with
poly(dA:dT). (C) LDH release from WT, Asc−/−,
Casp1−/−/Casp11−/−, Gsdmd−/−, Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−,
Gsdmd−/−/Casp9−/−, and Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−/
Casp9−/− iBMDMs after transfection with poly(dA:dT).
(D) Immunoblots showing caspase-3 cleavage in
Gsdmd−/−, Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−, Gsdmd−/−/Casp9−/−,
and Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−/Casp9−/− iBMDMs after
transfection with poly(dA:dT). (E) Immunoblots showing
caspase-3 processing from Gsdmd−/− and Gsdmd−/−/
Bid−/− iBMDMs after transfection with poly(dA:dT).
(F) Schematic summary of the mechanism of caspase-3
cleavage and activation. (G) PI influx in untreated or
poly(dA:dT)–transfected Gsdmd−/−/Bid−/− iBMDMs in
the presence or absence of the SMAC mimetic AZD5582.
Graphs show mean ± SD. *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01
(unpaired t test). Data and blot are representative of at
least three independent experiments.

Figure 7. Model of cell death in Gsdmd-deficient
myeloid cells after activation of caspase-1.
Model depicting the mechanism of canonical
inflammasome activation in WT cells undergoing
caspase-1– and GSDMD-dependent pyroptosis and
Gsdmd−/− cells undergoing caspase-1–induced
GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis.
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These results raised the possibility that caspase-8 and caspase-
9 activity was redundant or that caspase-1 was driving Bid cleavage
and caspase-3 activation somehow independently of both initiator
caspases. We addressed these two scenarios by creating Gsdmd−/−/
Casp8−/−/Casp9−/− iBMDM lines (Fig S9D) and compared their
phenotype after AIM2 inflammasome activation to our other
knockout lines. Poly(dA:dT)–transfected Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−/
Casp9−/− BMDMs displayed significantly reduced levels of LDH re-
lease compared with Gsdmd−/−, Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−, or Gsdmd−/−/
Casp9−/− cells (Fig 6C). Consistent with the reduced levels of cell lysis, we
also found that caspase-3 processing was significantly reduced in
Gsdmd−/−/Casp8−/−/Casp9−/− when compared with the other genotypes
(Fig 6D), confirming that activity of either initiator caspasewas sufficient to
drive caspase-3 activation and GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis.

Bid-induced mitochondrial permeabilization is required to
release SMAC and promote conversion of caspase-3 p19 to p17

The finding that single deficiency in either caspase-8 or caspase-9
had no impact on caspase-3 activation and GSDMD-independent
secondary necrosis, whereas double-deficiency abrogated cell lysis
was unexpected and puzzling. Because Bid was essential for
GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis, whereas caspase-9 was
not, we hypothesized that other factors released from permeabilized
mitochondria were required. Besides cytochrome c, which activates
Apaf-1 to assemble the apoptosome and promote caspase-9 activity,
mitochondria also release ATP and SMAC. SMAC binds IAPs, in par-
ticular XIAP, which normally suppresses caspase-3/7 and caspase-9
activity, and thus relieves the block on apoptosis induction (Deveraux
et al, 1997;Wu et al, 2000). We, thus, closely examined caspase-3
processing between poly(dA:dT)–transfected Gsdmd−/− and Gsdmd−/−/
Bid−/− and found that while only the p17 fragment of caspase-3 was
found in Gsdmd−/− BMDMs, Gsdmd−/−/Bid−/− featured two cleaved
caspase-3 bands, at 19 and 17 kD (Figs 6E and S9E). Previous studies
showed that p19 fragment is generated by apical caspases cleaving in
the linker domain between the large and small subunit, whereas the
p17 is generated by auto-processing of the pro-peptide by caspase-3
itself (Kavanagh et al, 2014) (Fig 6F). We hypothesize that Bid defi-
ciency delayed IAP release and, thus, conversion from the p19 to the p17
fragment and full activity of caspase-3 and that this was a critical factor
for GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis. Indeed, treatment with
the SMAC mimetic AZD5582 increased generation of caspase-3 p17 (Fig
S9F) and partially restored cell death in Gsdmd−/−/Bid−/− BMDMs (Fig
6G). These results suggest that during GSDMD-independent secondary
necrosis, Bid cleavage and mitochondrial permeabilization are mainly
required for the release of SMAC and subsequent binding to XIAP but
not to drive caspase-9 activation. However, because either caspase-8 or
caspase-9 are needed to process caspase-3 (Fig 6D), caspase-1 cannot
induce GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis in the absence of both
initiator caspases (Fig 7).

Discussion
Here, we show that the cell lysis that occurs in Gsdmd-deficient
cells upon activation of canonical inflammasomes is a rapid form of

secondary necrosis (referred to as “GSDMD-independent secondary
necrosis” in this article) and that it depends on the caspase-1–
dependent activation of either caspase-8 or caspase-9, Bid
cleavage, SMAC release, and caspase-3 activity. Secondary necrosis
describes the loss of membrane integrity of apoptotic cells or
apoptotic bodies and is, thus, appropriate because death in
Gsdmd-deficient cells relies on initiator caspases and the executor
caspase-3 and results in a loss of membrane integrity. Yet, it is
remarkably different from regular apoptosis in the signalling
pathways that underlie its induction, cellular morphology, and the
speed by which cells undergo death.

GSDMD-independent cell lysis is characterized by a rapid loss of
mitochondrial potential and rapid activation of caspase-3 and an
atypical apoptotic morphology. Indeed, cells undergoing this type
of cell death show only initially the signs of regular apoptotic blebs
or apoptotic body formation and quickly lose membrane integrity
and start ballooning, similarly to pyroptotic cells. This morphology
has in the past led to the speculation that caspase-1 might directly
or indirectly cleave an alternative lytic cell death executor, such
as another gasdermin family member. Indeed, recently Tsuchiya
et al (2019) proposed that caspase-3 processes GSDME in Gsdmd-
deficient CL26 cells that harbor dimerizer-activated caspase-1
(Tsuchiya et al, 2019). Our data in primary mouse macrophages,
however, show no involvement of GSDME in GSDMD-independent
secondary necrosis (Figs 2E and S5A and B), although GSDME is
detectable and processed (Fig S5B). This discrepancy is most likely
caused by differences in GSDME expression levels between dif-
ferent cell types. Recent results show that a number of cancer cell
lines express sufficiently high levels of GSDME to cause pyroptosis
upon treatment with apoptosis-inducing chemotherapy drugs
(Wang et al, 2017b). It remains to be determined how much GSDME
is expressed by CL-26 cells, a murine colorectal carcinoma cell
line, compared with macrophages (Tsuchiya et al, 2019), but
overwhelming evidence suggest that at least in macrophages,
GSDME expression or activity appear to be insufficient to induce
GSDME-dependent cell death after caspase-3 activation (Lee et al,
2018;Sarhan et al, 2018;Vince et al, 2018;Chen et al, 2019). Thus,
other yet undefined factors drive the lysis of Gsdmd-deficient
BMDMs.

Another striking difference between regular apoptosis and
GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis is the signalling pathway
underlying caspase-3 activation. Our data show that themain driver
of this cell death is active caspase-1 and that it promotes cell death
by cleaving several targets. The most critical of these targets ap-
pears to be Bid, which is converted by caspase-1 to tBid (inde-
pendently of caspase-8) and which induces mitochondrial
permeabilization and the release of cytochrome c, ATP, and SMAC.
Moreover, caspase-1 acts as a kind of “super-initiator” caspase by
activating initiator caspases-8/-9. It is worth noting that caspase-8
activation is mostly driven by caspase-1 with a negligible contri-
bution of direct caspase-8 activation at the ASC speck, as evident
from much reduced caspase-8 cleavage in Casp1/Casp11–deficient
compared with Gsdmd-deficient cells. This could potentially be
driven by direct caspase-1–induced cleavage of caspase-8, or by
caspase-1, somehow enhancing ASC-dependent caspase-8 acti-
vation. Caspase-9 activation, however, is downstream of Bid
cleavage. The requirement for either caspase-8 and casoase-9
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appears to stem from the fact that caspase-1 fails to process
caspase-3 efficiently, despite previous reports suggesting that
caspase-1 cleaved caspase-3 directly (Taabazuing et al, 2017;
Sagulenko et al, 2018). However, caspase-1 is efficient enough to
activate Bid to induce SMAC release, to relieve inhibition by IAPs,
and allows full conversion to caspase-3 p17/p12.

Our findings are in contradiction to the recent report by the Suda
Laboratory, which proposed that cell death in Gsdmd-deficient cells
is solely caused by the Bid–caspase-9–caspase-3 axis (Tsuchiya et al,
2019). The discrepancy is potentially related to cell line–intrinsic
differences or to the method used to activate caspase-1. Tsuchiya et
al (2019) performed experiments in CL26 cells, which, for example,
lack ASC and, thus, lack the ASC speck-induced activation of caspase-
8 (Pierini et al, 2012; Sagulenko et al, 2013; Vajjhala et al, 2015; Fu et al,
2016), whereas we used immortalized macrophages, which recapit-
ulate the behavior of primary BMDMs. Furthermore, they used a
dimerizer-based system to activate caspase-1, which most likely
induces higher levels of caspase-1 activity compared with physio-
logical inflammasome triggers and, thus, might explain why Tsuchiya
et al (2019) did not observe a role for caspase-8, which we find
necessary to amplify caspase-1 activity after treatment with ca-
nonical inflammasome triggers. However, both studies agree that Bid
cleavage is essential for cell death in Gsdmd-deficient cells and that
Bid is cleaved by caspase-1 independently of caspase-8.

Recent work has revealed a surprisingly high level of redundancy
and cross talk between the apoptotic, necroptotic, and pyroptotic
cell death pathways. Interestingly, inmany cases, these pathways or
the cross talk are normally not detectable or only turned on when
another pathway is inhibited. For example, deletion of caspase-8 or
mutation of its auto-processing sites are known to result in acti-
vation of RIP3/MLKL-dependent necroptosis, a pathway that is
otherwise not observed, and catalytic-dead caspase-8 results in
activation of necroptosis and pyroptosis (Kaiser et al, 2011; Oberst
et al, 2011; Kang et al, 2018, Newton, 2019a; 2019b). It is assumed
that this redundancy developed as a defense mechanism to guard
against pathogen-induced inhibition of apoptosis, and accordingly
viral inhibitors of the three major cell death pathways have been
identified (Li & Stollar, 2004; Taxman et al, 2010; Nailwal & Chan,
2019), which highlights that necroptosis is not an artifact caused by
lack of caspase-8 activity. Similarly, it could be speculated that the
ability of caspase-1 to induce rapid secondary necrosis by acti-
vating apoptotic caspases might have developed as a safeguard
against viruses that inhibit GSDMD. Indeed, recently, the pathogenic
enterovirus 71, which is known to trigger the NLRP3 inflammasome
(Wang et al, 2017a), was shown to interfere with GSDMD activation. In
particular, the viral protease 3C was shown to cleave GSDMD at
Q193/194, interfering with N-terminal fragment formation, oligo-
merization, and GSDMD pore formation (Wang et al, 2015). Fur-
thermore, GSDMD-independent secondary necrosis appears to
contribute to the clearance of bacterial infection, as it could be
shown that Gsdmd−/− mice are less susceptible to infection with
Francisella novicida compared with Casp1- or Aim2-deficient ani-
mals (Schneider et al, 2017; Kanneganti et al, 2018b). Along the same
lines, Gsdmd-deficient mice infected with Burkholderia thai-
landensis show lower CFUs and lower IL-1β levels than Casp1/
Casp11–deficient animals (Wang et al, 2019). Similarly, it was re-
ported that peritoneal IL-1β levels are higher in Salmonella

typhimurium–infected Gsdmd−/− mice than Casp1−/− controls
(Monteleone et al, 2018). These studies, thus, allow the conclusion
that GSDMD-independent cell death is also engaged in vivo and
that it allows partial protection against intracellular bacterial
pathogens. Unexpectedly, however, GSDMD-independent second-
ary necrosis does not appear to be important in models of auto-
inflammatory diseases because Gsdmd deficiency rescues mice
expressing mutant NLRP3 or Pyrin, linked to neonatal-onset mul-
tisystem inflammatory disease and familial Mediterranean fever
(Xiao et al, 2018; Kanneganti et al, 2018a).

Considering that knockout of GSDMD showed a big improvement in
pro-inflammatory symptoms associated with the autoinflammatory
diseases neonatal-onset multisystem inflammatory disease and fa-
milial Mediterranean fever and the importance of the canonical
inflammasome pathway in sterile inflammatory disease, research has
focused on the discovery of GSDMD-specific inhibitors. To date, several
inhibitors have been identified, although off-target effects and
specificity still need to be evaluated inmore detail (Rathkey et al, 2018;
Sollberger et al, 2018; Rashidi et al, 2019). Furthermore, it is important to
consider that caspase-1 activity is unrestrained by these inhibitors and
that, thus, caspase-1 might induce cell death and inflammation
through the back-up pathway described in our study.

Materials and Methods
Antibodies, chemicals, and reagents

Drugs
VX-765 (MedChemExpress), Caspase-3/7 inhibitor I (CAS 220509-74-
0; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), Q-VD-Oph (Selleck Chemicals),
AZD5582 (Selleck Chemicals), 7-Cl-O-Nec1 (Abcam), GSK872 (Selleck
Chemicals), K777 (AdipoGen), PD 150606 (Tocris), Calpeptin (Selleck
Chemicals), ABT-737 (Selleck Chemicals), S63845 (Selleck Chem-
icals), and Nigericin (InvivoGen).

Antibodies
GSDMD (Ab209845; Abcam), Casp-1 (Casper1, AG-20B-0042-C100;
AdipoGen), Tubulin (Ab40742; Abcam), IL-1β (AF-401-NA; R&D Sys-
tems), Caspase-3 (#9662; Cell Signaling Technology), Caspase-7
(#9492; Cell Signaling Technology), Caspase-8 (#9429 and 4927;
Cell Signaling Technology), Caspase-9 (#9508 and #9504; Cell Sig-
naling Technology), and Bid (#2003; Cell Signaling Technology).

Animal experiments

All experiments were performed with approval from the veterinary
office of the Canton de Vaud and according to the guidelines from
the Swiss animal protection law (license VD3257). C57BL/6J mice
were purchased from Janvier Labs and housed at specific
pathogen-free facility at the University of Lausanne. Mice lacking
Asc, Casp1, Casp1/11, Gsdmd, Gsdme, or expressing mutant
Casp1C284A have been previously described (Mariathasan et al, 2004;
Kayagaki et al, 2011; Schneider et al, 2017; Chen et al, 2019). All mice
were either generated (Gsdmd−/− and Gsdme−/−) or backcrossed
(other lines) in the C56BL/6J background.
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Cell culture and immortalization of macrophages

Primary mouse macrophages (BMDMs) were differentiated for 6 d and
cultured for up to 9 d in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FCS
(Bioconcept), 20% 3T3 supernatant (MCSF), 10%Hepes (Gibco), and 10%
nonessential amino acids (Gibco). Immortalization of macrophages
was performed as previously described (Blasi et al, 1985; Broz et al,
2010). Immortalized macrophages (iBMDMs) were cultured in DMEM
complemented with 10% FCS (Bioconcept), 10% MCSF (3T3 superna-
tant), 10% Hepes (Amimed), and 10% nonessential amino acids (Life
Technologies). To passage the BMDMs and iBMDMs, the cells were
washedwith PBS and left to detach at 4°C for 15min and scarped using
cell scrapers (Sarstedt), spun down at 300g for 5 min at 4°C, and
resuspended in the appropriate amount of medium.

Crispr genome editing in immortalized macrophages

Bid-, Casp9-, Casp-8-, Casp-8/Casp9-, Casp1-, Casp3-, Casp7-, and
Casp3/7-deficient iBMDMs were generated using the genome-
editing system Alt-R-CRISPR/Cas (IDT) according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol. Briefly, the gene-specific targeting crRNA (Bid:
TGGCTGTACTCGCCAAGAGC TGG Caspase-9: CACACGCACGGGCTCCAACT
TGG, Caspase-8: CTTCCTAGACTGCAACCGAG AGG, Caspase-1: AAT-
GAAGACTGCTACCTGGC AGG, Caspase-7: GATAAG TGGGCACTCGGTCC
TGG, and Caspase-3: AATGTCATCTCGCTCTGGTA CGG or TGGGCC-
TGAAATACCAAGTC AGG) was mixed with the universal RNA oligo
tracrRNA to form a gRNA complex (crRNA–tracrRNA). The addition of
the recombinant Cas9 nuclease V3 allowed the formation of an RNP
complex specific for targeting the desired genes. The tracrRNA only
or RNP complexes were subsequently reverse transfected into
either WT or Gsdmd−/− immortalized iBMDMs using RNAiMax
(Invitrogen). The bulk population was tested for successful gene
mutation using the T7 endonuclease digestion assay as follows: the
cells were lysed by the KAPA Biosystems Kit according to the
manufacturer’s protocol, and genomic DNA flanking the guide RNA
(crRNA)–binding site was amplified by PCR using gene-specific
primers (Bid: fw: CTGGACATTACTGGGGGCAG, rv: CTCGATAGCCC-
CTTGGTGTC; Caspase-9: fw: CAAGCTCTCCAGACCTGACC, rv: GAGATCT-
GACGGGCACCATT; Caspase-8: fw: GGGATGTTGGAGGAAGGCAA, rv:
GGCACAGACTTTGAGGGGTT; Caspase-1: fw: CAGACAAGATCCTGAGGGCA,
rv: AGATGAGGATCCAGCGAGTAT; Caspase-7: fw: TTGCCTGACCCAAGGTTTGT,
rv: CCCAGCAACAGGAAAGCAAC; and Caspase-3: fw: GTG GGGGA-
TATCGCTGTCAT, rv: TGTGTAAGGATGCGGACTGC). The amplified genomic
DNA was used to perform the heteroduplex analysis according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (IDT). Single clones were derived from the
bulk population by limiting dilution, and the absence of protein
expression in single clones was verified by immunoblotting and
sequencing of genomic regions, where required.

siRNA knockdown

2.5 × 105 Gsdmd-deficient iBMDMs were seeded per well of a six-well
plate and incubated overnight. For the siRNA transfection, the
medium was changed to OptiMEM, and siRNA transfection was
carried out according to the manufacturer’s protocol, transfecting
25 pmol siRNA (non-targeting: siGENOME non-targeting siRNA
control pools [D-001206-14; Dharmacon], caspase-3: Casp3 SMART

POOL [M-043042-01; Dharmacon], and caspase-7: Casp7 SMART
POOL [M-057362-01; Dharmacon]) with 7.5 μl Lipofectamine RNAiMax
(Invitrogen) per well. Medium was exchanged for DMEM (10% FCS,
10% MCSF, 1% NeAA, and 1% Hepes) after 6 h. 48 h post-transfection,
the cells were collected and reseeded in a 96-well plate at 3 × 104
cells/well. The cells were primed and treated as in cell death
assays.

Cell death assays

The cells were seeded in 96-well plates (100 μl/well) or 12-well
plates (1 ml/well) at a density of 0.5 × 106 cells/ml overnight and
primed the next day with 100 ng/ml ultrapure LPS-B5 (055:B5;
InvivoGen) for 4 h. AIM2 inflammasome activation was achieved by
transfecting 0.4 μg poly(dA:dT) (InvivoGen) per 105 cells. In sep-
arate tubes, poly(dA:dT) and linear polyethylenimine (1 μg per 105
cells; PolyScience) were mixed with OptiMEM by vortexing and left
for 3 min at room temperature. Then poly(dA:dT) and poly-
ethylenimine (PEI) were mixed together, vortexed shortly, and left
for 15 min before adding a quarter of the total volume on top of
the cells. Transfection was facilitated by spinning cells for 5 min at
300g at 37°C. Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium SL1344
and Francisella tularensis subsp. novicida U112 (F. novicida) in-
fection were performed in OptiMEM. For S. typhimurium infection,
bacteria were grown overnight and subcultured 1/40 for 3 h and 30
min in Luria low-salt broth (LB low salt) supplemented with ap-
propriate antibiotics, whereas infection with Francisella were
performed from the overnight culture grown in brain heart in-
fusion broth supplemented with 0.2% L-cysteine (Sigma-Aldrich)
and appropriate antibiotics. Bacteria were then added on top of
the cells in OptiMEM, spun at 300g for 5 min and incubated at 37°C
for the duration of the experiment or extracellular bacterial
growth suppressed by addition of gentamycin at 30 and 120 min
postinfection for S. typhimurium, and F. novicida, respectively. For
the NLRP3 inflammasome activation, LPS-B5 (055:B5; InvivoGen)
priming was carried out in OptiMEM for 4 h before addition of 5 μM
nigericin (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated for indicated time.
Similarly, the cells were primed with 100 ng/ml LPS LPS-B5 (055:B5;
InvivoGen) for 4 h in OptiMEM. LPS/FuGeneHD complexes were
prepared by mixing 100 μl OptiMEM with 2 μg ultrapure LPS O111:B4
(InvivoGen) and 0.5 μl of FuGENE HD (Sigma-Aldrich) per well to be
transfected. The transfection mixture was vortexed briefly, incu-
bated for 10 min at room temperature, and added dropwise to the
cells. The plates were centrifuged for 5 min at 200g and 37°C.
Extrinsic apoptosis was induced by adding 100 ng/ml TNF-α and
the SMAC mimetic AZD5582 at the indicated concentration. In-
trinsic apoptosis was induced by addition of the BH3 mimetic
small molecule inhibitor ABT-737 in combination with the Mcl-1
inhibitor S63845 at the indicated concentrations.

Cell death and cytokine release measurement

Cell lysis was assessed by quantifying the amount of lactate
dehydrogenase in the cell supernatant using the LDH cytotoxicity
kit (Takara) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To
measure cell permeabilization, propidium iodide (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) was added to the medium at 12.5 μg/ml and fluorescent
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emission measured by Cytation5 (Biotek) over time. LDH and PI
uptake were normalized to untreated control and 100% lysis.
Cytokine release into the supernatant in particular IL-1β was
measured by Elisa (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

DNA fragmentation assay

DNA fragmentation during apoptosis and pyroptosis was assessed
by agarose gel electrophoresis as described before (Kasibhatla et
al, 2006). In brief, Gsdmd−/− BMDMs were seeded in a 12-well plate
and treated with apoptotic triggers or transfected with poly(dA:dT)
as described under Cell Death Assays section.

Cell lysis and immunoblotting

After treatment of cells, cell supernatant was collected and 1×
sample buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) complemented with 66
nM Tris, and 2% SDS was added to the cell lysate. The proteins of
the supernatant were precipitated on ice using an end concen-
tration of 4% TCA (wt/vol) for 30 min. Supernatant was then spun
down at 20,000g for 20 min at 4°C washed with 100% acetone and
centrifuged at 20,000g for 20 min at 4°C. The protein pellet was
air-dried and resuspended with the lysate. The samples were
boiled for 10 min at 70°C and separated by a 10% or 12% SDS page
gel. Transfer to the 0.2 μM Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) mem-
branes was accomplished by Trans-Blot Turbo System. The
membranes were blocked with 5% milk in TBS-T and incubates
with the primary antibody for 2 h at RT or overnight. Membranes
were washed three times with TBS-T and HRP-coupled antibodies
added in 5% milk in TBST-T for 1 h. After washing, the membranes
were revealed by FUSION imager (VILBER) using Pierce ECL
Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or Pierce ECL
Plus Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Live cell imaging

BMDMs or iBMDMs were seeded 5 × 104/well in eight-well tissue
culture–treated μ-Slides (iBidi) or 96-well Cell Culture Microplates,
μClear (Greiner Bio-One) overnight and primed the next day with
100 ng/ml LPS 055:B5 for 4 h. The AIM2 inflammasome was acti-
vated by transfection of poy(dA:dT) (see the Cell Death Assay
section). For time-lapse microscopy, cells were incubated with
CellTox Green (Promega) 1:10,000 and AnnexinV (BioLegend) at
500 ng/ml or for mitochondrial health assessment MitoTracker
Green and MitoTracker CMXRos were added to OptiMEM at a final
concentration of 125 nM. Images were taken every 5 min or every
15 min, respectively. Zeiss LSM800 point scanning confocal mi-
croscope equipped with 63× Plan-Apochromat NA 1.4 oil objec-
tive, Zeiss ESID detector module, LabTek heating/CO2 chamber,
and motorized scanning stage.

Slice-SILAC

Gsdmd- and Asc-deficient iBMDMs were grown in SILAC DMEM
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) medium supplemented with 10% dialyzed
FBS, 200 mg/ml proline, 150 mg/ml heavy or light lysine and 50 mg/

ml arginine, respectively. The cells were passaged five to six times
until 100% labelling was achieved. For the experiment, the cells
were seeded at 5 × 105/well in 12-well plates overnight and primed
the next day with 100 ng/ml LPS 055:B5 for 4 h. Poly(dA:dT)
transfection was then carried out as described under Cell Death
Assays section and plates incubated for 3 h. The cells were scraped
in OptiMEM, and proteins were precipitated by 4% TCA. The obtained
protein pellet was then resuspended in FASP buffer (4% SDS, 0.1 M
DTT, and 100 mM Tris, pH 7.5), heated for 5 min at 95°C, sonicated,
and cleared by 10-min centrifugation at 12,000g. Downstream
sample preparation, including SDS gel preparation, mass spec-
trometry, and data analysis have been described before (Di Micco et
al, 2016).

Caspase activity assay

Caspase-3/7 activity was either measured by luminescence using
the Caspase-Glo 3/7 (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol or by fluorescence. The caspase activity assay was per-
formed as follows using the fluorescent substrate N-acetyl-Asp-
Glu-Val-Asp-7-amido-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin (Sigma-Aldrich).
The cells were lysed directly in the medium by adding 5× lysis
buffer (250 mM Hepes, 25 mM CHAPS, and 25 mM DTT) and pipetting
up and down. 30 μl of lysed cells was incubated with 30 μl of 2×
assay buffer (40 mM Hepes, 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% CHAPS,
20% sucrose, and 20 mM DTT), and 50 μM final concentration of
substrate was taken in black opaque OptiPlate-96 (PerkinElmer)
and read at 400/505 at 37°C every 2 min for 10 min.

Metabolic activity—ATP content

Metabolic activity was measured by Titer-Glo (Promega) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, cells plus 25 μl supernatant
were incubated with 25 μl Titer-Glo, shook for 2 min at 600 rpm, and
incubated for 10 min at room temperature before reading.

In vitro caspase cleavage assay

Active recombinant caspase-1 was purified as described before
(Sborgi et al, 2016). For the in vitro cleavage assay, cell lysate from
iGsdmd−/−/Casp-3−/−/Casp-7−/− was prepared as described before
(Boucher et al, 2012). Briefly, the cells were lysed in ice-cold buffer
(50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, and 1% IGEPAL) and incubated
on ice for 30min. Cellular proteins were recovered by centrifugation
at 7,000g for 10 min and kept at −80°C in 30-μl aliquots. Purified
active caspase-1 (50, 100 nM) was added to cell lysate and incu-
bated for 2 h at 37°C. The mixture was then analysed by
immunoblot.
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